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A SERIOUS 

PROGRAM. 
The M85UL .38 Special 
"Taurus Ultra·Litel" 
A 25% weight reduction to just 15.8 ounces, and still "+P Rated" for Duty Use! 
The "Hammer-Forged" alloy frame and our Lifetime Warranty combine to assure 
Ultra-Tough, Ultra-Strong, "Ultra-Lite" Durability. 

So here it is, with all the quality, reliability and features of the renowned Model 85, 
and weighing less than a pound. The diminutive 85 "Ultra-Lite" is the ideal carry 
and home defense revolver for women and men. All models of the "Ultra-Lite" 
incorporate the features of the new, exclusive Taurus Security System'" ... as a 
standard feature! This system renders the revolver inoperable by use of a special 
key. For anyone with concerns about unauthorized use of their Taurus "Ultra-Lite", 
the integral Taurus Security System provides an additional measure of assurance. 

Insert the key into the 
mechanism and turn 
clockwise until a "click" 
is felt or heard (Fig. la). 
The mechanism now 

To place the revolver in 
a firing condition, 
insert the key into the 
mechanism and turn it 
counter-clockwise 

partially protrudes above the surface of the 
back of the hammer (Fig. lb). The revolver's 
action is locked in place and cannot function. 

(Fig. 2a). The mechanism is now virtually 
flush with the back portion of the hammer 
(Fig. 2b). The revolver can now be fired. 
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The new Taurus "Ultra-Lite" '" combines the -~ ·. 
power of a Magnum with the size and control ', ,, 

/ 

of a .38! Just shy of a .357 Magnum load, 
+P ammo fires at a higher velocity, making the Taurus 
"Ultra-Lite" light and comfortable enough for carry, 
yet tough enough for home defense. 

Visit your local Taurus Dealer today to see the new Taurus 
"Ultra-Lite," and don't forget ... The Taurus "Ultra-Lite" 
is backed by the Taurus Lifetime Repair Policy. 

.. ~~t.T•U•UB® 
&;; ~~Ml 16175 N.W. 49th Ave., Miami, FL 33014 
~ ~~ Tel: (305) 624-1115 • Fax: (305) 624-3180 
~ website: www.taurususa.com 





'98 SOF Con11ention 

0 nee again am pleased to 
announce that SOF's 1998 
Convention and Expo, 23-27 

September, is shaping up to be another 
landmark event, even surpassing last 
year's gala. The Expo 
will be again located in 
the Sands Expo and 
Convention Hall - and 
it is filling fast. The 
doors will open 25 
September. Many old 
timers are already on 
board, and new ones are 
calling in daily. 

Those interested in 
exhibiting should call 
Steve Schreiner at 303-449-3750, ext. 
312. Several mailings have already 
gone out. If you want to exhibit, I urge 
you all to call soon, space will quickly 
become limited. 

There is no other event in the country 
- or probably the world, for that matter 
- where you can spend a few days dis-
cussing the latest in worldwide sniping 
developments, sign up for a jump tour in 
Estonia and then have drinks with a few 
"tourists" just back from the Congo. 
Every reader, at least once in his life, 
should plan a pilgrimage to an SOF 
Convention and Expo. Where else can 
you meet and eat with movie stars and 
meres? We assemble the world's greatest 
collection of guns, gear, gadgets and 
grunts. 

Those wishing to attend the conven
tion should call our switchboard (303-

449-3750, ext. 8) for the latest informa
tion , or check out our website at 
www.sofmag.com. We are currently lin
ing up seminars and participatory 
events . After last year 's abbreviated 

show, we are pulling out 
all stops to try and recti
fy the situation. Stay 
tuned for more details. 

We are well along in 
choosing our headquar
ters hotel. We plan to 
have an SOF event center 
all to ourselves with a 
restaurant, bar and plenty 
of room to "socialize." 
Additionally, there will 

be a laser tag and paint ball competition. 
In keeping with tradition, we have a 

number of exciting keynote speakers 
on line for the awards banquet. Watch 
future issues for details on personali
ties-times-places. 

The Three-Gun Match is on track and 
nearly sold out. Also at the range this 
year will be a new and improved manu
facturers demo and a shit-hot firepower 
demo. This popular event will be back 
this year with more rounds down-range 
than ever before. 

Because of construction, changes of 
command and el Nino, the past two 
years in Las Vegas have been difficult 
for conventions, but it looks like the 
storm clouds are behind us. I want to 
thank all you loyal conventioneers for 
their support: This year no one will be 
disappointed . Yi:' 

'!IB SOF CONVENTION AND EXPO 
Sands Expo and Convention Hall 

23-27 September 
Exhibitors: contact Steve Schreiner, 303-449-3750, ext. 312 

For events and more info, call 303-449-3750 ext. 8 or 
visit our website: www.sofmag.com 
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THE TACTICAL ADVANTAGE 
A Definitive Study of Personal Small-Arms Tactics 

by Gabriel Suarez 
By reading this book, you'll learn combat tactics that have been tested in the world's toughest school, where the tuition gets paid with the blood of pclice officers and inno
cent civilians. Find out how the author and other big-city police officers maintain the tactical advantage when the bullets start flying, including how to search ccmers, doors 
and hallways; the proper use of cover and concealment; weapon retention and combative countermeasures; distance intervals and close-quarters moves; and much more. 
This book is for anyone with an interest in personal defense, from the homeowner who hears a suspicious noise in the middle of the night to the cop who must search a 
dark building to a combat operative who is about to take part in an early-morning raid. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, photos, illus., 216 pp. $20.00 

SECRETS . ' 

How to Erase 
Bad Credit 

Bob H ammond 

THE TRUTH ABOUT HANDGUNS 
Exploding the Myths, Hype, 
and Misinfonnation 
by Duane Thomas 
Every gun enthusiast will enjoy reading this lively 
look at the myths about the Colt .45; the hype 
surrounding handgun stopping power; the truth 
about Alvin York's incredible World War I 
firefight; the answers to the questions •Are 
revolvers dead?" and "How good is the .40 
Smith & Wesson cartridge?"; and much more. 5 
1/2 x 81/2, sottcover, 136 pp. $14.00 

THE MODERN IDENTITY CHANGER 
How to Create a New Identity for 
Privacy and Personal Freedom 
by Sheldon Chamtt 
Finally, here is an all-new instruction book on 
how to obtain a new identity, produce 
supporting documents for it and use it safely in 
today's society. Learn how to get Social 
Security numbers, driver's licenses and more. 
For academic study only. 51 /2 x 81/2, sott-
cover, illus., 152 pp. $20.00 

CREDIT SECRETS 
How to Erase Bad Credit 
Revised and Updated 
by Bob Hammond 
This expanded Credit Secrets will save you 
thousands of dollars in fees, finance charges 
and interest payments as you learn the very 
latest techniques to get rid of debt once and for 
all and establish good credit. Discover proven 
tricks used by lawyers, credit counselors and 
other pros who charge handsomely for their ser
vices. 51/2 x 81/2, sottcover, 136 pp. $15.00 

RAGNAR'S ACTION ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE 

BUUSEYES DON'T SHOOT BACK 
The Complete Textbook of Point 
Shooting tor Close Quarters Combat 
by Col. Rex Applegate & Michael D. Janich 
Learn why point shooting is the most practical 
technique for aiming and shooting a handgun in a 
real gunfight. This instructional guide teaches you 
how and when to use point shooting, compares it 
to two-handed sighted fire and tells how a major 
police training facility is teaching point shooting 
with stunning results. 51/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover, 
photos, 120 pp. $20.00 

GUERRIUAS IN THE MIST 
A Battlefield Guide to 
Clandestine Warfare 
by Bob Newman 
Foreword by Robert K. Brown 
Learn every facet of the grim, violent world of 
guerrilla wariare: basic fieldcratt; mines and booby 
traps; tunnel construction and strategy; ambushes; 
urtJan and nocturnal tactics; interrogation, 
indoctrination and exploitation; psyops; and more. 
For academic study only. 5 1 /2 x 8 1 /2, sottcover, 
photos, illus., 232 pp. $20.00 

GET EVEN 
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks 
by George Hayduke 
A hilarious overview of the methods people use 
to get even with big business, government and 
enemies. These dirty tricks range from the 
simple to the elaborate, including more 
sophisticated schemes devised by CIA and 
Mafia members and political dirty tricksters. For 
entertainment purposes only. 51/2 x 81/2, 
hardcover, 208 pp. $19.95 

THE REVENGE ENCYCLOPEDIA 

BEAT THE BILL COLLECTOR 
How to Obtain Freedom 
from Your Debt 
by Max Edison 
If debt collection agencies are harassing you to 
settle your unpaid bills, you do not have to put up 
with their bullying tactics! This book tells you 
exactly how you can use simple tricks to get them 
off your back for good or resort to heavy legal fire
power if they persist in calling you at work or 
home. Know your rights! 51/2 x 8 1/2, sottcover. 
80 pp. $12.00 

THE ART OF THE RIFLE 
by Jeff Cooper 
'Riflecratt has been completely ignored since 
World War 11,' says Jeff Cooper, America's fore
most rifle instructor. To remedy this situation, he 
took it upon himsett to set down the fine art of the 
rifle before it was lost forever. In his no-holds
barred style, Cooper instructs you in everything 
you need to know about shooting the rffle, while 
entertaining you with tales of marksmanship, 
combat and big-game hunting. 8 1/2 x 11, 
hardcover, photos, 104 pp. $29.95 

THE WHOLE SPY CATALOG 
by Lee Lapin 
The Whole Spy Catalog shows you exactly how 
to hire an ex-KGB agent, order a photo of 
anyplace on earth anytime during the last 20 
years, get an instant background check on 
anyone, open a door from 100 feet away, sub
scribe to an In-house FBI newsletter, order and 
install the latest electronic surveillance gear and 
many more tricks to trace, track, surveil and 
investigate anyone or anything. 8 1/2 x 11, sott
cover, photos, illus., 448 pp. $44.95 

AND PROVEN TECHNIQUES 
by Ragnar Benson 

Revenge 
Encyclopedia 

This is the mother of all revenge books! You 'd 
have to buy more than 25 books to get all the wit 
and wisdom contained In this compilation from 
the best of Paladin's revenge books. Don't be 
fooled by cheap imitators that claim to know how 
to get even. Paladin Is still your revenge source 
when you need to even the score with nosy 
neighbors, bungling bureaucrats, snarly clerks or 
other pests. For entertainment purposes only. 8 

THE OFFICIAL SOVIET ARMY 
HAND GRENADE MANUAL 
translated by James F. Gebhardt 
This combination of two actual Soviet Army 
manuals covers the grenades and Molotov 
cocktails used by the Red Army against the 
Germans in WWII and modern grenades used 
by the Soviet Army from 197 4 through the 
mid- 1980s. Includes technical descriptions 
and sections on tactical deployment. For 
academic study only. 8 1/2 x 11, sottcover, 

Learn how to trap anything that moves, drop out 
of the rat race, protect your privacy, elude the 
bad guys, defend yourself, build weapons, 
change identities, land a job and live well - as 
well as a little bit about everything else that 
might be important. 8 1/2 x 11, sottcover, 
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photos, illus., 456 pp. $45.00 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES 
Acquiring New ID . •••••. $20.00 
Advanced Fugitive; Running 

Hiding, Surviving, and 
Thriving Forever .....• $15.00 

Get Even 2; 
More Dirty Tricks from 
the Master of Revenge . $19.95 

Bail Enforcer • . ...••.•• $16.95 
Reborn in the USA; 

Personal Privacy through 
a New Identity . . . .. .. $16.00 

How to Beat the Credit 
Bureaus: The Insider's Guide 
to Consumer Credit .. . $1 2.00 

New ID in America .. . . .. $17 .00 

Testing the War Weapons: 
Rifles and Light 
Machine Guns from 
Around the World ••••• $40.00 

Master's Guide to Basic 
Self-Defense ... .... . $14.00 

Reefer Warrior • .. .. .. .. $29.95 
Bulletproof Privacy; 

How to Live Hidden, 
Happy, and Free! ...•. $15.95 

Street Stoppers: The Latest 
Handgun Stopping 
Power Street Results •• $39.95 

The Professional 
Gambler's Handbook .. $15.00 

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE- DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
PALADIN PRESS · P.O. BOX 1307 ·BOULDER, CC 80306 · (303) 443-7250 

FAX (303) 442-8741 · E-mail service@paladin-press.com 
Videotapes are nonreturnable. Defective tapes will be replaced. 
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FINDING COLT 
KNIVES 

Reference your 
"Adventure QM" article 
in the February '98 issue 
of SOF mag: You com
mented on Colt's new 
CSAR gravity knife. I 

checked with a local Colt dealer, who 
checked with his supplier etc., and everyone 
came up with a blank. 

Please write and let me know who/where 
etc. I can contact to acquire one of these fine 
knives and at what cost ... 

Thanks - Robert Glemaker 

We contacted Colt's again, and were told 
the CSAR is in the distribution pipeline: If 
he does not yet have it in stock, your local 
Colt dealer will be able to order it from his 
distributor by the time you read this. 

RUN FASJ, NOT AMOK 

I read with interest Robin Postell 's arti
cle "Athletes in the Outback," SOF 
February 1998. I find it interesting and dis
appointing that she would characterize mil
itary teams as not doing well in the Eco 
Challenge. I would make the argument that 
they have done very well, and stand a very 
good chance of putting the first all-US team 
across the finish line. 

I led a team of Army Rangers in the 
1996 race in British Columbia. It was our 
first race of this type and we had a 
respectable 11th-place finish. Of the 70 
teams that entered that event, only 14 
ranked teams finished, of which three were 
military. Between the three military teams 
we had a total race experience of four races, 
compared to over 60 races by the winner, 
Eco Internet. This race is all about experi
ence. As military teams return to this event 
for another shot at it, they will be tougher on 
the top foreign competition. The military 
teams usually approach problem solving in 
a methodical way that produces the best 
course of action based on the situation and 
race experience. Problem solving and deci
sion making certainly seemed to be a weak
ness in most of the civilian teams we 
noticed. 

Our team, U.S. Cavalry, adopted the 
strategy to move steadily and finish the race 
with all members. , We did this. Being it was 
our first race, we learned a tremendous 
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amount about this type of event. We were 
not able to return for the Australia race 
because of operational reasons, but have 
submitted an application fore the 1998 race 
in Morocco. 

Like Mike Trisler, we also intend to 
race for the win text time. The nature of 
our professional obligations precludes us 
from racing as often as the top teams do, so 
we'll always lack the race experience of 
other teams. Despite that, I believe that 
military teams will be very competitive 
and offer the best chance that a team from 
the United States wi ll put a team across the 
finish line first. 

Luke Green 
Fort Benning, Georgia 

By this writer's standards, you're doing 
very well if you finish at all - but in an 
arena where there are no second-place win
ners, 11th out of 70 is only respectable if 
you're graded on a curve. But every race is 
a new slate and every additional race we 
fie ld more experienced teams. Teams USA 
have as good as men any anybody's, and as 
our guys gain experience, we'll put our 
money on the home team for sure. Luke, 
Good Luck this year in Morocco! 

FROM THE MUD 
'N' THE BLOOD 
(AND NO BEER) 

Greetings from the 
world 's best-kept vaca
tion secret. This letter is 
in regard to the article by 
Col. Hackworth in the 

January 1998 issue ("Remfracket"). With 
all due respect to Col. Hackworth, I am 
afraid he didn ' t have all the facts he need
ed to properly write his comments. Not all 
of the officials who visit the FRY stay only 
a few minutes: Some are brave enough to 
stay one or two overnights. Coincidentally, 
I am sure, these visits seem to happen a lot 
with arrival on the 30th or 31st of the 
month, with departure on the 1st or 2nd. 
Go Figure. 

Keep up the good work. From the land 
of boredom, mud, and no beer, 

Regards, 

CW3 Bradley E. Rassega 
Operation Joint Guard 

..,..._ 

FEMME FIGHTER JOCK 

[Thought you'd like to know that] First 
Lieutenant Karen F. Tribbett, USMC, grad
uated number-one in ceremonies at U.S . 
Naval Base, Meridian, Miss. , and has been 
assigned FA-18 transition 8 Jan 98 at El 
Toro, Calif. Her permanent duty station 
expected to be Miramar, Calif. Her hus
band, First Lieutenant Cristopher l Tribbett 
USMC, is a data systems officer for Marine 
Corps Base, Pendleton, Calif. 

Sherry J. Fuller 
Ameliasys.com 

RADICAL RADS? 

was watching the TV show 
Investigative Reports, and the subject of the 
show was the use of depleted uranium 
rounds and the supposed health effects of 
the uranium that had been vaporized as the 
round struck its target. there were several 
dramatic examples of radiation readings 
being taken and statements from various 
people who claimed to be victims of heavy 
metal poisoning. 

I have come to depend on SOF for the 
straight story about anything concerning the 
military world, so I would like to hear your 
views on this subject. 

Are we sending our kids into the battle
field without the knowledge to keep them 
safe? Or is this just another "assault 
weapon" type of story (aU noise and no real 
world facts)? 

My son is in the 1st Cav at Ft. Hood, 
Tex, so I have more than a slight interest. 

Keep up the good work! 

Gary D. Smith 

The amount of radiation in depleted ura
nium, as opposed to enriched Uranium as 
used for fission or fuel, is an order of mag
nitude less. As for its long-term or short
term toxic effects, we frankly do not know, 
although most doctors will hasten to !ell you 
that the only good ionizing radiation is no 
ionizing radiation. We do know that our 
A PCs wiped by friendly fire in the las/ Gulf 
War, with DU rounds, were flagged off as a 
radiation hazard, as we had photos of them. 
Thal, of course, may have just been an 
attempt to keep folks away from something 
we didn't really want to talk about. 

DU shot was at one time used in silenced 
revolver rounds designed for offing tunnel 
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The California Tax Revolt 
We, the pro-gunners of America, have the power to launch a state-by-state tax revolt! 

When the enemy attacks, two things are targeted: the weapons depot and the gold supply. Take the weapons and they cannot fight! Take 
the gold (their paychecks) and they cannot restock the weapons depot! A poor opponent is much easier to enslave! Those who seek to 
disarm America are well aware of this fact! Let's take a glimpse into the future: Buy a gun? Not hardly! It was only with the greatest 
effort that Johnny could afford to feed and clothe his family, as 84% of his wages were, by design, taken in taxes. At midnight of July 4, 
2076, the political elite ordered the round up of them thar Constitutionalists. Johnny and his family were quickly taken. No shot was heard 
around the world! A few days later, the Bill of Rights was repealed! Where have all the pro-gunners gone? Gone to concentration camps, 
every one! The real reason for tracking gun ownership! 
We can allow ourselves to be divided, taxed into poverty, disarmed, defeated, and eventually enslaved, or we can 

unite in an effort to take back America in the same manner it was created, i.e., state-by-state rebelli"on. 

The California Tax Revolt is financed through book and t-shirt sales. 
No, Virginia, there is no Santa Claus! Tax revolts must be financed! 

"We mutually pledge to each other our Lives, our Fortunes, and our sacred Honor." 
____ YOUR TAX REVOLT DOLLARS AT WORK ____ _ 

"I'm pro-gun and I vote," declares publisher Keith Pullman. During The California Tax Revolt: "For every book sold, one dollar will be 
donated to my favorite national pro-gun association; for every t-shirt sold, one dollar will be donated to my favorite California pro-gun 
association; my annual income as publisher will be limited to $40,000; and 100% of the remaining net profit will be used to place ads 
similar to this ad, until such time as a sufficient number of books and t-shirts have been sold to realize enough of a net profit to pay the 
entire cost of putting The Best System of Taxation Ever Devised on the California ballot," states Pullman. 
THE BOOK UNITED WE SIT, AMERICA outlines, in a humorous and politically incorrect way, The Best System of Taxation Ever Devised. 
The monetary value of things, including income, is not truced in any way, shape or form, and the efficiency of the system reduces the local, 
state, and federal truces of virtually every individual Sill!. business by 50% or more! To be even more specific: personal and real property, 
sales, excise, capital gain, inheritance, unemployment, disability, income, social security, and medicare taxes are eliminated. All truc related 
payroll deductions are eliminated. All permit, license, entry, user, etc., fees are eliminated. All existing forms of raising revenue, at all levels 
of government, are eliminated, and the manner in which revenue can be raised is limited. How, then, is revenue raised? The truc liability of 
every individual and business is determined in the same manner at all levels of government, based on the perpetual existence of three 
carefully chosen objects, which are owned and/or used on a daily basis by every individual and business in the world. The number of 
objects owned or used is proportional to the wages and desires of each individual (you can choose how much you want to pay in taxes), 
and the size Sill!. physical function of each business. 
THE T-SHIRT The I sponsored The California Tax Revoltt-shirt is just plain fun! 

What about the IRS and IRS clone agencies? They're terminated! That's billions of man-hours saved! 

THE CALIFORNIA TAX REVOLT IS AN ECONOMIC WEAPON! Putting billions of dollars Sill!. man-hours back into our piggy banks 
equals proportional increases in our economic and political powers, and individual liberties. What could you do with the money from a 
reduction in your local and state truces of 50% or more? Spend it on yourself and your loved ones! Pay off your debts! Make larger and 
more frequent donations to your favorite pro-gun associations and constitutional candidates, to fight the fight against those who seek to 
disarm America! 

IT1S A STATE-BY-STATE, DISCOUNTED, TAX-DEDUCTIBLE TAX REVOLUTION 
"The powers not delegated to the United States by the constitution, nor prohibited by it to the states, are reserved to the states 
respectively, or to the people." California isn't the only state that has an initiative process, and it's a proven fact that what happens in 
California is looked at very closely by all the states, as well as by Congress. Thus, the social, economic, and competitive nature of The 
Best System of Taxation Ever Devised will carry it over to the remaining states, and on to the "federal" level. Of course, a little outside help 
never hurts! Is it possible to turn The California Tax Revolt into The Colorado Tax Revolt? The Washington Tax Revolt? The Oregon Tax 
Revolt? And so on? You bet! And it's on Pullman's list of things to do! "We can hang together or we can hang separately," mused Ben 
Franklin. Not a Californian? Neither were the Founding Fathers! Pitch in and help kick it off! California first, and then on to the other states! 

3,700 pro-gunners per state ordering 1 gift combo are about all it will take to finance The California Tax Revolt! 
"Government is not reason. Government is not eloquence. It is force. Like fire, it is a dangerous servant, and a fearful master." G. W. 

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL TAX REVOLUTION 
Order Today! And Squeeze the Trigger on The California Tax Revolt! 

Is it possible to donate a book or t-shirt to your favorite charity, and then write it off? 
A certain President of the United States wrote off his used underpants! 
Please check with your truc advisor, as this President did, before taking any deduction. 

__________ Prices include shipping & handling _________ _ 
BUDDY-UP with a few friends and buy at a discounted price! Make a group payment and provide a single ship-to address. 

THE GIFT COMBO One book and one t-shirt: $29.40 THE T-SHIRT One t-shirt: $15.95 -Two or more: $13.95 each 
THE BOOK One copy: $18.70 -Two or more: $15.45 each ADDITIONAL T-SHIRTS (with any order) $13.95 each 
SIZES: men's small thru xxx-large. COLORS: white, black, ash, pink (pink is limited to sizes medium through x-large). 
Please indicate quantities, sizes, and 1.!ll and 2nd color choices. Ladies! Order appropriate men's sizes for you and yours! 

Allow four to six weeks for delivery. Prices are subject to change without notice. 
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 7.25% SALES TA)(. 

Outhouse Publishing, Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 461355, Escondido, CA. 92046-1355 
More info? http://members.aol.com/ttaxx/revolt.htm (or) send a #10 SASE. 

MAKE THE MOST OF THIS AD! MAIL OR FAX A COPY TO ALL YOUR PRO-GUN FRIENDS! 
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rats in Vietnam, and was under study as a 
possible substitute for lead shot used on 
migrat01y waterfowl. This would imply that, 
although it is nearly the heaviest of metals, its 
"heavy metal" toxicity may be less than its 
potential radiation hazard. Both the DU AP 
rounds and the DU armor our tanks use work 
because uranium is so incredibly dense 
(although brittle). It works so well in these 
roles, it may be that the trade-off for a cert a in 
level of toxicity is worth it in the long run. 

In short, we can only speculate, as this is 
out of our field - but we solicit scientific 
input from our best research resource, our 
readers. 

OILY, OILY AUCTION FREE? 

While visiting a friend at Ft. Stewart, 
Georgia, I had the privilege of being given a 
tour of a cavalry motorpool. Since I was a 
tanker in Vietnam, C troop l/4th Can in 
1966, I was excited to be able to see and 
touch the M1A2 and the Bradley. When we 
were leaving I noticed that every vehicle in 
the motor pool had a large coffee can under 
it, the purpose, I was informed, being to col
lect any fluids dripping from the vehicle. 

We came across a vehicle that fluid had 
over filled the can and the officer I was 
went into as, what I'll call a fit, a con
trolled fit but still a high level of alert. 
They informed me that the EPA, if they 
found the leak would impose a very large, 

$50,000 fine on the base's budget. 
Is this where some of our defense money 

is going? What is the total amount of fines 
imposed on our military for such "spills"? 

The officers asked me how I would have 
handled a situation like that 30 years ago 
and I laughed that our M48A2s and 3 
dripped at the very least a quart a mile. I 
wonder how much money is easy pickin's 
for the EPA at the service bases throughout 
the world and where does that money 
derived from fines get re-cycled to? Just 
some input from an old scout. 

Thanks, Jack Callahan 

Doggoned if we know, Jack, but it's an 
intriguing question, isn 't it? Anybody out 
there know? 

PUNCH ME, KICK ME, HURT ME 

I agree for the most part with the writer 
of the letter in this month's FLAK: "Soldier 
of Fortune, Inc." STINKS ON ICE!!! I 
watched the first episode and was appalled 
that you would lend your name to such a 
piece of trash! The characters are generic 
and juvenile, their missions are asinine, and 
the dialogue is laughable! I expected more 
from folks who have consistently been the 
self-appointed "Bullshit Police" of armed 
conflict in the modern world. After watch
ing this tripe, I seriously have to reconsider 

your analysis of that idiot Frank Dux!!! You 
have always stood up against those who 
thought your publication to be reactionary 
and pure fantasy, but to flog this show to 
your loyal readers can only be likened to a 
confidence scam. You got paid: let it go 
now, and pray you can regain your compo
sure in the eyes of your readers ... 

Frank Booth 

Whew! Was it good for you too, Frank? 
Want to do us again? The show was 
renewed for another year .. . 

COUNTER-BATTERY REOUESJED 

FLAK belongs to you, the readers. We 
merely manage it as a sacred trust, to bring 
even more truthfulness and light to the 
world. Therefore, always welcome are your: 
gripes, kudos, comments regarding SOF; 
your requests/ideas for SOF features; 
updates or corrections of what you saw in 
SOF; your thoughts/comments on the 
national/international scene; any questions 
on any topic that would be of interest to you 
and other readers - et cetera. Please come 
right to the point; be concise - we don' t 
have space to publish long letters, no matter 
how worthy they may be. Write: FLAK, 
5735 Arapahoe Ave., Suite A-5, Boulder, 
CO 80303. Webwonks can e-mail us at: edi
tor@sofmag.com. ~ 

Benchmade· 
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MODEL 830S WITH BLACK POCKET CLIP 

IF YOU WANT PROOF THAT THE NEW B ENCH MAD E 8 3 0 S JS TH E STRONGEST, 

SHARPEST LIGHTWEIGHT FOLDING KNIFE AVAILABLE .ANYWHERE .JU ST 

COMPARE IT'S FEATU RES TD ANY OTHER KNIFE ON TH E MARKET. THEN 
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Every Picture! 
Every Chart! 

Every Map! 

I 

This unique CD contains 200 Field Manuals from the 
U.S. Army. Over 600 million bytes of information! 

Every word of the original manuals! 
Everything indexed for easy use! 

Less than 10 cents 
per manual! 

All of these manuals have been formatted into .pdf files so they can be viewed by Adobe Acrobat reader, 
which is included an this CD. These manuals can be viewed directly from the CD. There is no need to 
download the manuals to your hard drive to view them. They can be sent to your printer, or copied to your 
computer. This is a "must have" CD! 

Only$19.95 
plus $5.00 shipping & handling 

Think about what an asset this CD will be for your survival library! It will take the 
place of over 100 pounds of books. Many of these Field Manuals cost more than 
$20.00 each to buy from the government printing office. This CD is also fully 
indexed and searchable! You can locate the exact infonnation you're looking 
for in seconds. PC, Mac and Uni versions are all included on the'CD. 

- To order, 
call toll free 

1-800-321-2974 

Military Media 
7454 Lancaster Pike, Suite 321 
Hockessin, DE 19707 

The Item# is FM-200 
You may also order by mail 

' :..... -·- -~--- -~ ••• ...l 



UNITED STATES RUSSIA 
More nuke policy: Clinton signs nuclear weapons policy to 
allow U.S. to use nuclear weapons in retaliation for chemi
cal or biological strikes. Clinton abandons prior claim air 
strikes could elim inate Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, 
saying strike could only delay Iraq. Nations/organizations 
opposing U.S. force in Iraq: Arab League, China, Cuba, 
Egypt, France, Greece, India, Indonesia, Italy, Lebanon, 
Malaysia, Non-alig ned Movement, Organization of Islamic 
Conference, Russ ia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain , 
Syria, Vatican , Vietnam, World Council of Churches, Yemen. 
Those in favor: Argentina, Australia, Bahrain , Brazil , Britain , 
Canada, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary, Kuwait, 
Portugal , Poland, Slovenia, Sweden. • Lying recruits: Army 
recru iters begin policy of calling local police to check on 
recruits before sending them to basic training . Policy 
responds to failure of 1,300 recruits per year fai ling to admit J 
previous criminal records, which are found weeks later in 
routine background checks. •Adultery club: Clinton nomi
nates Air Force General Joseph Ralston for second term as 
Vice Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff. Adultery charges ear
lier prevented Ralston's nomination as chairman. 

Big threat: Yeltsin warns U.S.-lraqi conflict may ignite global nuclear 
war. Parliament warns any strike on Iraq to derail ratification of START-
2 nuclear weapons treaty. Russia insists U.N. resolutions don't al low 
U.S. force against Iraq, a point disputed by U.S. • New Air Force: Five 
new fighter aircraft under development at Russia's two main aircraft 
bureaus. West has only four similar programs under way. Russians 
expect new Air Force to include heavy fighter and lighter, smaller air
craft, to parallel U.S. efforts to field F-22 and JSF simultaneously. • 
Space Stations: Government says Mir space station to stay operational 
until Space Station Alpha mii'an•n•e•d•in•mllllliiid•-1•9•99•.'!!P!!~~l,!ll!ll!l!lll--' 

___ _. 

IRAO 
Fighting words: Saddam Hussein says food rations below minimum 
requirements due to U.S. obstruction of food contracts. Russia and 
China complain top U.N. arms inspector Richard Butler speaks to 
media before briefing Security Council. Butler claims Iraq has 
enough bioweapon-armed missiles to "blow away Tel Aviv - or 
whatever." Iraq complains comment is plot to organize combined 
U.S.-lsraeli attack. • Carrier shuffle: U.S. carrier Nimitz leaves Gulf, 
heads to Norfolk, Va. , ending speculation U.S. to keep three carriers 
in Gulf for strike against Iraq. U.S. carrier Independence arrives in 
Gulf. Carrier John C. Stennis to replace carrier George Washington. 

~-

Food riots: Government withdraws 
troops from streets as food riots sub
side. White farmers offer alternative to 
government plans to confiscate their 
land. Government fails to move forward 
with its own plans because international 
donors and investors express opposition 
to any idea of confiscating land. 

PHILIPPINES 
Peace talks: Seven die in clashes 
between Moro Islamic Liberation Front 
(MILF) and army. Government pulls 
troops 4km from MILF main camp at 
Abubakar and halts logging near camp 
to allow peace talks. • Communist 
attacks: Security on power plants 
increased to forestall attacks by com
munist New People 's Army. Government 
reaches agreement with Philippine com
munist party in the Hague on human 
rights and international law. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Truth Commission: ANG admits to 
Apartheid-era bombings; asks Truth 
Commission for amnesty. ANG admis
sion reverses earlier claim that govern
ment staged bombings to discredit ANG. 
• JCI , among world 's top gold producers, 
collapses amid allegations financier Mizi 
Khumalo, first black to head it, misman
aged. Collapse escalates fears of black 
empowerment. • South Africa 's Defense 
Forces announce plans to cut 24,000 
troops from 94,000 in next few years. 

Alarming Soviet weapon: Military 
tests new Russian-built High Power 
Microwave (HPM) briefcase-sized 
bomb. Bomb does not explode, but 
produces 10-gigawatt pulse to dam
age or destroy computers or electron
ic components - such as radar and 
power stations, and telephone sys
tems -within a dozen meters. Larger 
truck-mounted version has range of 
several hundred meters, while small
er pistol-size version can destroy 
electronic equipment from point
blank range. Weapon is major con
cern to security agencies world-wide, 
as no treaties or sanctions cover 
"non-violent" weapons. Weapon con
sidered helpful tool to terrorists. 



Muslim executions: Government exe
cutes 11 Muslim separatists in Xinjiang. • 
Three U.S. religious leaders tour China to 
investigate religious freedom; Chinese 
government bars media from tour. • 
Government admits tens of thousands of 
solders transferred to army security 
police units. • Tan Li arrested for organiz
ing union. • Hong Kong harbor: Hong 
Kong continues confiscating mil itary 
equipment and transiting harbor without 
proper paperwork, including Chinese 
armored personnel carrier, rocket fuel 
shipped from North Korea to Pakistan, 
artillery pieces shipped from North Korea 
to Syria, and American Sidewinder missile 1191111.'&''ln. 

launch rail shipped from China to Israel. 

Drug violence: Car bomb 
destroys police station in Viota. 
Violence in early 1998 kills 11 
soldiers, nine police , 20 civilians 
and 11 rebels. FARC rebels pre
dict they will take over country 
within six years, vowing to kill 
200 mayors if they don't resign. 
Cano Limon pipeline blown up in 
February by ELN rebels. ELN 
destroys 50 ve hicles between 
Barracabermeja and San Alberto. 

SUDAN 

Democratic leader killed: Leader of pro-Zapatista 
Democratic Assembly of the People of Chiapas 
killed. Zapatistas re ject meeting with interior 
(police) Minister Francisco Labastida, claiming he 
launched police and Army sweeps in region.• Dirty 
war: Popular Revolutionary Army announces new 
11-state offensive to protest "dirty war" against 
indigenous people and demand new constitution. • 
Interior Minister Labast ida denies report by 
Washington Times linking him to drug traffickers. • 
Corrupt cops: Clinton says corruption rampant in 
Mexico's police. Police in Juarez and El Paso coop
erate to close border as escape route for criminals. 
Mexico rejects U.S. drug-certification procedure. 

Rebel offensive: Southern SPLA rebels launch offen
sive, attacking Way, Awei l and Qoqriyal. Rebels seize 
Wau airport. Offensive led by Major General Kerbino 
Kuanyen , a defector to the government in 1997. 
Kuanyen returned to SPLA side with most of his troops. 

IRAN 
Iraq's defected planes: Iran ian government sus
pected to have following military aircraft wh ich 
fled there during Gulf War: 12 MiG-23s, 4 MiG-
29s, 40 Su-22s, 22 Su-24s, 7 Su-25.-AW&STs. 

Air base plans: Okinawa 
rejects proposed offshore 
U.S. Marine helicopter 
base, ruining plans to close 
Futenma air base in ex
change for new platform 
(500 X 1,600 meters) . Oki 
nawa still wants Futen ma 
closed , but no replacement 
built. Tateo Kishimoto, sup
porter of new offshore 
base, wins special election 
as mayor of Nago. 
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SOG PHOTOS SOUGHT 

A tru ly fine photographic history of SOG is being assembled 
by former SOG sn iper and author Major John Plaster, USA (Ret.). 
Plaster has collected some 200 photos and slides thus far, and at 

his own expense is making complete sets of copies and supplying 
them to the Army Center for Military History and the JFK Special 
Warfare Museum, so that future generations can access a cata
loged collection of SOG photos. A portion of the proceeds of the 
book are being donated to the George Morton Scholarship Fund. 

State-of-the-Art Tactics, Tech
niques, and Equipment for Mili-

tary and Police Snipers 
Maj. John L. Plaster; USAR (Rel.) 

This long-awaited sequel to The 
Ultimate Sniper reveals the cut
ting edge in sniping tactics and 
technology, including night snip
ing, suppressed sniper weapons, 
.50-caliber rifles, winter sniper 
warfare and advanced sniper 
fieldcraft. Color, approx. 120 min .. 
VHS only. $59.95 

Additional photos are sought of the fo llowing topics : 
-Medal of Honor, DSC recipients 
-MIA and KIA Personnel 
-HF or Recon Combat Ops 

Elbe River, 1945? No, a Baltimore/Washington-area rifle range 
where for the past three years re-enactors have conducted their 
annual WWII service rifle match. Paul Martin, left, outfitted as a 
Soviet infantryman and armed with an SVT-40, is greeted by 
Robert Lohr wearing the Screaming Eagle patch of the 101 st 
Airborne. Area history buffs interested in participating can call 
Lohr at 301 -428-9450. 

-Any action in/over North Vietnam 
-Bright Light Missions 
-POWs 
-Destroyed trucks, major items of enemy gear 

Volume 1: Brutal Throws, Take
downs, and Submission Holds 

with Nick Starks 
The Russian art of samba is one of 
the most brutal and devastating 
grappling arts In the world. In this 
dynamic video, sambo expert Nick 
Starks shows you how to make this 
art's distinctive throws, takedowns 
and fundamental submission holds 
part of your personal combat arse
nal. Color, approx. 90 min., VHS 
only. $39.95 
Vol. II $34.95 

$65.00 

Continued on page 17 

Jim Cirillo's Advanced 
Guide to Combat Shooting 

and Gunfight Survival 
with Jim Cirillo 

Jim Cirillo has survived more gun
fights than Wyatt Earp, Bat Master
son and "Wild Bill' Hickok combined. 
In this video, he reveals more secrets 
of his combat shooting methods and 
presents lifesaving tips that will in
crease your chances of survival 
when the bullets are flying. Color, 
approx. 90 min., VHS only. $39.95 
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Every fight is Bam-BAM and you're done! 

"All Your Fancy Fighting Skills 
Won't Earn You An Extra Second 

Against This Devastating New 
Natural Streetfighting System!" 

Why are black belts, boxers, Ju Jitsu wrestlers ... and especially those 
silly macho "military" guys who claim to be so tough ... scared to death 

when faced with this amazingly simple new fighting secrets? 
Dear Friend, 
My name is Bob Pierce ... and I have serious 

"inside" knowledge about every "new" fighting 
system that's ever been "hyped" in this 
magazine. I have financed the marketing for 
many of these systems ... I'm well-known in 
all the important military, martial art and 
military circles. (My contacts include former 
Navy SEAL and Army Special Forces, plus 
guys who train SEALs, FBI and CIA agents, 
big city SWAT police, and special "black bag" 
operatives the government doesn't want you 
to know about.) 

I don't seek these men out. These hotshots 
come to me ... often begging for a chance to 
show me their" stuff". 

Well, let me tell you something. You need 
to hear this: Almost all those super-hyped 
fighting systems are ... 

Pure Over-Rated 
Garbage! 

Real fighting ... especially the vicious, no
rules attacks and fights you're every likely to 
see in the street ... has changed forever! Almost 
everything you know is obsolete, and I don't 
care how long you've been training or who 
you've trained with. 

Worse ... if you are ever forced to actually 
use anything you've learned - and if you're 
like 99% of the guys out there trying to put 
together a few "guaranteed" skills to protect 
yourself and your family- you will likely get 
hurt if you attempt to use any fancy stuff against 
an experienced streetfighter or mugger. 

Every fighting system I've seen is just too 
damned complicated to master in a reasonable 
time (and they're just lying to you if they say 
different)! Those military guys are the worst 
too ... anyone who knows the SEALS and 
Army "elite" special forces work knows these 
soldiers use weapons to fight with ... NOT 
their hands! Hand-to-hand streetfighting is 
the least important skill they need or seek. .. and 
they learn a few "basic" hand-to-hand skills 
almost as an afterthought! 

The truth is, when these "elite" soldiers are 
pitted against an experienced, world-class 
streetfighter ... 

They Lose! 
I'd almost given up trying to find an honestly 

simple fighting system that was easy to master 
(not just "learn'') ... and that I could count on if 
I was forced to defend mysel£ 

And then I stumbled on something ... I think 
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you'll find it interesting, also. 
Let me tell you a very short story that may 

be the most important one you ever hear in 
your life: Just outside of Tulsa, Oklahoma, 
there's a beat-up warehouse where certain 
"unusual" types of people like to gather. If you're 
a stranger out here, you're not just 
unwelcome ... 

You're Meat! 
And it's very easy to tell if you're not one of 

the "in'' group: These guys shave their heads 
and tattoo swastikas on their scalp. They're 
permanently pumped with a steroid-and
amphetarnine rage. They wear jack boots, carry 
chains, knives and baseball bats ... and they 
never, ever fight fair. All fights are three, four, 
or a dozen to one. 

They're Skinhead Neo-Nazi's ... probably 
the most vicious and dai:zgerous punks roaming 
America. (Compared with Skinheads, an inner
city Compton gang of Crips or Bloods look 
almost like Boy Scouts.) Skinheads never need a 
reason for violence -just being alone and close 
enough to jump will make you an instantvictim. 

These Sick Jerks Actually Enjoy 
Hurting And Humiliating People! 

Anyway; on this particular night an ordinary
looking man named Chris Clugston made the 
mistake of driving out to this isolated warehouse. 
He thought he was going to see a band play 
music, maybe find a nice girl to dance with, have 
some fun on a hot summer night. He didn't have 
much money on him - after paying the "cover" 
to get inside and ordering a beer, all he had left 
was one little nickelin his pocket. Remember that 
- a single nickel. Not even enough to leave as 
a tip at the makeshift bar. 

Chris didn't know what to make of all the 
skinheads giving him the "evil eye". He thought 
they just had really bad haircuts and silly taste 
in clothes. He felt no fear ... in fact, as he passed 
a table of them, he reached out and good
naturedly rubbed one of them on the scalp. 
"Nice haircut, fella," he said. 

Three skinheads stood up and quickly 
cornered him. The band played on. 

Now, you have to get this scene right to 
understand the importance of what happened 
next: The smallest of the three Skinheads 
coming at Chris was his same size; the others 
were taller, more muscular, heavier. They were 
reaching for objects in their pockets (it was 
too dark to see clearly) smiling with relish for 
the stomping they expected to hand out. No 

one in the warehouse had the slightest urge 
to help or stop the fight. There was nowhere 
for Chris to escape. 

In less than a second, he suddenly realized 
he was about to be jumped by three 
experienced streetfighters ... and if he didn't 
do something right NOW. .. 

His Life Wasn't Worth Much More 
Than That Nickel In His Pocket! 
Well, what would you have done? You know, 

in your heart, you run the risk every day of 
being in the same situation ... cornered by 
punks who want to do you (and your family, 
too, if they're nearby) serious harm! It's not 
even connected to robbery anymore - they 
don't want your nickel, they want the thrill of 
stomping your face into hamburger. 

It could be in a parking lot downtown, 
in a movie theatre, outside your local 
Seven-Eleven ... 

Or In The Cool Darkness 
Of Your Own Bedroom, 

Late At Night! 
Have you seriously thought about what will 

happen to you during real-life crunch time ... 
where your life (and that of your loved ones) 
aren't worth a plugged nickel? 

Back in that lonely Tulsa warehouse, Chris 
didn't have time to think. He didn't need to ... 
in a blink, he turned that nasty situation around 
180degrees ... and those three Skinheads, even 
though they were poised and ready to attack, found 
themselves suddenly thrust into a world of pain 
and confusion. But Chris didn't use anything 
that even remotely resembles karate, or Judo, 
or Tai Kwan Do, or even boxing or wrestling. 
No. Instead ... 

Chris Did Something 
These Experienced Fighters 
Had Never Seen Before .•. 

And Hope They Never See Again! 
There were other Skinheads in that old 

warehouse that night ... but they didn't bother 
Chris!Not after they saw what he did (with an 
absolutely chilling calm and sense of 
confidence) to those three streetfighters who 
cornered him! There was something in his 
eyes ... something the first 3 punks missed in 
the dim light ... that now warned the rest of 
them away. 

The fight didn't take three seconds ... 
because while two of the Skinheads went 
down hard immediately, the third broke and 
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ran, and Chris couldn't catch him! These guys 
have been spotted around Tulsa occasionally 
since then, and they're still "jumpy". There 
isn't a flicker of that punk fire left in their eyes. 
Even the guy that got away (thanks to his 
reflexes of sheer, pants-wetting FEAR) won't 
go near anyone who even vaguely looks like 
Chris anymore. 

The people who saw what Chris Clugston 
did that night all report the same thing: I twas 
like nothing they'd seen before ... the quick 
moves looked too easy and simple to have 
actually worked ... 
And Yet The Results Were Instant 
And Devastating Beyond Belief! 
What Chris (the most normal-looking and 

likable guy you'll ever meet) used is the 
strangest fighting technique imaginable -~ 
unlike anything you have ever seen before ... 
and yet (for guys like you and me) it is 
absolutely the most ruthless and effective 
fighting style ever devised! 
• Hard-core streetfighters end up being bullied 
by people half their size using this system! 
• Trained boxers can't land a punch! 
• Wrestlers the size of Jabba the Hut get 
tossed into walls like puppies by women! 
• Karate black-belts never get a chance to 
strike . .. and any defCmive move they make only 
gets them hurt more seriously! 
• Even the highest-level"elite" training in the 
U.S. military won't help a soldier last beyond a 
few seconds in hand-to-hand combat against 
this new, utterly-unique fighting system! 

I never, never want to feel what it's like to 
be on the other end of this amazing stuff! 
Nevertheless, once you see how it's done, you'll 
see that this new fighting system is: 
• Incredibly easy to master in short time! 
(People who have only been shown these 
moves - and never actually done them -
have nevertheless had tremendous success in 
"crunch time" ... with devastating results for 
their attackers!) 
• So simple you can actually "learn it and 
forget it" ... and yet it will be there for you 
whenever you need it! (There are only 6 
components to the entire system ... less to 
remember than most karate schools have for 
one fancy kick.0 In fact, you can learn more 
intense fighting skills in one short hour than 
you'd learn in a month of"formal" martial arts! 
• And yet these fighting secrets require no 
special strength, speed or coordination to get 
started! (Everythingyou need, Chris can teach 
you in about the time it takes to eat a big meal!) 

I knew this was something you'd want to 
know about right away. This new system -
Chris calls it "CombatJKD" - is nothing like 
those complicated "official" fighting systems ... 
you know, the kind of "altered self-defense" 
used by guys in uniforms (who do all their 
fighting with automatic weapons in desert 
battlegrounds and jungles, and almost never 
hand-to-hand on pavement or on a porch or 
from inside a car ... where you'llbe needing the 
best skills you can get!). No. This is a completely 
different way cf fighting in the street, where you'll 
likely be if you ever need help. 

I think what Chris has is just perfect for 
guys like you and me. Perfect because you 
don't need to train much ... you can use wh_at 
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you learn immediately ... and (because it's so 
incredibly simple) ... 

You Will Face Any "Situation" 
W'lth A Steel-Eyed 
Calm Confidence 

You've Never Experienced Before! 
In fact, this "Combat JKD" Chris teaches 

is so different that the results of real encounters 
I've discovered by his students (so far he's only 
taught about two dozen people) are almost too 
amazing to be real. For example: 
• A young man named Mike Farrell (who 
maybe weighs 160 pounds soaking wet) begged 
Chris to teach him his fighting secrets after 
Mike was jumped and beaten senseless by a 
gang of 20 black guys in a Denny's parking 
lot. Mike wasn't what you'd call a "good 
student". . . but he learned enough so that, 
when a 230-lb. truck driver tried to take him 
down, Mike instinctively reacted with a single, 
indefensible move that sent the monster flying 
(literally, feet, body, hands off the ground!) 
backwards and into a steel door. People inside 
later said it sounded like a canon going off. 
There was no need for any other action - one 
quick move and the "fight" was over. "Hey," 
Mike told me, "this stuff really works!" 
• A bouncer called "C.C" in a Mid-West bar 
was pushed outside by 3 drunks who didn't 
like being told to quiet down. Ordinarily, even 
an experienced bouncer would have had trouble 
in that situation, but in this case C. C. mangled 
the first drunk so quickly, and with such off
hand viciousness and authority, that the other 
two ran off. (A lot of would-be fighters run 
when faced with the terrible certainty of 
Chris's new fighting methods!) 
• Recently, at a local "hip" hangout, a couple 
of steroid-pumped fraternity boys decided that 
because they were young, privileged and beefy 
and this one scraggly-looking guy wasn't, he 
deserved to be beat up. Wrong- the frat boys 
picked on one of Chris's students ... and now 
they don't talk so loud anymore, don't strut like 
roosters. Two jerks, two simple moves (that 
didn't look like much, and certainly didn't cause 
Chris's student to break a sweat) ... equals one 
fight over with in a couple of seconds! 
• Perhaps more relevant, however, than all the 
stories I could tell you ... is this: When Chris 
recently trained alongside a group of U.S. 
military Special Forces soldiers ... I can't use 
their names (security reasons), but they 
represented the top schools of the Army, 
Navy ... he received the highest compliment ever 
paid to a civilian by these hard-ass soldiers. One 
of the super-elite "18-Zulu" Group sergeants 
took the others aside (after watching Chris 
train for a bit) and told these top soldiers to 
never, ever mess with this guy ... because ... 

All Their Fancy Hand-To-Hand 
Combat Training Wouldn't 

Earn Them An Extra Second 
In A Real, Balls-Out 

Fight With Chris! 
I know what you're thinking - if this 

"CombatJKD" is so great ... 

Why Is It Still 
Such An Astonishing Secreft 

The answer's easy. It's not secret - this new 
fighting system simply did not exist until a few 

short years ago ... and the few people who do 
know about it are in no hurry to share their 
unique, viciously-effective secrets! 

Chris Clugston - as far as I know- is the 
ONLY man in the world who was in a position 
to take modern fighting methods ... and create 
new "twists" to them that are so innovative ... 
so amazingly natural (you'll never feel awkward 
or have trouble learning any of it).. . and so 
imtantly devastating ... that what he wound up 
with is an entirely NEW way to fight. None of 
his methods would be allowed in the boxing ring, 
or in a karate match, or in any kind of fight ... 

Where The "Rules" Say 
You Must At Least Give The Other 

Guy A Chance To Hit You Back! 
This is the most honestly brutal, barn-BAM

and-you're-done kind offightingyou could ever 
imagine ... and the best part is, it's especially 
easy for "non-fighting" types of people to 
master quickly! 

That's because Chris Clugston spent a 
lifetime searching where no one thought to look 
for the simplest fighting secrets of the world. 
Here's the story: 
• Streetfighting has been his overriding 
passion since he was 12 years old. (He earned 
black belts in 5 different martial arts before he 
was 20!) He even learned 7 languages so he 
could travel the world and uncover new styles 
of fighting and techniques that hadn't reached 
the U.S. yet! 
• In East Germany, he worked his way inside 
the most elite scientific-research organizations in 
the world. The Soviets have training systems 
for hand-to-hand combat that are light-years 
ahead of us ... with amazing techniques ... 

That Actually "Imprint" 
Brutally-Effective Fighting Skills 

Directly Into Your 
Nervous System! 

• It's like loading a computer with raw data ... 
so, without conscious e.IJOrt, you can "download" 
amazingly advanced skills straight into your 
body's muscles and nerves in an incredibly short 
time!) The result is a shortcut in your "learning 
curve" - which means you can learn in hours 
what others need years to master! 
• Chris fought professionally for over 8 years 
(twice as long the average pro) ... becoming one 
of the world's most accomplished fighters! (He 
was Number One World Rated in Shoot 
Boxingfor1991-1992 ... AmericanKickboxing 
Colorado Champ for 2 years ... as well as 
Maximum Total Light Heavy Champ, despite 
fighting in a higher weight class!) 

He also won over 50 vicious, no-rules 
streetfights during this time. This is how he 
realized how stupid it is to master any martial 
art style that has rules (no kicking in boxing, 
no strangling in wrestling, no head-punches 
in karate ... and ridiculous time-limits in all of 
them!). The rea/world of street:fighting has no 
rules! Even the most brutal-looking "official" 
fighting systems can actually get you killed in 
the street ... and the "confidence" you get from 
years of dedication to any formal training ... 

Is A Total Sham! 
• And then, about a decade ago, Chris was 
invited to "try out" with perhaps the most 
secretivegroupofpeopleintheU.S.-asmall, 
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almost fanatical "fringe" bunch of fighters who 
had developed a combat-oriented system that 
emphasized simple moves ... and brutally
quick endings to every fight. (This is about as 
far from "sport" fighting as you can get!) No 
one gets into this "secret society" without a 
personal invitation. . . and the initiation rites 
are too astonishing to even talk about here. 

Nevertheless, this "over-the-top" fighting 
style was what Chris had been searching for! 
But because ofhis travels ... his Soviet training ... 
and all his professional insights ... plus all the 
"official" martial art know-how he had ... Chris 
brought something NEW to the table that even 
these hyper-secret fighters didn't understand. 

What Chris discovered was this: Even the 
most cutting-edge fighting styles (like the ones 
used by the military) were still shackled with 
moves based on centuries-old situations 
involving fencing, stick-fighting and ritualized 
combat! These systems, though seemingly 
"modernized", still use only about75% of your 
maximum fighting ability! 

So he really had no choice. He was farced to 
create an entirely NEW fighting system ... one 
that took the simplest moves of the best 
styles ... and "blended" them with the scientific 
insights of the last few years to make ... 

A Natural, utterly-Simple Fighting 
System That Can Defeat Any 

other Fighter Instantly! 
Ofcourse, using this new system is not going 

to make you any friends. Everyone, it seems, 
hates Chris - martial artists hate him because 
he shows theirformalityup as total B.S .. .. boxers 
and wrestlers hate him because all their neat 
skills vanish before the onslaught his new style 
throws at them ... the military guys hate him 
because they're embarrassed that a civilian "aced 
them out" on the advanced Soviet fighting 
technology(which they still don't understand) ... 
and other streetfighters hate him because they 
can't strut their stzqf around him. 

No one argues with Chris anymore. Not 
elite military soldiers ... not thick, muscled 
boxers ... not murderous street-gang fighters. 
Because Chris doesn't like to "talk", he likes to 
"walk". He only has one thing to say to anyone 
who challenges him: 

"Let's Go Outside 
And Fight Right Now!" 

And, for the last few years, no one's had the 
guts to do that. He as an OPEN 
CHALLENGE out to anyone who thinks 
they've got a better system. Come on out and 
scrap with me, he says. They refuse. Chris 
Clugston's "Combat JKD" has changed 
streetfightingforever. 

You will understand why when you see -
for yourself - just what this amazing new 
system is all about. It's the chance of a lifetime 
for anyone interested in learning fighting skills 
that immediately "catapult" you in the highest 
levels of the fighting world, practically overnight! 

This is what's in it for you: Chris has 
instructed me to give you an opportunity no 
one else in the United States will be offered, ever: 
He wants you to see his new "Combat JKD" 
system in action ... in a complete, "uncensored" 
form that the rest of the world will never even 
hear about ... learn the basic (simple) moves 
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yourself ... see how it "fits" on you, and if you 
like it ... and do it all without having to risk a 
nickel of your own money! 

He's doing this because, finally, he's fed up 
with all the "hype" and hysteria out there about 
the "military-oriented" fighting systems now 
flooding the market. He knows his new stuff 
will make those Navy and Army-sponsored 
systems looksilry ..• with less fuss, less learning 
time, and more power than anyone would 
believe. He wants to show you ... so there will 
be no doubt in your mind whatsoever ... that 
"Combat JKD" has changed fighting forever. 
And all the secrets of it can all be yours ... as 
soon as you want it! 

Here'showitworks: Afewweeks ago, Chris 
submitted himself to a grueling week-long 
video session, where he revealed - on tape
all the most closely-held secrets of his new 
fighting system. It's the best I've ever seen. 

Now, I've been producing self-defense 
tapes for several years now - including ones 
by the guys who train the U.S. Navy SEALS, 
Army RANGERS, big-city police SWAT 
teams, and even agents in the FBI and CIA. 
I've used the same film crew for most of these 
videos. They've see~ the BEST ... but they 
were totalry unprepared for what Chris had to 
show them. My crew couldn't get enough. 
(They even stayed after-hours -without pay 
- just to get a few personal tips from Chris!) 
I've never seen such intense interest by jaded, 
"seen that, done that" cameramen and sound 
guys before! 

Most of the crew were NOT avid karate or 
self-defense fans themselves ... but when they 
saw Chris in action they all told me, at the 
same time ... 

This Was, Finally, The Simple 
Yet Utterly Effective 
"Lazy Man's" Answer 

For 100% Self.Defense 
They'd Been Looking For! 

They saw - as you will, too - that what 
Chris teaches can be mastered in the shortest 
time humanry possible ... and yet obviously has 
exactly the kind of vicious fight-ending skills 
a "normal" man could ever hope for. 

You'll see what I'm talking about. Even if 
you only "scan" these videos once, you'll be 
changed forever! There are nearly 4 hours of 
tape here, on two power-packed video cassettes. 
It's information that was completely 
unavailable just a few weeks ago, to anyone 
except the few "insiders" who knew Chris 
personally. Yet, with the advantages of slow
motion, rewinding and multiple camera angles 
(we used a state-of-the-art recording studio 
down in San Diego) ... you actually get a better 
and more complete education, in a shorter time, 
than any of Chris's personal students! 

You'll get it cheaper, too. Chris only takes a 
few students on every year, and they pay 
outrageous fees to get their personal education 
in "Combat JKD". It's an enormous risk, 
financially, for him to offer his secrets so 
inexpensively to you ... but, frankly, he's so 
angryatallthebogusfightinginformationout 
there, he doesn't care about his high fees 
anymore. This is now a matter of pride ... as a 
man, you can easiry understand where Chris is 
coming from. 

Look - here's just a "taste" of what you're 
about to learn: 

• How to use the billion-dollar secret training 
technology developed by the Soviets (which put 
their athletes light-years ahead of anyone else) 
to put your fighting coordination and speed 
"over the top"... even if you haven't got an 
athletic bone in your body! •• Whyyou should 
never use your fist in a real street fight! (Even 
trained fighters make this crucial mistake ... and 
risk serious injury that's lOOoAi avoidable!) There's 
a betterwayto do more damage, quicker, with 
noriskofhurtingyourse!fatalli .. A "lazyman's" 
training technique that's so simple, you can 
master devastating moves while watching 
TV.! •• Howto"expand"your5sensessoyou 
see everything happening around you, all the time 
- it's like having eyes in the back of your head! 
(This trick can save you enormous amounts of 
danger and trouble... and make you virtually 
undefeatable in any head-to-head 
fight!) • • Secret "2-minute" training 
techniques (that's all it takes!) that are 
guaranteed to make you look ridiculous ... but 
which will pump up your fighting ability (and 
confidence) 1,000%almostovemight! .. New 
(and simple) exercises that actually imtall animal 
quickness and viciousness directly into your 
muscles and nerves ... leaving it locked there until 
you need to spring it loose! (Go from calm to 
.frightening in a split second, whenever you 
choose... or whenever you're 
threatened!) • • The "energy conservation'' 
rules of fighting almost every street fighter 
breaks ... leaving you a devastating opening 10 
seconds into any fight no one else will 
see! •• How to use the "two second" stalking 
test to see how trained your opponent is ... and 
what he's trained in! (Crucial information to end 
the fight when you choose!) • • The hyper
advanced new fighting stance that negates all 
others ... putting you in a position to keep boxers, 
wrestlers, and even the dirtiest fighters on the 
planet off-balance until you decide to strike! 
(They'll never get "settled" enough to hit 
you!) • • How to never again feel 
uncontrollable emotion (or even sweaty palms) 
in a tight situation ... and how to channel all 
your adrenaline into purposeful energy that will 
charge you up like a bomb! • • Why your best 
fighting moves will come completely naturally ... 
forget all that martial art nonsense about needing 
to train for years to do complicated moves! (The 
best fighters in the world use only a few simple 
moves ... and routinely knock around karate 
dudes like theywere children!) H How to use 
the devastating "pop up" push taken from the 
way tigers hunt in the wild ... so effective a 90-
lb. woman can use it to send a Sumo wrestler 
tumbling! •• What to watch when you're eight 
feet apart (it's NOT his eyes - a terrible 
mistake most fighters make that gets them 
hurt) ... and what to watch inside the two feet 
"crunch time" zone ... to keep you a precious 
step ahead of even superbly-trained 
fighters!•• The numberone"DirtyTrick" of 
fighters who want to decisivery end a fight as 
soon as possible! •• A ridiculously-simple two
finger takedown that will instantly bring any 
opponent, of any size and weight, to his 
knees! •• Leverage secrets (known onry by 
students of Clugston's) that multiply every 
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pound of your weight ten times, giving you 
"Godzilla" advantages against even a much
heavieropponent! .. Howtocorrectlyusethe 
"scissor choke" - which 99 of 100 fighters do 
so incorrectly it actually puts them at risk 
(instead of providing the fight-ending certainty 
you can have doing it right!) .. A 1,000-year
old move (which all but a handful of martial 
artists never learn about) thatwill end the fight 
instantly once you get to the ground ... even 
faster than the most famous ju-jitsu 
move! .. Howtohandleworst-casescenarios: 
when you're surprised, caught in completely 
undesirable places, outnumbered... and 
war.re! .. How to easily and effectivdy destroy 
your opponent's "wheels" ... and whythestandan:l 
karate knee kicks are doomed to fail 7 of8 times 
(leaving you exposed and ready to go down)! 
Chris's understanding of "knee take down'' 
fighting is unsurpassed by any other fighter on 
the planet ... and he can show you how to never 
be without this fight-ending "out"! .. How to 
master the unbelievably-devastating secrets of the 
"Axe KiclC'! .. Instant aim-locks that disable 
your opponent and let you decide what's next! 
(Including how to master the most pairifUI and 
effective arm lock a human can suffer!) • • The 
secret of correct head butts - it's not what 
you've seen the military guys doing! (If you ever 
use the wrong method, you'll split your head 
open ... proof most of those military guys have 
never been in a real hand-to-hand 
fight!) • • The one take-down move you will 
have open to you every time a attacker strikes ... 
so simple, so easy to remember, it's like walking 
around with a cocked and loaded gun! • • The 
"can't lose" kick that does incredible damage 
even when you miss completely! (One of many"fail 
safu" moves Chris teaches!) .. Head-on moves 
thatwillseparateyou from the boys in the first second 
of the fight! (And send even the craziest attacker 
running.) .. How an untrained fighter tips 
himself off! .. Your single best "one answer" 
move in any confrontation - if you never learn 
anything else from Chris, this move will assure 
you survive almost any one-on-one fight you get 
into ... even with trained fighters! (dnditssosimpk 
you don't even have to practice it very much!} 

And more ... including details so "sensitive" 
I wouldn't dare list them here for you! 

PLUS ... you get a very special FREE 
bonus that Chris wants you to have and KEEP 

as his gift. It's a hour-long video he shot about 
knife-fighting- and, just like everything else 
he teaches, it's unlike anything you've ever seen 
before. Chris has been in knife fights ... and 
he learned crucial new information that no 
other knife-fighter on the planet even has a 
clue about! No one wants to get in a knife 
fight ... because your chances of surviving 
without getting cut are not good. But the knife 
has become such a common "tool" of the 
criminal attackers, you absolutely need this 
advanced look at fighting with knives ... 
including bare-hands against a knife, and 
knife-against-knife. 

The hyper-advanced fighting skills you learn 
from Chris have already helped other people just 
like you ... in the most dangerous, out-of
control situations you're ever likely to face in 
the street! You can't walk around in a suit of 
armor, bristling with guns and knives and 
hoping you "look" threatening enough to avoid 
trouble. However, with Chris's help ... 

You can Have A "Buift In" . 
Protection Device More PowerfUI 
1han Guns and Knives. •• Your OWn 

"Inner Bodyguard" Trained To 
Devastate Anyone Who Attacks You! 

People who have experienced Chris's 
training methods report a deep and permanent 
change in their lives. It's as if Chris has helped 
install another person inside you ... a stronger, 
more vicious and unafraid warrior who won't 
hesitate a second to eliminate (with all the force 
necessary) any danger to you! 

This is not like the training terrorists go 
through, however - that turns them into 
savage beasts that cannot be absorbed back into 
civilization again. Far from: it ... Chris's training 
techniques leave you normal and centered 
(much like a fighting master should be) ... your 
same old lovable self ... 

Until The Time You NEED 
To Unleash That Brutal Warrior 

Inside You! 
It's not even a conscious process! Imagine 

having little danger-senjing antennae (like a 
Geiger counter) inside you that leap into action 
even before you consciously understand you 
are in trouble! 

Imagine having the inner peace and confidence 
to be relaxed anywhere in the world ... knowing 

Priority Order Form For Soldier of Fortune Readers Only! 
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For The Fastest Service Use Your Credit Card And Call Toll-FREE 
. 1•800·294-9602 (Ask For Department CG-33) 

0 YES! This sounds exactly like the kind of fighting system I've been searching for - easy to learn, simple to execute ... 
and so brutally-effective that my confidence levels will soar beyond anything I've ever dreamed! Plus, I have,nothing to lose by 
ordering now - with your 100% Money-Back No-Risk Guarantee, I get afull 3 months to use these videos as my own ... and 
if I'm not completely and utterly satisfied, all I have to do is return them for a total refund of my purchase price! Th~t' s a g~at 
deal. So please rush me the 2-video set (over 3 hours of intense fighting secrets!) ... plus my FREE bonus tape on kmfe-fightmg 
(which I get to KEEP as a gift even if I decide later to return the rest of the set) I Here is my address and how I wish to pay: 

0 I prefer to pay by credit card. Please charge my: 0 Enclosed is my Check or Money Order 
O Visa O MasterCard O American Express O Discover (Make payable to Underground Stree/fighter's Association) 

Card#: _____________ _ Name:--------------

Expires: ___ _ Address:-------------

Signature City: ST:_ Zip: __ 
Underground Streetfighter's Association • 606 E. Acequia. Dept. CG-33 • Visalia, CA 93292 . . 

CA & VA residents add appropriate sales tax. Rush shipping available for additional charges of $10 for "2·Day" shipping and $15 for "Ovem1ght" sh1ppmg. 
Foreign orders may require additional shipping. Gall for more lnformaaon. -----------------------------------------

your training and mastery has placed you 
among the most viciously-effective fighters on 
the planet if trouble occrirs! 

You can't buy that kind of confidence for 
any amount of money ... 

But You CAN Eam tt ... 
With Chris's Help! 

So how much is Chris's video course going 
for? It's cheap- less than you'd pay for two lousy 
lessons at the local karate school ... less than a big 
meal for two at a fancy restaurant ... less, even, 
than a decent pair of cowboy boots! Ask anyone 
who has trained with Chris ... they'll tell you 
how foolish it is to quibble over a few dollars 
when the result is learning the most effective 
fighting skills on the planet! 

Here's what you need to do now: Call 
1-800-294-9602 and tell the operator you want 
to order Chris Clugston's "CombatJKD" video 
course, Dept. CG-33. It's important to tell 
them that code, too - don't forget! You can 
use your credit card. The price for this amazing 
2-video tape package (plus your FREE bonus 
tape on knife fighting!) is just $97 plus $4.50 
shipping and handling. (Total: $101.50) Or, if 
you prefer to pay by check or money order 
(payable to Underground Streetfighters 
Association), simply fill out the enclosed 
Priority Order Form and send it with your 
payment to the USA offices at 606 East 
Acequia, Visalia, CA 93292. Either way, your 
tapes will be rushed out to you by return mail 
as soon as we receive your order. 

But remember -you get Chris's personal 
guarantee on this: Watch the tapes, at your 
own pace, in your own home, and learn 
everything he has ... for a full 3 months 
without risk. Treat the tapes as hard as you 
like - they're yours for the entire 3 months. 
If, at the end of that time, you aren't 100% 
convinced you've just been training in the 
most advanced fighting skills you could ever 
have, simply return the 2 tapes and Chris will 
see that you get an immediate rejitnd of your 
purchase price. No questions asked. No 
nonsense ... and Chris will still consider you 
a friend. He respects you enough to let you 
decide for yoursel£ 

But-even if you decide to return the tapes 
for a refund, you can still KEEP the bonus tape 
on Knife-Fighting (worth the price of the 
entire package just by itself!) ... as Chris's gift 
to you, just for giving his videos a look. 

That's more than fair ... and if you're 
serious about learning fighting skills you can 
use, wherever you find yourself in trouble ... 
this is a must-have course! So far, only a 
handful of "insider" students (with deep 
pockets) have gotten this kind of acute 
attention from Chris. 

Here's your chance ... if you believe you've 
got what it takes ... to become a master of that 
same secret fighting technique. Call now. 

Sincerely, 

~E--
Robert Pierce 

President, 
Underground Streetfighters Association 
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Continued from page 12 

-A Nightingale Device 
-Unusual weapons and equipment (e.g. wiretap gear, sup-

pressed weapons, pump-action 40mm grenade launcher, "Death 
Machine" 1,000-round backpack for belted 7 .62, counterfeit cur
rency, unusual booby-trap devices, carrier pigeons, etc.) 

-STABO Rig, Hansen Rig 
-Outpost Hickory 
-Son Tay Raid (training, prep, awards at Ft. Bragg) 
-B-52 bomb damage 
-OV-lOs and 0-2s and 0-ls (combat shots of Covey FACs, 

CCS FACs and SPAFs) 
-Recon Team Roadblocks 
-Interesting or Unusual Things 

Send photos or slides by registered mail; originals will be 
returned in about four weeks. Photos will be credited, unless you 
request otherwise. 

Send photos to: 
John Plaster, Dept. SOF 
P.O. Box 100 
Iron River, WI 5484 7 

BATF DIRECTOR m RETIRE: 
VITA IN LINE FOR JOB 

Sources at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms tell 
SOF that BATF Director John Magaw will retire in October. But 
the inside favorite to get the post, Andrew L. Vita, now the asso
ciate director for enforcement, may lose out to an outside hire. 

Vita 's problem is too much career baggage, the sources said. 
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His ascension into BATF management from his home-town in 
Chicago was clouded by allegations that he intervened in an arson 
investigation against a reputed organized-crime figure with 
whom Vita's own family has alleged ties. 

More recently, Vita was the man in charge at the BATF com
mand center when Special Agents Phil Chojnacki and Chuck 
Sarabyn phoned from Waco to say that Branch Davidian leader 
David Koresh knew that a BATF raid was imminent. Chojnacki 
and Sarabyn, who professed memory lapses as to what was said, 
were fired in the aftermath of the raid ' s bloody failure, but were 
rehired when their attorneys asked for phone records. 

Sources tell SOF that it was Vita, not Chojnacki and Sarabyn, 
who made the final decision to go ahead with the raid, even 
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The BEST Goggle 
The BEST Weaponsights 

Aquila 4X and 6X 

~c:ALIBU• ENrE8PRl&E!!!i 
PO BOX 400, FOGELSVILLE, PA 18051-0400 

(610) 391-9105 e-mail:xcalibur@ptdprolog.net FAX (610) 391-9220 

1-800-797-2849 

US GEN ill 

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCKING DISTRIBUTOR OF LITTON AND OTHER HIGH QUALITY NIGHT VISION SYSTEMS 
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WARNING 
THEY DON'T WANT YOU TO KNOW! 

~ 
Find out just about EVERYTHING on your enemies, members, or 
anyone else! Find out about Gov't Docs, SS# Checks, hidden bank 
accounts, criminal records, unlisted phone#, anonymous e-mail, 
locate people, protect assets, avoid speed traps and much more. 

FREE PREVIEW - Instant Access! 
Visit us at: www.we-snoop.com/sof/ 

. 

EFFECTIVE 
STEROID 

REPLACERS 
100°/o Legal, Safe, and Effective 

Leading Steroid Replacer Build Mass and Lose Fat 
/-luge gains in muscle mass and strength have Human Growth Hormone increases lean Mass 
been reported from Boron users . Complete ly legal and dec reases body fat. The ingred ients of GH 
and no side effec ts. Ga ins won't be as good as with Power Formul a have been proven to naturally 
ste roids for most, but response is great and lift ers increase G rowth Hormone leve ls up to 700 % in 
are com ing back for more. The extra edge. Boron. 90 minu tes. G H leve ls still 300 % higher 8 hours 

BORON 3 mont h cyc le #5500 I $ 15.95 later. Get the hard look with G H Power Formula. 
D.H.E.A. Now ava ilable witho t Prescription GH POWER FORM ULA 90 tabs #55024 $24.95 
Thi s remarkable nu trient I wn ex trodi nary GH POWER FORM ULA 180 tabs #55025 $44.95 
resul ts in ath letes. Ne iay,e shown that the ulti mate Mass Formula 
D.H.E.A. is an elT nftease muscle Get big now. Combine all of the hes/ Power 
mass in both en wh il e prov iding Formul as for Uili111a1e gains. Boron, Dibenco-
addi tional s .R.'s D.H. E.A . Today. zide, Yohim be, Sm ilax & Amino's in a huge 60 
D.H.E.A. . O mg. #55034 $ 19.95 day cyc le. G uaranteed Size. Get it a ll with the 
D.H.E.A. 180' ps 50 mg. #55035 $34.95 Mass Formula. At a 30% savings. 

MASS FORM ULA 60 day cyc le #55050 $89.95 

AiiPRo·-00-,-ovc.~13-Wer Fd£miii~-are1-QO%GUAR_~NTEEfo?yourmoniYbilcki 

CA~~~~Gs CALL 1-800-962-4769 askfordept.#110 s:i~~~G 
Toll free - 24 hours - 7 days 

Send to : JTR Labs - 4069 Wedgeway Ct. , Dept #110- St. Louis, MO 63045 
For questions and local orders call 314-739-7551 -----------------·---·-----IJ------------·-_RUSH ORDER f._Q_B.M __ ,. _______ . . 

Name (as on card) ________________ _ 
Address ________________ Apt.# __ _ 
City State ___ Zip ___ _ 

SEND TO: JTR Labs 

Phone#( 
Card# 

PRODUCT 
Ex ires 

ORDER# QTY PRICE TOTAL 

4069 Wedgeway Ct - dept#! JO -------+-----! 

St. Louis , MO 63045 
-IMPORT!\ NT ORDER ING INFORM/\ TION 
-Forci!.!n orde rs add 25'/r of Iota! in US fund s 
-2nd d;1y air add $2.00 

5.00 

-A l ask~ 1 . Hawaii . Puerto Rico add $7 .00 
-COD orders add $5.011 (Priorit y Mail) 
-Dca k r inqui res welcome 
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though the agents informed him their ele
ment of surprise had been lost. Chojnacki 
and Sarabyn are believed to have lied to 
protect their bosses at headquarters , and 
then were rehired to make sure they didn' t 
eventually blab the truth. A confirmation 
hear ing for Vita could re-open Waco 
wounds within BATF that have barely 
scabbed over. 

- JLP 

SUIT FILED TO STOP JTF-6 

A Joint Task Force Six project to 
build or improve 243 miles of roads , 
construct 12 helipads, install 50 mer
cury-vapor lights and build a refu eling 
site for Army Black Hawk and Chinook 
helicopters in the vicinity of Laredo and 
Carrizo Springs, Texas , has been put on 
hold by a suit filed by the Mex ican 
American Legal Defe nse and 
Educational Fund (MALDEF) , under 
provisions of the Nat ional Environmen
tal Policy Act (NEPA). 

Some 380 unarmed Gls from Fort 
Lewis, Washington, accompanied by I 50 
trucks/dozers/graders, and 180 soldiers 
and 70 vehicles from Ft. Hood, Texas, 
were scheduled to be deployed for the pro
ject. In a separate missi on , Marine 
reservists were scheduled to improve more 
than 80 miles of border-area roads in 
Presidio County. 

The projects, which would have been 
the first military involvement in counter
narcotics operations along the Texas bor
der since the Pentagon suspended patrols 
last summer in the wake of the shooting of 
an innocent young Mexican-American 
goat herder by a Marine patrol, have been 
effectively blocked for the time being, by 
the suit which questions the appropriate
ness of the slated work in light of env iron
mental , and other, concerns . 

- R. Rongstad 

REACH OUT AND SUPPORT 
SECOND AMENDMENT 

When outfits such as ATT donate $3 
million to anti-gun "charities" isn' t it 
about time we gave similar support to pro
freedom causes? Thanks to Marathon 
Communications USA, you can have 15% 
of your personal or business long-d istance 
phone billing sent each month to your 
favorite pro-gun organization - and save 
up to 50% over what your long distance or 
800-service company may be billing you 
now. Contact Marathon USA, Dept. SOF, 
Box 675157, Marietta, GA 30006-99003 ; 
phone: 1-888-857-5070. 

THMITH & WETHON THAYS 
CUSTOMS 11LIMPWRISTED" 

Smith & Wesson has lost a mul ti-mil
lion-dollar contract with the U.S. Customs 
Service for its 9mm Sigma pistols. 
Customs backed out of the contract under 
a "convenience" clause because the first 
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6,000 pisto ls de li vered for testing in 

December were deemed substandard. 
S&W apparently didn ' t help its case 

with C ustoms when, asked to address 
quality control problems c ited by 
Customs, S& W sniffed that the problem 
was not with the g un itself, but with 
" limpwri sted" shoote rs tes ting the 
firearms. 

Law-enforcement marke t sources quot
ed by the trade publicati o n Firearms 
Business, which orig inally re po rted the 
contract loss, c ited "quality control prob
lems, mainly invo lving clearances and 
metal-to-metal fit. It looks like S& W took 
some short cuts on those guns and took 
this particu Jar customer for granted." The 
contract was worth $2 million to $2.5 mil 
lion, Firearms Business re ported . 

S&W, presently owned by the British 
holding company Tompkins PLC, has had 
orher problems: Smith, which had coz ied 
up to the Clinton administration in its s up
port for trigger locks, withdrew from the 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manu fac
turers Institute (SAAMI) ove r the trigger
lock issue, which SAAMl opposes. 

More recently, S&W asked SAAM!, 
which sets na ti ona l minimum require
ments for ammunition manufac turing, to 
lower the standard fo r the .40 S& W car
tridge. SAAM! said not just " no," but 
" he ll no." Awww, those SAAMI and 
Customs are just big, silly meanies. 

- JLP 

SOLON FEARFUL OF MUSLIMS 
TRAINED TOO WELL 

Accord ing to a piece in February's The 
American Legion Magazine, some on 
Capital Hill are worried that Virg inia
based Milita ry Profess iona l Resources 
Inc. (MPRl) may be doing too good a job 
of tra ining - and the U nited States and 
allies too good a job of rearming - the 
Bosnian Muslim Army. 

"The United States has set the stage for 
a slaughter of the Bosnian Serbs whenev
er the Muslims choose to initiate armed 
hostil ities," Legion quoted analyst Gerald 
L. Atkinson, a retired Navy commander 
and author of two books on military 
affa irs. A fo rmer test pilot w ith a doctorate 
in nuclear eng ineering, Atkinson said the 
Musli m army's American-supplied 
artille ry and a rmor put the ir strategic 
capability far ahead of the Se rbs'. 

Representa tive Lee Hamilton , of 
Indiana, noted that, "Our policy should 
emphasize reduc ing fo rces, not adding 
weapons to a volatile region already satu
rated with them." Ranking Democrat on 
the Ho use Inte rnati ona l R e la tions 
Comm ittee, Hamilton warned that 
Muslim fo rces w il l achieve decis ive supe
riority in a year, and said he wants train
ing by the 170 retired American Gis te r
minated . No mentio n was made o f the 
Croatian-oriented Bosni ans and the ir 
MPRI -trained , U.S. -equipped forces (see 
re lated fea ture, Page 56). 71.' 
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.920 "Target Competitor" Barrel & S1ock Combo. 

- andGeta FREE Sling& 
"Uncle Mike's" Super Swivels. A S20 Value! 

For a limited time when you purchase one of our "Target Competitor" or "Light 
Varminter" Barrel a11d Stock Combos, we're thrown in a FREE 1" Nyfon Sling and a set 

of"U11cle Mike's" Super Swivels-right in the package! It's a great way to accurize 
your/ avorite rifle and get matching accessories for free! 

20 inch "Light Varminter" or "Target Competitor" Barrels: 
• NEW Tri-Port™ Compensator precision machined gas port system helps 

maintain barrel position for competition shooting (Fl11ted•rarget Competitor' barrels 011/y) 

• "Exclusive" Super Match Chamber for Max Accuracy with all .22LR Ammo 
• Blued or Stainless Finish • Target Crown and Button Rifling NEWI 

Synthetic Target or "Light Varminter" Stocks: 
• Smooth "Non-Stick" Comb • Right or Left-handed Palm Swells • Raised Positive-Grip Checkering 

Target Stock only: 
• Target Forearm and Adult Trigger Pull Length 
• Semi-Monte Carlo Comb for Scoped Shooting 
Promo offer ends August 31, 1998. ~-

BUTLER CREEE 290 Arden Drive • Belgrade, MT 59714 • ( 406) 388-1 356 • FAX ( 4o6) 388-7204 

© Copyrigh1 1998 Michaels of Oregon Co. 100% MADE IN THE USA. 
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Stand By Your Man: feminists Self-Destruct 
Feminists have waged war on the United States military, corpo

rate America and even school children for most of the past decade 
in a witch hunt run wild. 

Where are they now? 
As predicted in this column, the Monica Lewinsky issue has 

become a question of whether Americans should care about 
President Clinton 's "personal life." If the public ever sobers from 
White House spin, perhaps the real issue will surface. 

It 's sexual harassment, stupid. Having sex on federal property 
with a subordinate is not, in this country, a personal affair. 

If President Clinton had any form of sex at all with former intern 
Monica Lewinsky, it easily fits the witch hunt's definition of sexu
al harassment. If he only bought her a dress it will do. 

Take a look at some criteria for sexual harassment as published 
in the 12 Sept. 1997 issue of the Feminist News. Any of the follow
ing activities, the newspaper contends, may constitute sexual 
harassment in the military, on the job or in school. 

Of the 31 sexual harassment criteria, we've selected 13 that best 
fit the Clinton/Lewinsky affair. With SOF's comments italicized, 
they include: 

• sexual innuendo (Clinton exceeded this) 
• "accidentally" brushing sexual parts of the body (inevitable, 

· under the alleged circumstances) 
•pressure for dates ("meet me in the oval office") 

• sexually explicit gestures (again, inevitable) 
• touching and hugging (seen that clip on TV lately?) 
• demanding, "Hey, baby, give me a smile" (perhaps Clinton 

asked for something a bit more substantive, but the point's well taken) 
• inappropriate invitations (e.g., hot tub) (Again, point well taken) 
• obscene phone calls (phone sex, Monica?) 
•inappropriate gifts (here's a new dress, Monica) 
• pressing or rubbing up against the victim (basically inevitable 

in this case) 
• soliciting sexual services ("how 'bout some service,' Monica?") 
• leaning over, invading a person's space (again, inevitable here) 
• indecent exposure (inevitable) 
The official feminist Web site (www.feminist.org) features more 

than 100 headlines in a section devoted entirely to "Sexual Harass
ment in the Military." Several are stories of women claiming they 
had consensual sex, but felt compelled to in order to advance. 
Feminists, understandably, are outraged by such charges. 

One story involves an eight-month internal investigation by the 
Army, in which the results clearly alarmed feminists. The investi
gation found 84% of women at 59 Army facilities had experienced 
"unwanted sexual attention," and 51 % felt they had experienced 
sex-based discrimination. 

Continued on page 25 

Ace the NA VY SEAL PFT! ALSO AVAILABLE 
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Achieve a 100% success rate with the revolutionary 
12 Weeks to BUDIS Workout. Guaranteed! 

Whether you want to be a NA VY SEAL 
or just be as tough as one ... you need 
this book and video. Covers strength, 
endurance, swimming, running, upper 

and lower body PT, abs, motiva
tion, workout schedules ... the 

works. You'll be one 
strong, hard, and 
ripped frogman in 

no time. This is the 
exact program that 
has helped many 
men attain opti
mal fitness and 
make it 
to BUDIS. 

The Official Navy 
SEAL Workout. 
PT. nutrition, 
extensive detail of 
the famous SEAL 
obstacle course 
and more. 
$14.95 

The Official 
Marine Corps 
Workout. 
Rugged PT for 
the rugged soul. 
Maximize upper 
body strength. 
$14.95 

The Official 
Naval Academy 
Workout. 
Get in shape for 
the Navy PRT 
through a 
powerful 6-week 
workout plan. 
$14.95 
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Professional Locksmithing Tools 

LOCKAID ~ 
Specifically designed to pick -:=../'I 
tumbler locks. Designed over thirty 
years ago to aid law enforcement agencies. 
Consists of tension wrench, three needles and 
Lockaid "Gun." Prices include a copy of the book 
"Lockplcklng Slmpllfled." 

Lockaid $69.95 q1~ 

,1;~,,~~,?o~,!~, ~1 llJ 
features 11 of the most commonly 
used tools. Comes in a slim cowhide leather case 
for discreet undercover operatives. As a 
special bonus, a 5-piece set of warded JJlk 
picks is included. A 16-piece set total. ''f I\\ 
Also included, a copy of " Lockpicking 
Simplified." Receive all this at a low price of 
Pix 13 $42.95 

Lockpicking Simplified $8.50 
Complete Guide to Lockpicking $15.00 

PXP 8 
• Shirt Pocket Size. 
• Top Grain Cowhide 
Leather. 
• Has 8 Picks, Tension 
Wranchs and Broken Key 
Extractor. 
• All Picks with Metal 
Handles. 
• Copy of Lockpicking Simplified. 

PXP 8 $24.95 

PXP 10 
,lijl!J ~~ j l 
:i.'0 ··" Ju 
\~ )/ • Shirt Pocket Size. 

• Top Grain Cowhide Leather. 
• Has 13 Picks, Tension Wranchs and Broken Key 
Extractor. 
• All Picks wrth Metal Handles. 
• Copy of Lockpicking Simplified. 

PXP 10 $34.95 

Safe & Vault manipulation $9.95 
How to Pick Pins & Wafers $9.95 ~ Improvised Lock Picks $9.95 Combination Locks $8.00 

Tubular Locks $8.95 00 Keys by lmpressioning $8.00 
Lockout and forced entry $11 .95 Key Casting Manual $8.95 41 Involuntary Repression $10.95 

This handy new pick set is the most popular set among 
professional locksmiths today. This kit consists of 12 
different tools housed in a handsome black leather case 
designed for a shirt pocket. Included in the price, you 
receive a 5-plece warded key set and a copy of 
"Lockplcking Simplified." 17-piece set total. 
ESP-13 $45.95 

MINI PICK TUBULAR 

Locks, Picks, Clicks $10.00 

SESAMEE DECODER 
This tool was designed to decode the exact 
combination of a sesamee padlock without 
d~maging the lock. Detailed instruction included. 

$17.95 

The most effective tubular pick on the mar1<at, unike the laiger pici<s ~ long 
handles or screwdriwr handles. The longer the tool , the more pressure needed 
which causes 83Sf bmakage. The ad\/anlage cl the Mini Pick is rt is so short, $79.95 
you only U99 your thumb and index finger. With a little practice this tool will open a tubular loci< in less than a minute. 
A )bur Choice: (1) Center (2) Oftsel left (3) Ollset right; a "Segal" 8 pin tubular, C. ~n Tubular, D &pin Tubular; E. &Pin 1¥:;e. 

• 

~~~~;~de~~~e~~ b?~~~on;~~!t~~p~la~~:~~ 
sided disc tumbler, showcase, cam and padlocks. 

$29.95 SCHLAGE WAFER 
The most fantastic tool you will 
ever use. This set consists of two Electric Picks 
base keys and pick. Complete in· 
structions included. 

--~---
The best single tool for most pin tumbler locks • Opens many locks in seconds 
High quality aluminum construction • Used by locksmiths worldwide 

E1 DOC (3 ~olt) .................. ..... .. 

Catalog $3.00 - Free with order. 
Allow three weeks delivery 

on Personal Check Orders. 
Money orders ship same day 

received. 

PIX-EZ 
All-In-One 
Pick-Set 
100% American Made! 
As convenient to carry 
and use as a pocket knife! 
Only 4 inches long, half inch square, weighs under five 
ounces, works lest and opens pin and water tumbler 
locks quickly, ~ very little effort. Six tempered spring 
steel picks, tension wrench. $34.95 

WKS PICKS 
Made of the finest blue tempered 
spring steel , this 5-piece padlock 
pick-set is a must in every lock· 
smiths' tool box. This set will pick open most 
every warded padlock made today. $9.95 

MONTHLY SPECIAL 
RECEIVE A COMBINATION SET 
INCLUDES - 5 ITEMS 
1·MD· 16 DELUXE SET .... .... .. .. ........................ $59•95 
1-SCHALGE WAFER SET ...... ................. ... ... $29.95 
t·SESAMEE DECODER .... .. .... .. $17.95 
1-WKS PICKS .... .... ................. . ..... $ 9.95 
1 ·DOUBLE SIDED TUMBLER PICKS . ~ 

A VALUE OF $147.75 

AT A LOW PRICE OF $89.95 

MD32 
Hip Pocket Size, 
Top Grain 
Cowhide Leather, 
Zippered Case, 
has 32 picks, 
Tension Wrenches, " 
Broken Key 

Extractor. 
$69.95 

MD16 
Shirt Pocket Size, Top Grain 

Cowhide Leather, Zippered 
Case, has 16 Picks, Tens ion 

Wrenches and Broken Key 
Extractor. 

$59.95 

MD60 
Top Grain Cowhide Leather, Zippered Case, 
has 60 picks , Tension Wrenches, Broken Key 
Extractor and Warded Master Keys. $109.95 

The law requires all 
purchases be 
made in good faith , 
wrthout make 
believe or fraud by 
genuine persons 
wrthin this industry 

Send to 
Steve Arnolds 

Gun Room 
Postage & handl ing 

$6.00 
Overseas postage add 

30% of total. 
.... All major credit cards 

accepted. 

:;: ,~.¢~~ .• c:c~-~ ml P.O. Box 68 Dept. SF5 Dexter OR 97431 · (541)726-6360 Must be 
18 

years 
, ' • , of age 

Web Address: www.gun-room.com E-mail: gunroom@pacwest.net 
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0166+ $25.00 1164+ 

3871++ $39.95 0471-9999# 

$21.95 0950-9999# $22.95x 0737-9999# $22.95x 4085 $21.95 0182 $19.95 

$24.95 2667 $24.95x 1768 $24.00 0653 $24.95 1420 $18.95x 0240+ $22.95 

Leave it to The Military Book Club® to supply you with the kinds of books 
you've .been itching to read. •Combat stories that pull no punches. 
•Action-packed reports that tell it like it really was. • Bolt-by-bolt 

inspections of the hardware of war. The Military Book Club has 
a whole arsenal for you. Why not fire off our coupon today? 

0729 $22.95 1487-9999# $29.95 

0778 $24.95 1180+ $16.95x 0281 $23.00 0711 $24.95 1693 $23.00 4143 $25.00 1156 $22.99 1776 $24.95 

,' 
lSabotaging Hiller's Bomb 
l11il!,I :,IU ;fhj.l;l ,'I 

0463 $17.95x 0083 $27.50 4432 $27.50 1222 $18.95x 1040 $23.00 . 1149 $21.95 0075 $17.95x 0562 $22.95 

0976 $21.95 2451++ $19.95x 0125 $22.95 4283++ $24.00 4192 $24.00 0679 $19.95x 2790 $29.95 1198 $29.95 
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$21.95x 1362 $29.95 0661-9999# $29.95 241 0 $29.95 3160+ $19.95 

~ 
BAlTLE MAPS 

·Fri-

F====--~ 

4135 $29.95 0596 $39.95 1123 $39.95 3624 $24.95 4101-9999# $59.95 0265 $31.95 

Wilderness riCLOJ,lln.En: f -.ur U.;.MABIN~ 

f 
Close-Quarters 

Wayfiuding Combat Manual 

jmrmmmumJtw 

0547 $17.95x 0117+ $17.95x 1057 $44.95 2493 $34.95 1628 $15.00 3111+ $14.95x 4127 S11.95x 4077+ $15.00 

0448 $25.00 4515 $29.95 6429 $12.95x 4291 $19.95x 0091 $24.95 2261 '$17.95x 0836 $24.95 0307++ $16.95x 0141 $19.95x 

7 REASONS TO JOIN NOW: 1.Joiningis easy.Start r=-=---------.---;;A~;;;e-;,;";;00;;;,;-----F%a7e;;it;b;;;;k-, 
with 4 books for 98¢. Your bill (including shipping and handling} will come when mem- 6550 East 30th street numbers here: 
bership is confirmed. We'll also send your FREE Sportsman's Knife and Carrying Case. 2. P.O. Box 6357 I I I 
Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If you 're not happy with your 4 books, return them a CJ CJ K c:: Lu a ·** Indianapolis, IN 46206-6357 
within 1 O days at our expense. Your membership will be canceled; you'll owe nothing. -$ YES! Please enroll me in The Military Book Club according to I I I 
The FREE gift is yours to keep as our "thank you" for trying us. 3. Save up to 40% off the risk-free membership plan described in this ad. Send me the 4 BOOKS 
publishers' hardcover edition prices. Just pick at least 4 more books at our regular I've indicated. Bill me just 98¢, plus shipping and handling. Also send me I I I 
low prices during your membership. Take up to 2 years! Then you may resign any time. my Free Sportsman's Knife and Case. I I I 
4. Extra bonus! Take a 5th book now for $4.99, plus shipping and handling, and If you are under 1 a your parent must sign here ________ . . . 
reduce your membership agreement to only 3 books. 5. A FREE Club Magazine comes 
to you up to 17 times a year. Each reviews the Featured Book Selections plus dozens of 
alternate books. Some are exclusive Club editions you won't find anywhere else. Every 
book we offer is a high-quality, full -text edition, sometimes altered in size to fit special 
presses. Look for up to 2 special issues a year with super selections and more dis
counts. 6. Ordering is risk-free. Featured Book Selections are sent to you automatical
ly. To cance\--Or order other books-simply mail in your Member Reply Form by the 
marked date. Shipping and handling (plus sales tax, where applicable} is added to each 
order. You'll always have 1 O days to decide. If your Member Reply Form is late and 
unwanted books arrive, please return them at our expense. 7. Easy ordering through 
the mail or via our Web site: www.MilltaryBookClub.com A902 
Prices shown are for publishers' hardcover editions. 
Club hardcover editions save you up lo 30%. 
Prices shown were current at press time. 
#Counts as 2 choices +Softcover ++Fiction x Special edition exclusively for Club members. 
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SAVE EVEN MORE! Send me this book now 
and reduce my commitment to 3 books. Bill me 
an added $4.99, plus shipping and handling. 
(Books that count as 2 choices are not eligible.} 

(write book number) 

I I I 
26 

NT474 46 
If you select a book that 

counts as 2 choices, 
write the first 4 digits of 
the book number in one 
row of boxes and 9999 

in the next 
Name---------.~,--~~.11 ___ _ ___ ______ _ 

Address _________________ Apt. ____ _ 

City _____________ State ____ ZIP ___ _ _ 

Telephone, please( __ )---- ---------- --
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New, Eye-Opening, Documented 
FREE REPORT Proves ... 

-
Now, You Can Destroy Any Attacker Using 
Never-Before-Seen ''Killing'' Techniques 

Creator of Official U.S. Navy SEAL Combat System Releases Brutal New 
Gun. & Knife Sections Of His Instructor Qualification Fighting Series 

C an you disann a man holding a knife to 
your throat? What if a car-jacker sticks a 
gun through your window - and your 

wife, girlfriend, or child is sitting beside you? 
In an often brutal yet professionally direct ap

proach, Jerry Peterson's new video series shows 
you how to destroy these attackers, while taking 
you to the ~ level of fighting. 

The culmination of a 2-year transformation 
from actual SCARS military archive techniques, 
his Instructor Qualification Serles offers you the 
opportunity to learn what until now was taught to 
military Special Operations forces (SEALS, Rang
ers, Green Berets, etc.). 

It's been called "the most brutally effective 
fighting ~ever seen." 

Before explaining more about this system, 
here's. how Jerry Peterson, the creator of this sys
tem, became the first - and only - civilian ever 
to standardize, license and teach a hand-to-weapon 
fighting system to the United States rr.ilitary. 

In 1989, Naval Special Warfare Command 
(NSWC), the group which controls all SEAL ac
tivity, was looking for ways to standardize hand
to-weapon combat techniques. After an exhaus
tive review, they had rejected every single mar
tial art form In the world. 

They found each completely unworkable in 
combat-oriented fighting situations where SEALS 
were in full gear, carrying I 00# packs, and often 
knee-deep in water. 

Amazlng Scientific System 
Then a SEAL NSWC officer (with black belts 

in 3 martial arts) saw Jerry Peterson's scientific 
fighting system. What he stumbled on wasn't mar
tial arts. In fact it was unlike anything he'd ever 
seen before. 

The SEAL officer watched in disbelief as a 
class of inexperienced students threw real punches 
for virtually 1 full hour, never repeating the same 
sequences. In one session he witnessed more fight
ing than most martial arts students see in a year. 

Later, two top brass at NSWC saw the officer 
demonstrating moves he'd learned. But intrigue 
turned to doubt when they learned the originator 
was an ex-Army enlisted man. 

Still they met with Jerry, as much out of admi
ration for his Vietnam record as anything (he spent 
15 months as lead point for Charlie Company, the 
173rd Airborne - one of the most decorated units 
of the war). As Vietnam vets, the SEAL officers 
figured Jerry at least would understand their needs. 

Easily Defeats Decorated SEAL 
But they were totally unprepared for what hap

pened. To prove his system, Jerry Peterson and a 
highly-decorated SEAL Officer (and at 240, I 00 
pounds heavier than Jerry) went toe-to-toe - but 
at half speed. To the Officer's amazement he was 
Instantly disabled and dropped to his knees . 

Only then did he realize - had he not been 
talked out of going full speed by others who knew 
the awesome power of Jerry Peterson's system, 
his false confidence in his martial arts training and 
in his sheer size advantage would have left him 
with an arm broken as easily as a match stick! 

In 5 short minutes these SEAL officers - men 
who had seen everything in the way of brutal fight-
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ing, and who had virtually unlimited budgets to 
develop the SEALS into the world's best - were 
blown away by Jerry Peterson's Autoldnematic"' 
fighting system. 

Officially Required SEAL Training 
Following a pilot program at Command head

quarters all SEALS began receiving this training. 
Still, hardheaded, cocky, non-believing SEALS, 
many with extensive martial arts backgrou11ds, con
stantly tested Jerry: 
0 SEALS are the most proficient combat swim
mers in the world. Yet 40-year-old Jerry (who 
wasn't a particularly good swimmer) "drowned" 
SEAL after SEAL in training. His scientific prin
ciples apply on any terrain. 
0 SEALS are trained to run 20 miles in soft sand. 
But Jerry (who really wasn't in great shape) had 
them gasping just 5 minutes into his first work
outs while he participated effortlessly. He used 
breathing techniques others had never seen (tech
niques he can teach you in minutes). 
0 In Europe Jerry challenged a deployed SEAL pla
toon to pin him against a wall. All thought it a joke. 
Yet he escaped - from the grasp of 14 of the most 
proficient fighting men in the world (then showed it 
was no trick - simply physics, and easily learned). 

Today SEALS use all these scientific techniques 
and many more. Since 1989, Navy SEALS go 
through a minimum of 40 and up to 600 rigorous 
hours of Jerry Peterson's training prior to deploy
ment (often in intense, 24-hour a day sessions). 

Top Government Officials Amazed 
His system was demonstrated to Navy Admi

rals, a 4-Star General, and Congressional leaders 
- as well as the Secretary of the Navy and the 
U.S. Secretary of Defense! 

Jerry was even .called in prior to Desert Storm 
to brief the military on using Neural Offensive 
Linguistics'" (a cornerstone of his system, it de
fines a mind set which eliminates all defensive 
thinking, allowing anyone, even you, to make in
stantaneously correct decisions in the midst of any 
hostile environment). 

Devastating Power Gives You 
An Unfair Advantage 

In his HCS video course Jerry Peterson intro
duced you to his revolutionary system. 

Now, with the publication of Jerry Peterson's 
SCAR-HCS Hand-To-Weapon fighting system, 
Jerry leads you into the never-before-seen world 
of brutal, no-holds-barred gun, knife and club fight
ing - material you've never seen (unless you were 
in elite Special Operation forces) . 

You'll learn the same hand-to-weapon tech
niques, the same mental approaches, the same 'kill' 
sets Jerry developed for over 200 SEAL SCARS 
instructors. (These SCARS instructors now teach 
this system to illl branches of the military Spec Op 
forces - Arrny, Navy and Air Force). 

You'll know how to defeat, seriously disable 
and, when necessary, kill anyone threatening your 
life or the life of a loved one or friend! 

Guaranteed To Work In Your Most 
Nightmarish Hostile Situation 

Everything in his system was proven in the most 
intense war lab of the past 30 years - Vietnam! 

But this isn't a 
course to impress 
friends at your Karate 
studio. The Instructor 
Qualification Series is 
Jerry Peterson's J;Qll1: 

12.lfil professional 
fighting system. 

And professional 
fighting has but one 
objective: to defeat an 
attacker incredibly 
fast. In 29 years 
Jerry's longest fight 
lasted but 5 seconds! 

Official SEAL SCARS-CFC 
Creator Jerry Peterson 

This system is only for those who need a pow
erful yet amazingly~ system (simple because 
it's based on quickly-mastered scientific principles 
not a difficult art form) to protect them in life
threatening situations. 

No Navy SEAL has ~ lost in hand-to-hand 
combat when correctly applying Jerry's system! 
And they never will (nor will you) because ... his 
system is undefeatable! 

This Totally Integrated System Enables 
You To Destroy Any Attacker -

With Absolutely No Fear Or Hesltatlonl 
Cheap imitators advertise fighter after fighter 

after fighter - a hodgepodge of wrrelated, nonsci
entific moves. Now they even~ hoping to con you 
into believing SEALS would lose to these guys. But 
they know. No one beats a Peterson-trained SEAL. 

These 'wanna-bes' teach one move if an attacker 
swings a fist at you, another if he's got a knife. 

But Jerry Peterson's scientific system teaches 
you why you MUST use the exact same techniques 
- with a weapon or without! What everyone else 
teaches is wrong. Just ask the SEALS! 

The imitators claim they've trained Navy 
SEALS. But Jerry Peterson is the ~ ~ of 
the Q.ffkW hand-to-hand and hand-to-weapon com
bat fighting system used by the SEALS today. 

He's the only civilian with a Naval Special 
Warfare course number (SCARS-CFC# K-431-
0096) plus a new $2.5 million military facility 
predicated solely on his SCARS training. 

The Navy SEAL 'wanna-be' trainers? They've 
got nothing - no official status, no course number. 

Free Special Report Reveals 
GUN And KNIFE Fighting Secrets 

Jerry Peterson's system is brutal. It has to be. 
Yet it's surprisingly easy to learn. It requires NO 
athletic ability, NO speed, NO conditioning. 

And because his videos offer an unprecedented 
3 camera angles (including a new overhead shot), 
you can learn this scientific system in just days; 
specific techniques often in just minutes. 

Jerry has created a Free special report reveal
ing the amazing details about his scientific weap
ons fighting system - the system which has made 
the Navy SEALS an undefeatable fighting force. 

It's easy to get your free copy. Just call 

1-800-600-1420 
24-hours for a Free recorded message to get your 
Free report. International, call 602-921-8533. 

0 C .. pyrighl 1~~ Chwtton & Co., Inc. 
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Continued from page 20 

Another Army outrage on the site 
involves seven Army personnel who 
worked in the 1st Corps Support Command 
Consolidated Dining Facility at Fort Bragg, 
N.C. The seven were disciplined for "mak
ing inappropriate sexual comments and frat
ernization." They didn ' t even have sex. 

Even in elementary schools, feminists 
have targeted young boys for expulsion. 
Their crime: kissing young girls. 

Stories of children punished for flirta
tion and playground grab ass are not aberra
tions. Feminists have institutionalized this 
stuff. A 1993 American Association of 
University Women (AAUW) study "Hostile 
Hallways," found 85% of all school girls 
have been "sexually harassed" at school. 

This would alarm most parents, if it 
weren ' t for the AAUW's criteria for sexual 
harassment. Never mind oral sex on public 
property. The most common complaints of 
sexual harassment, the report states, 
involved "inappropriate jokes, looks or ges
tures," which AAUW contends should all 
be punishable. Sexually suggestive touch
ing, grabbing and pinching were considered 
far more outlandish, and less common 
forms of harassment. 

Feminists use these ludicrous, alarmist 
allegations to attack institutions and tradi
tions they don ' t like - the military, beloved 
American cartoons and heterosexual young 
boys learning to flirt. 

It goes from not funny to dangerous 
when they abandon their witch hunt in the 
wake of a serious sexual harassment case 
involving the world's most powerful leader. 
They've done so because Clinton is a polit
ical ally with a long track record of support
ing and funding their leftist, self-serving, 
empire building agenda. 

A search on the feminist Web site finds 
dozens of articles decrying alleged sexual 
harassment by former U.S. Sen. Bob Pack
wood, a Republican. Packwood was 
accused of kissing female staff members, 
and nothing more. No one accused him of 
indecent exposure, obscene phone calls or 
the other lewd exploits inherent to 
Clinton 's dilemma. Yet feminists forced 
him from the Senate, casting his female 
subordinates as victims. 

The feminist site also carries dozens of 
articles and editorials about Supreme Court 
Justice Clarence Thomas. He was accused 
of "sexual harassment" for talking about 
pornographic video he supposedly watched 
at home - a charge he flatly denies. Guilty 
or not, Anita Hill's charge was a far cry 
from sex with an employee, half his age, on 
federal property, violating adultery rules of 
a military he commands. 

Feminists have made no issue of the 
allegations against Clinton, and have been 
willing participants in the trashing · of 
Lewinski. A 19 Feb. search of their Web site 
found no Clinton articles other than those 
praising his support of feminist causes. 

Arguably, the allegations against Clinton 
represent one of the worst high profile sex-
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ual harassment cases in history. A young 
woman sexually services Clinton, resulting 
in gifts , favors, full access to the president 
and White House, and a good job offer right 
out of college. The Paula Jones affair isn't 
much different. 

Feminists have embraced the college 
professor who went public to characterize 
Lewinsky as a slut. Had he been defending 
the wrong politician, the professor's affair 
- with a teenage girl who needed good 
grades - would be tantamount to rape. 

Feminists have ignored the plight of 
Wash-ington interns who hope to get 
ahead without without a casting couch. 
Why aren ' t these young women paraded 
as "victims" of a White House that clearly 

rewards sexual favors? 
Because the feminist campaign on sexu

al harassment was a ruse. It was a witch 
hunt against men and traditional American 
institutions . Along the way, it insulted 
women -- the backbone of most societies -
as "victims" who can ' t even hear about sex 
without a trip to the court house. 

Now the scheme has come full circle to 
intensify the very evil - sexual harassment 
- feminists purported to hate. The latest 
White House scandal, against the utter 
silence of organized feminists, has sent one 
message loud and clear: it's now OK for 
men in authority to sexually exploit young 
employees, and sexual favors spell career 
success for women. ~ 
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by Lewis H. (Mike) Will iams 

War Crimes, Hard Times, And A Pulitzer 
I left the Rhodesian army under a cloud of suspicion on 28 

February 1978. Since, I've been accused of being a "War 
Criminal, Guilty Of Crimes Against The People of Zimbabwe." 

Apparently, according to in-country sources , my name -
together with others - was placed on a rogue's list prepared by the 
government of Robert Mugabe, a Christian "saint" of impeccable 
character and new Marxist dictator of the former Rhodesia. 

After stewing for 20 years, it 's time I set the record straight. 
Prior to December 1977, I'd had no more problems in the 

Rhodesian army than any other Yank, and 
those mainly related to the hostile U.S. atti
tude toward the Ian Smith administration. 

However, in my case, things were addi
tionally complicated by entries in my 201 file: 
a record of graduation from Russ ian 
Language and Intelligence School , at 
Oberammergau, Germany, and subsequent 
assignment to the Soviet Repatriation 
Commission, in Austria, as a liai son officer 
and interpreter. 

To my Rhodesian hosts, this spelled C-1-
A, and from then forward I was eyeballed on 
a consistent basis. 

My problems thickened on a pleasant 
Salisbury Saturday afternoon at Number 2, 
Ross Avenue, "The Crippled Eagles Club," . 
the unofficial American embassy, presided 
over by author Robin Moore, who 'd penned 
The Green Berets, The French Connection 
(Parts uno & dos), and The Happy Hooker 
some years before. 

security forces , with plentiful weekend hamburgers and french fries 
served up to satisfy the Yanks ' palates. 

Journaljsts , too, were welcomed, often roaming about prowling 
for interviews from these "mercenaries." 

One of these budding Hemingways, J. Ross Baughman, an AP 
stringer, introduced himself to Robin by dropping the name Horst 
Fass, one of Moore 's comrades from his Vietnam days and a wheel 
at Associated Press. 

Discovering that I was a commander of Grey 's Scouts, 
Baughman sidled up and let fly a blunt 
request to accompany us on a patrol, a 
request I flatly squashed. No way in hell was 
I going to take him anywhere; he'd have to 
go through routine army media channels -
army PRO and ComOps - like any other 
reporter. Besides, I didn't trust - or like -
him: Somehow, his scraggly moustache, 
coke-bottle glasses , wet fishy handshake and 
general demeanor put me off. 

Three weeks hence, though, he again 
turned up professing total clearance via 
ComOps, but with no written permission, 
without which he was going nowhere, at 
least with me. 

Contacts within the intelligence commu
nity passed word to me that the guy wasn't a 
straight-shooter; he had a Stateside record of 
being an expose reporter, moving in, gaining 
his marks' confidences, then sliding a shiv in 
their backs through sensationalistic, slanted 
tabloid-style articles. 

Moore 's hangout was a "home away from 
home" for Americans serving in the Rhodesian 

SOF had a grunt's-eye-view of the con- A short time later, I received a call from the 
troversy thanks to Maj. Mike Williams. army public relations officer who advised that 

Journal ist Baughman's Pulitzer-winning photograph was in the 
center of controversy. The Overseas Press Club, in New York 
City, raised questions about Baughman's conduct: He had worn 
a Rhodesian soldier's uniform and represented himself as a 
combat participant to get the pictures. 
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Baughman had been granted a ComOps ' clear
ance and that I was to pick him up the following day at the Rhodesia 
Herald Building - and take him along to our operations area at 
Lupane Tribal Trust Land. 

When we arrived at the Herald, Baughman was engrossed in con
versation with a young African, loaded down with sufficient camera 
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gear for a Cecil B. DeMille epic. One look at 
us, though, pull ing up in our Landrover, 
decked out in cammo uniforms and carrying 
FNs, the lad rolled hi s eyes, dropped his gear 
and sprinted off. 

Duri ng the trip to Bulawayo, I explai ned 
to Baughman that he was on his own; that I 
wouldn' t detach any troops to permanently 
wet-nurse him, and, should he wish to go on 
patrol, he'd have to mount whatever horse 
was available. 

As we arrived at the Bu lawayo Holiday 
Inn that evening, I ordered my driver, 
Corporal Ed Wandell , a former Marine from 
Chicago, to temporarily look after 
Baughman; to make certain he was fed and 
bi lleted. If the correspondent got drunk , got 
laid, and stepped in deep-sierra he was fly
ing solo. 

During the three-and-a-half-ho ur ride to 
Lupane the next morning, Baughman stated 
he was invo lved with the black nationalist 
leader Ndabaningi Sithole, who was to 
negotiate with Ian Smith on the forming of 
a new black-majority-ru le government. 

But my concern lay wi th J. Ross 's inces
sant fumbling with his UZI. 

At our CP, after I made sure that he was 
barred from the Comms shack and the 
SitMap, I shipped him to number 3 Troop, 
60 kilometers southeast at S ipepa, escorted 
by Lieutenant Graham Baillie, the troop 
commander, just 19, tough, aggress ive and 
competent during operations near 
Myadumbudzi on the Botswana border. 

Two weeks later, however, Baughman 
reappeared, this time accompanied by a 
sergeant who requested to talk to me -
alone. "Sir," he said, "Baughman reaL!y got 
into things." When his troop captured a pris
oner, they tied him up and proceeded to 
search the area. The sergeant claimed that 
Baughman opted to stay behind, where he 
allegedly kicked the bound prisoner in the 
head "a couple of good ones," then heated the 
bottom of a Lion Ale bottle with a cigarette 
lighter and ground it into the prisoner 's chest. 

The reporter pulled another faux pas 
during an approach march to attack a hill 
occupied by dug- in CTs (Commun ist 
Terrorists). Aware of the previous inci
dents , I wanted J. Ross with me unti l I 
cou ld persuade ComOps to recall him. So, 
after the horses were unloaded and the 
trucks parked beneath trees, I ordered the 
troop sergeant to form up the columns on 
the soft sand on either side of the road to 
observe noise disci pli ne . Baughman, 
mounted on a bay gelding named Honcho, 
was placed direct ly to my front. 

A teenaged Terr prisoner from the group 
occupying the hi ll , hands tied behind him, 
road off as our "point man." If an ambush 
were planned, he 'd likely trigger it. 

Desperate, the Terr kicked hi s horse into 
a gallop and headed for the hi ll. 

"Shoot that sonofabitch! Shoot him! " 
It was Baughman, screeching like a ban

shee. If the Terrs weren 't up and moving 
now they were all deaf. 

Continued on page 71 
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in the 
Former 
U.S.S.R. 

It's the trip ot a lifetime 
that could 

CHANGE YOUR LIFE! 
More than friendship and cultural 
exchange! You will meet 700 to 
800 beautiful singles of Russia 
and Ukraine at six 
hospitality receptions. 
These tours have been 
featured on NBC's Dateline, 
CNN, Fox Network and 
other English, German & Canadian TV. 

.A.Round-trip flight based on NYC-JFK 
departure. Frequent flyer miles 
accumulate to you r airline account. 

.A.Coach transport to and from hotel. 
Tour representatives wil l greet you at 
the airport as you clear customs. 

.A. Two meals a day 

.A.Nine nights at the best 
four-star hotel (sing le occupancy) 

.A.Hospitality receptions. Your personal 
interp reter will be on hand to ensure 
the success of your social activities. 

.A.American represe ntatives will oversee 
tour excursions and all activities . 

Dept. 352 

a: P.O. Box 888851 • Atlant'!i.. Ga 30356 
770-458·0~09 

24 HOURS A OAY 

www.euro ladies.com 

50HETHING WICKED THIS WAY COHETH 
SUPERIOR KNIFE DESIGNS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL--MILITARY, LAW ENFORCEMENT, SPORTSMEN 

• 7" x l 1/4" x .214" Blade 
• Black Oxide Finish 
• "LBE" Compatible 1<.Y'Df.XcRJ Sheath 
• 59-60 RC Hardened Edge, 

Soft Spine 
• l 095 High Carbon Tool Steel 

• Black Electrical Grade Linen 
Micarta Handles 

r<.Y'DE.X Sheaths for the APPLEGATE
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NORTH AMERICAN ARMSmJ, 
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1095 High Carbon Tool Steel. 
l<.Y'DE.X Sheath included $25.00 
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Semiauta Snipers 
Virtually every law-enforcement agency of any size has a 

Tactical Team of one sort or another. The vast majority of these 
special teams have one or more designated snipers, though 

they may be called a counter-sniper, a designated marksman, or have 
an even more politically correct title. The mission of police snipers is 
to support the situation commander with precision rifle fire in any 
way required. 

Unfortunately, police sniping has been disproportionately 
effected by USMC military sniper doctrine and procedures, 
because of the FBI's Firearms Training Unit being co-located at . 
Quantico Marine base near the Marine Sniper School. The FBI 

learned sniping from the Marines and has passed 
that knowledge along to police agencies all over 
the country. I say "unfortunate ly" because law
enforcement and military sniping have little in 
common other than both involve precision 
shooting with a rifle. 

The Marines consider 600 yards as the inside 
range for sniping. The average distance for a 
police-sniper engagement is about 77 yards, with 
the longest on record being just over 400 yards. Indeed, it is rare for 
a police sniper to have to shoot beyond 200 yards; and the vast 
majority of times it wi ll be under l 00 yards. 

Marines are taught to fire one shot or at most two, and then 
move, while the police sniper will rarely have such a luxury avail
able. The Marines typically shoot for a body hit, while in many 
cases the police sniper must go for a head shot to instantly incapac
itate a hostage-holder. A high percentage of the time the police 
sniper will have to take a shot through window glass, where the 
Marine will rarely have to. The Marine sniper may have to pack his 
rifle a long distance through surf, mud, sand, jungle, or other hos
tile environment. The police sniper will rarely, if ever, have to do 
the same. These are but a few of many differences between military 
sniping and law-enforcement sniping. 

Even more to the point, in the military ambush-type sniping the 
Marines specialize in, if the shot at an enemy soldier is missed it is 
usually no big deal. But if the police sniper fails to neutralize an armed 
perpetrator, almost invariably some innocent person is killed or hurt. 

Not surprisingly, the FBI advocates police snipers use a bolt
action sniper rifle similar to that used by the Marines. Consequently, 
95% or more of law-enforcement snipers in the U.S. are using bolt
action rifles. By far the most common is the Remington 700 police 
model, similar to the Marine sniper rifle, but Savages, Rugers, 
Steyrs, Winchesters, and others are also encountered. 

What most police snipers do not realize is that a good semiauto
matic sniper rifle is far more versatile and capable of handling many 
different missions better than a bolt-action rifle. 
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In asking bolt-action users why they choose bolt actions over 
semiautos, the most common answers are that "the FBI recom
mends bolt actions," that semiautos are not accurate enough, or 
because bolt actions are more accurate. While it is true that the best 
bolt actions have a slight edge in accuracy over the best semiautos, 
the fact is that this edge is small and the best semiautos are more
than-accurate-enough for the police sniper role. 

In general, the better police bolt guns with their favorite ammu
nition will consistently tum in groups between 1/2 and 3/4 m inutes 
of angle (MOA). Examples that will shoot better than that are much 
less common than those that will shoot worse. The best semiauto 

Some excellent examples of capable and cost
effective semiauto sniper rifles for police use are: 
(top, left) the Knight Industries 7.62mm NATO SR-
25, (top, right) Springfield Armory's SAR-SHB 
counter-sniper rifle, based on the G-3 and capable 
of MOA accuracy at a fraction of the cost of the 
H&K sniper rifle; and (left) Springfield Armory's 
M1 A Super Match or M21 rifles - superbly accu
rate semiautos that make excellent sniper rifles -
shown are M1 A Super Match rifles with the SA 
sniper scopes and two-position mounts. 

sniper rifles will consistently shoot 3/4 to 1 MOA. I have tested sev
eral that would consistently approach or achieve 1/2 MOA. 

The general rule in the sniper community is that a 1 MOA capa
bility is adequate. That is easily achieved with a number of semiau
tomatic sniper rifles on the market, including: the Springfield 
Armory M21, MIA Super Match, and SAR-SHB; the Armalite AR
lOT; the Knight SR-25; or a properly accurized Ml4. 

This is more than adequate accuracy to make reliable head shots 
out to at least 300 yards, which is well beyond the range a police 
sniper can expect to work. Indeed, a rifle capable of "only" 1.5 MOA 
is perfectly adequate for taking head shots out to at least 300 yards. 

The main advantages of the semiauto are its much higher rate of 
fire as well as the fact that the shooter does not have to move his 
hand or face out of the shooting position to make follow-up shots. I 
have had advocates of bolt actions tell me with a straight face that 
they could fire aimed shots just as fast with their bolt guns as could 
the guys with the semiautos. I have to admit that some of them were 
incredibly fast, but I have never seen one that could even come 
close to a good shooter with a semiauto, when actually tested. 

Even if the bolt-gun shooter could keep up with the semiauto 
shooter under good weather conditions, he could not come close in 
cold, nasty weather when his hands are numb and stiff from expo
sure to cold. The same applies to conducting a reload or ammuni
tion change in cold-weather conditions. Whereas, all current semi
automatic sniper rifles have large-capacity detachable magazines, 
the typical police bolt gun must be loaded with single rounds. 

Situations where a semiauto sniper rifle is superior to a bolt-
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The new millennium is less than 24 months 
away. Various predictions inform us that many 
problems and changes may happen when the 
year 2000 arrives ... "The Y2K Problem" A.K.A. 
"The Millennium Bug." Large mainframe com
puters that run government agencies, govern
ment programs, banking systems, retirement 
programs, stocks, etc. may shut down. In other 
words, the "global economy." The problem is 
serious and the "fix" is loosing ground. What 
happens if these computer systems shut down 
because of a calendar/clock system coding 2000 
as "00"? (See Newsweek, June 2, 1997: "The 
Day The World Crashes". The Social Security 
Administration has been working on the problem 
since 1991 and "expect" to be done December 
31, 1998. Most other government agencies and 
the Federal Reserve have just now begun to 
address the problem. For more information 
http://www.stortite.com 

Now is the time to "quietly" prepare while 
supplies are still available - before our world 
as we know it shuts down. 
Food being a basic necessity will be in huge 
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life latch positively locks the lid. No metal 
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Plus Shipping 

Made from 
H.D.P.E. 
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puncture 
resistant 

with 
.090" wall 

NOW AVAILABLE! °" ' 
STOR-TITE'S new low cost, ~6995 " 
easy-to-use Nitrogen/C02 
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Order Today! 

(541) 476-4977 STOR-TITE 
CONTAINERS 

124 N.E. Morgan Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97526 
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action are myri ad. The most common situ
ation is when the first shot fails to neutra l
ize, or completely misses, the target. The 
semiauto shooter can make an almost 
instant sighting correction and fire a fo l
low-up shot with a much higher probabili
ty of taki ng out the target than can a bolt
action shooter. 

Similarly, in hostage situations it is often 
necessary to shoot at a hostage-holder 
through automotive or window glass. It is 
quite common for the glass to deflect the 
bullet enough so that it will miss, or only 
wound, the target. 

However, more than one sniper may not 
be available, or there may not be suitable 
firing positions with a view of the target for 
two shooters. Should the first shot be 
deflected by the glass the semiauto sniper 
rifle shooter can put in a fast fo llow-up shot, 
in less than 1/2 second, through the hole in 
the glass made by the first shot, to insure 
neutralization of the target. 

Another fairly common situation is when 
an officer is wounded and down under the 
guns of the bad guys. Because of the high 
rate of accurate fire , its high magazine 
capacity, and ability to be reloaded quickly, 
there is probably no gun better than a semi
auto sniper rifle for supplying effective cov
ering fire for other officers, so they can get 
to the downed officer and get him out of the 
killing zone. 

Still another fairl y common scenario for 
a police sniper is one involving multiple bad 
guys. Short of having a designated sniper 
for each bad guy, which is highly unlikely, 
the best opportunity for success against 
multiple targets is with a good serniauto. 

A sniper will occasionally have to 
engage a moving target, particularl y during 
VIP protection, at roadblocks, or when 
faced with armed terrorists. The semiauto 
shooter does not have to use his shooting 
hand to manipulate a bolt and does not 
have to take his eye off of hi s sight picture 
to keep the bolt from hitting his face. 
Consequently, he can track the moving tar
get much better than the bol t-gun shooter, 
and deliver repeat follow-up shots includ
ing aiming adjustments with substantially 
more ease and effectiveness. 

A good semiautomatic sniper rifle sim
ply can accomplish any mission as well or 
better than can a bolt-action sniper rifle in 
the police arena - plus many that it cannot. 

One common excuse for not going to a 
semiauto is that the agency cannot afford 
their higher price. However, serniautos are 
so much more capable and easy to use they 
are well worth the price difference. 

Plus, agencies can acquire Ml4 rifles 
from the U.S. government for little more 
than the shipping cost and filling out copi
ous paperwork. For about the price of a 
good bolt-action sniper rifle, that Ml4 can 
be rebarreled, restocked, and accuri zed into 
a sub-MOA sniper rifle. 

The bottom line is that police agencies 
need to get out of the Dark Ages and equip 
their snipers with good semiautomatic 
rifles. ~ 

• The ultimate Tanto boot knife. 

• 5 1/2" long by 1" wide 
blade . 
Overal l length: 9 7/e" 

• Will sever 1" of 
free hanging 
manila rope in 
one strokel 

Out cuts any 
boot knife its 
size! 

•Original 
Tanto point 
for maximum 
strength 
and 
penetration. 

e AUS SA 

stainless 
steel 

See our 
video 
"PROOF". 

•Weighs 
only 4oz. 

e Thin , 
shock 

Kraton" 
handle. 
Deeply 

for non
slip gripl 

•Comes 
with 
quick 
draw 
Kydex 
sheath 
with 
boot/ 
belt clip . 

tOLO fTEEl 
2128-D Knoll Drive, Ventura, CA 93003 
Call for a FREE 40 page catalog 
Or send $5 for our 70 min. video, "PROOF" 

1-800-255-4716 
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~VY SEAL TEAM ~ 
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT 

AND WEAPONS TRAINING ~ 
STARRING NAVY SEAL FRANK CUCCI 
*FORMER SEAL TEAM MEMBER (10 YEARS} 
* CURRENT SEAL TEAM HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT INSTRUCTOR * CERTIFIED JEET KUNE DO AND FILIPINO MARTIAL ARTS 

INSTRUCTOR UNDER DAN INOSANTO 
*SEAL TEAM SMALL ARMS INSTRUCTOR 

*STATIC LINE JUMPMASTER (BOO JUMPS} 
*PROFICIENCY IN URBAN WARFARE COUNTER 

TERRORIST OPERATIONS 
*PROFICIENCY IN JUNGLE WARFARE OPERATIONS 
* PROFICIENCY IN DEMOLITION AND EXPLOSIVES 
*PROFICIENCY IN COMBAT DIVING OPERATIONS 

*AWARDED THE JOINT SERVICE COMMENDATION MEDAL 
FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE WHILE ENGAGED IN COMBAT 

OPERATIONS DURING OPERATION "JUST CAUSE," PANAMA 1989 * OWNER AND DIRECTOR OF THE FUNCTIONAL 
DEFENSIVE CONCEPTS ACADEMY OF MARTIAL 

ARTS IN VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 

HERE IT ISi After military clearances, decorated Navy Seal team 
member and Martial Arts Instructor, Frank Gucci has been allowed to teach his proven hand-to-

THE hand self-defense and weapons techniques to the public. Designed for men and women, these 
no-nonsense techniques show how to control , disable, or take out an aggressive attacker 

ULTIMATE with quick efficiency. His videos include all the training exercises and techniques needed to master 
SELF·DEFENSE this superior lifesaving self-protection system. Don't delay! Begin training with America's elite 
SYSTEM! Seal Team Instructor, Frank Gucci by ordering today! A must for all serious Martial Artists! 

1. SEAL TEAM HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TRAINING - VOLUME 1 
In this dynamic tape, Seal Team Instructor, Frank Gucci personally teaches you the stances, footwork, combat punching _ 
techniques, equipment training, and numerous defensive combat techniques of his lethal self-defense system. 
#SEAL-1 ....................................................... 55 MIN ......................................................... ONLY $39.95 

AMERICA'S 
ELITE NAVY 
SEAL TEAM 
SELF
OEFENSE 
MOVES! 

3 0 

2. SEAL TEAM HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TRAINING - VOLUME 2 
This outstand ing video teaches Seal Team Combat Kicking Techniques including the foot jab, leg kick, switch 

kick, kicks in combination with punches, knee techniques, close combat elbow strikes, and more. 
#SEAL-2 ........................................ 55 MIN ........................................ ONLY $39.95 
3. SEAL TEAM HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TRAINING - VOLUME 3 
In this valuable tape, Navy Seal Frank Gucci teaches you numerous street fighting combinations 

and takedowns against an attacker who is trying to punch your face in or kick your guts out. Mr. 
Gucci shows how to control your opponent by blocking his strikes and taking him to the 
ground where you can then apply finishing holds such as joint locks and chokes. This 
video is a must for learning how to come out on top in a street fight. 

#SEAL-3 ........................... 55 MIN ..................... ONLY $39.95 
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MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING VIDEOS 
ARTS TRAINING VIDEOS FEATURING THE WORLD'S GREATEST MASTERS" 

~AUTHENTIC RUSSIAN 
COMBAT*SAMBQ 

LIMITED OFFER 
ANY 4 PANTHER 

,___"'"'VIDEOS ONLY 

ULTIMATE GRAPPLING AND HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT TECHNIQUES! 
1. COMBA1*SAMBO VOLUME 1-IJLTIMATE GRAPPLING - TOTAL BODY WORKOUT ROUTINE 
This valuable tape teaches you the complete fitness routine used by the World's toughest SAMBO CO 
fighters. Each exercise is designed to build ultimate speed, power, agility, flexibility, reflexes, OOM'Jlti}~1I'N~ 
strength, balance, coordination, stamina and more. Get in fighting shape by ordering today! DESTROY YOUR 
#SAMB0-1 .... .. ... ....... .............. ... .. ... . ... .. .. . .... .. ... .. ONLY $39.95 ATTACKER' 
2. COMBAT*: SAMBO VOLUME 2-ULTIMATE GRAPPLING· BLOCKING AND STRIKING TECHNIQUES • 
You will learn the lethal hand and foot strikes of SAMBO in conjunction with it's unique 
blocking techniques which are taught standing and when on the ground. Greatly increase 
your self-defense knowledge by ordering today! 
#SAMB0-2 ... ...... . ........... . .... . .... .. .. ..... . .... ...... ..... . . ONLY $39.95 

3. COMBA1* SAMBO VOLUME 3 - ULTIMATE GRAPPLING - LEG, ANKLE, AND FOOT LOCKS 
When you master this tape, you are almost certain to -never lose a street fight. Shows 
how to quickly go for the legs to apply excruciating joint locks. Also teaches the secret 

i~~~B~~:.~.~-~-~-~~-~~~.'.'.~~.'.~.~~~- ~~~~~: ... .. . ONLY $39.95 ljQ:li}ff$iuJi1ll[t}!tZ'J 
4. COMBAT"kSAMBO VOLUME 4- ULTIMATE GRAPPLING· ARMBAR AND WRIST LOCKS 

STARRING SAMBO 
MASTER TONY LOPEZ 

$99.00! 

v 
I 

D 
E 
0 
s 
~ 

Master Lopez shows numerous armbar and wrist lock techniques designed to control and destroy your opponent. You will learn how to easily sucker your 
attacker into an armbar for quick victory, regardless of his size. Tape also teaches the secret escape and counters to these armbar and wrist techniques. 
#SAMB0-4 ..... ... ... .. .. ... ... . ..... . .. .. .. .. ... ....... .... ........ ONLY $39.95 

5. COMBAT*SAMBO VOLUME 5 - ULTIMATE GRAPPLING- LEG LOCK ANO ARM LOCK FIGHTING COMBINATIONS NEW PANTHER SERIES 
This is it! In this outstanding video, Master Tony Lopez shows how to combine the leg lock techniques on Tape 3 with the arm locks on Tape 4 to create 
the most destructive grappling combinations ever witnessed. Learn how to completely dominate and control your opponent as you learn to move from 
leg locks to arm locks and arm locks to leg locks with blinding speed. Video also features many advanced techniques not shown on Tapes 3 & 4. A 

~~;;:;;;;::~;;:a:;i;:~.'.~.~u:~;:i:~;~~~)!£~~f;;~;E::::;;;~Ks, ANO NECK cRANKs &· l;]ti Si ~!Yitil 
Easily take out the biggest and most aggressive opponent with these lethal SAMBO techniques. Shows how to quickly move inside your opponents 
attack to finish him with a choke, headlock, or neck crank. Also shows the secret escapes from these deadly techniques. 

~~A;;!;;.7*:.siliW8o. ·1iiii.u"M£ ·7 ~ ·ui.ii"M:4iE. 68~~~L~~~:5 THRows, swEEPs, ANo TAKEoowNs t"11"'$"'i .. i .. ;l"U .. ff .. i"'jT"'ll-&111;~ ... , , .. R .. R
111
!""V"'ffl-&"'ftJ"lj""¥ .. i" 

Instantly send your attacker to the ground with the sensational throws, sweeps, and take down techniques Russian SAM BO is famous for. Regardless 
of how or what direction your opponent attacks from, he can be taken to the ground with the techniques and strategy presented on this tape. Also 
shows the secret counter moves and escapes against these techniques. ,ffil·UJlflJ:13:HJid•lil 
#SAMB0-

1 · ·· · ···· ·;,: · l:oiW81ii*sliiW8o. viiiu"Mi8·~N~~::~~~E GRAPPLING - STREET SELF-DEFENSE :r1tVnewasitJN:N• 
This dynamic tape shows how combat SAMBO is used to defend and counter against the most common street attacks including; 
punches, kicks, label holds, collar and wrist grabs, bear hugs, head locks, full nelson, ground fighting , and more. Also shows how to 
disarm a_ gun , knife , or club wielding attacker. This video is a must for all Martial Artists! fi;lDl94fliJ4i{ikJ4J 
#SAMBO 8 .. . .. .. .. . .... . .. . .. . ... . . ... . .. ONLY $39.95 --·-------- ----· ---

9. COMBAT*:SAMBO VOLUME 9- ULTIMATE GRAPPLING· STREET FIGHTING DIRTY TRICKS ;if' • 
A nasty tape that shows how to win a life or death street fight. The secret COMBAT*SAMBO · 
techniques shown in this video are the deadliest of the deadly when it comes to street survival. {. 
#SAMB0-9 ... . ...... . .. .... .. .. ONLY $39.95 ~ 

10. COMBAT* SAMBO VOLUME 10- ULTIMATE GRAPPLING· DEFENSIVE GROUND FIGHTING 
This exceptional grappling tape shows how to own the ground. Includes never before seen 
techniques designed to defeat the best wrestlers, JUDO, and Brazilian fighters! Teaches how to 
defend, escape, counter, and apply reversals against your opponents attacks. Includes tech-
niques for quickly defeating the Brazilian Guard and much more. 
#SAMB0-10 .. .... .. .. .... .. . .. ONLY $39.95 

11. COMBAT*SAMBO VOLUME 11- ULTIMATE GRAPPLING· OFFENSIVE GROUND FIGHTING 
This important video shows how to dominate your opponent on the ground with 

superior COMBAT*SAMBO grappling techniques. It's all here including; guard and • 
mount positions, reversals, armbars, leg locks, chokes, submissions, and much 
more. Take full control of your opponent with this sensational ground fighting tape! 
#SAMB0-11 ..... ........... ... .. . ONLY $39.95 

*ORDER JOU FREE 1-800-332-4442 ANYTIME, 7 DAYS A WEEK, 24 HOURS A DAY* 

PANTHER PRODUCTIONS• 1010 Calle Negoclo •San Clemente, CA 92673 U.S.A 
1-800-332-4442 • Outside U.s. 1·714·498· 7765 

Fax 1-714-492-7533 •Web Site: www.panthervideo.com 1--11----- --------------1------11------1 

Name: --------------- -~ l--lt----- --------------l------11------1 

Street:---------------
........ _.. ..... ____________ ,... ___ ....... ____ --11----...,, 

Cdy/State/Zip VISA" SHIPPING & HANDLING INFORMATION SUB-TOTAL 
FOR SHIPPING, USE A STREET ADDRESS, NOT A PO BOX. ALL SALES 1-----------+----t 

Phone: ---------------~ ARE FINAL. VIDEO TAPES ARE NON-RETURNABLE. ABSOLUTELY NO ....... _c_A_Ll_Fo_R_N_IA_A_o_o_7_. 7_5_'t._. T_AX-4----
l~ REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES ALLOWED. DEFECTIVE TAPES WILL BE SHIPPING & HANDLING* 

Credrt Card I --------- Exp. Date: __ REPLACED WITH SAME TITLE ONLY. "U.S. and Canada 56.DD lirsl 1-----------4----t 
l!l["l lape , $4.DD lor each addil ional lape . Oulside U.S. & Canada Double TOTAL ENCLOSED 7~ 1foa! 

Signature:---------------~all Sh ipping & Handling charges. Allow 2-3 weeks lor delivery. .._ _________ __.. ___ _. 
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FRONT SIGHT TRAINING INSTITUTE 

Front Sight Training Institute has instructed hundreds of stu
dents since 1996. Founded by Dr. Ignatius Piazza, Front Sight 
boasts a top-notch cadre including SF veteran and SOF Three-Gun
Match co-founder Mike Waidelich, nine-year veteran instructor 
under Jeff Cooper; Brad Ackman, and long-time law-enforcement 
instructor Kirby Reed. 

At their facilities near Bakersfield, Calif., Dr. Piazza and his 
staff put beginners and seasoned professionals, alike, through chal
lenging programs that include a 360-degree shooting house and a 
multi-story live-fire building called "The Tower." Classes run the 
gamut from a two-day Defensive Handgun to a four-day Practical 
Rifle course - plus perks such as free submachine gun seminars. 

Contact Front Sight Training Institute at P.O. Box 2619, Dept. 
SOF, Aptos, CA 95001; phone: 1-800-987-7719; or check them out 
on the web at www.frontsight.com. 

HATS,HOLSJERS,SADDLES 
Cost-conscious aficionados of Cowboy Action Shooting no 

longer have to make-do with NAFTA or Taiwan-made 
"Hollywood"-style hats, holsters and saddles, thanks to a new line 
of authentic replica cowboy gear from Jim Leatherwood. Each item 
in this line is painstakingly researched and manufactured with 
absolute and uncompromising attention to the details of original 
styles, materials and manufacturing technique. 

32 

The hats , for instance, are all made of the highest-quality fur 
felt and have natural-leather sweatbands. Leatherwood 's hats are 
designed to exactly replicate the hats of the period following the 
War Between the States, to the end of the 1800s. Currently avail
able styles include the 4.5-inch crown (shown in fawn) , correct 
with a 4.5-inch brim from the period of the Civil War (then worn 
by Terry's Texas Rangers) to the turn of the century, and com
mon from the 1870s on with a 4-inch brim (the sty le called "Boss 

of the Plains," by 
Stetson, when they 
entered the cowboy hat 
market in the 1870s). 

The 5.2-inch crown 
with a straight 5-inch 
brim (shown in white) is 
correct from the early 
1880s until the early 
1900s. The 4.5-inch 
crown with a 3.5-inch 
brim, shown here in 

black, became popular during the late 1800s, and is frequent ly 
pictured in Charlie Russel paintings, usually with Montana crease 
that evolved into the 
"Campaign" hat. 

Holsters available in
clude the "Mexican" 
loop style common after 
the mid 1870s, the 
California style common 
to the percussion period 
and a "half-flap" also 
common to the percus
sion period. 

The Hope-style sad
dle, pictured here, appeared in Texas sometime in the late 1840s, 
a cross between the English riding saddle and the Mexican saddle, 

and built on a rawhide 
tree. It quickly became 
the standard for many 
Texas civilians, and the 
Army (2nd Cavalry) 
bought a number, as well. 
Robert Edward Lee and 
both of the Johnstons 
owned Hopes . Hope sad
dles remained in wide use 
until the end of the 1800s; 
this particular saddle is 

patterned on an original saddle dating from about 1870. 
All Leatherwood's period pieces are available from 

Caravan West Produc
tions , phone: 818-353-
8303 (check out their 
website at: www.cara
vanwest. com); or, from 
Navy Arms, Dept. SOF, 
Ridgefield, NJ 07657 ; 
phone: 201-945-2500 
(their web address is www. 
navyarms. com). ~ 
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Grad Schaal Far Snipers 

S
hort of enlisting in an elite military 
unit, one of Thunder Ranch's 
Precision Rifle (the politically cor-

' 

rect term for Countersniper) courses 
will provide the most thorough and 

grueling test and evaluation of a sniper rifle, 
scope and ammunition combination and the 
man behind the trigger that you are likely to 
encounter anywhere, anytime. I and SOF 
staff photographer Chris Mayer recently 
completed Precision Rifle 2, for which 
Precision Rifle 1 is an absolute prerequisite. 
Thunder Ranch 's Precision Rifle courses 
form a triad, of which Advanced Precision 
Rifle is the final component. As with all 
courses at Thunder Ranch, the pace is dis
tinctly high-speed and low-drag. Principally 
because that reflects honcho Clint Smith's 
personality, but also because three weeks is 
a highly compressed time frame in which to 
even approach accomplishing what the 
Marine Corps takes three months to do in its 
sniper training program at Quantico, Va. 
The Precision Rifle series should most cer
tainly not be taken lightly, as they are 
among the most physica!Jy exhausting and 
mentally demanding programs presented at 
this unique training facility. 

Thunder Ranch (Dept. SOF, HCR 1, 
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by Peter G. Kokal is 
Photos by Chris Mayer 

Box 53, Mountain Home, TX 78058; 
phone: 830-640-3138; fax: 830-640-3183), 
which opened in 1993, is located 96 miles 
west of San Antonio, Texas and 46 miles to 
the east of Kerrville in the rolling-hills karst 
topography of southern Texas on a total of 
2,400 acres. This region, once known prin
cipally for Texas Longhorn cattle, is now a 
center for exotic game ranches. 

Thunder Ranch's physical plant is world
class throughout. The two-section Black 
Range has a 20-position conventional rifle 
range in 100-yard increments out to 300 
yards. The other portion is a field range for 
target engagements from 400 to 1,200 yards 
for both known and unknown distance appli
cations. A significant amount of time is spent 
at the Black range during Precision Rifle 2. 

Two of the most visually impressive 
facilities at Thunder Ranch are the Tower and 
Thunderville. The Tower is a monolithic 

(left) Countersniper from Scottsdale, Ariz., 
PD SWAT unit fires his Robar sniper rifle 
with McMillan 2.5-1 OX variable-power scope 
from the offhand position during a field 
exercise at Thunder Ranch's PR2 course. 
The least stable of all the firing positions, it 
may sometimes be mandated because of 
high brush obscuring the target. 
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(above) USMC Sergeant 
Daniel B. Suttles fires his 
M40A 1 that is based upon 
the Remington M700 action 
and has a Unertl 1 OX scope. 
This rifle has a 24-inch barrel 
and weighs 14.5 pounds . 
Note that Marines do not use 
a biped and employ their 
rucks as a rest. (right) 
Sergeant Randy Long of the 
Commerce City, Colo. PD, 
monitors a student during a 
timed exercise in 
Thunderville, which requires 
firing from a number of awk
ward, but very realistic posi
t ions. (below) Thunder 
Ranch instructor, Jim Welch, 
monitors a student firing 
from a stairwell position in 
Thunderville. 
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senting a two-sided street setting. It's used in 
all of the rifle programs that present dynamic 
scenarios. With over 60 target options, as well 
as movers, hostages, runners and wobblers, 
Thunderville features computer-controlled 
lighting, doors, movement, timing and hi t 
documentation. This simulator has been 
designed to test decision-making and target
identification under maximum stress. 
Between Thunderville and the Black Range, 
you will find yourself challenged with firing 

(above) Law-enforcement countersniper 
team fires through ports on the stairwell 
in the Tower during a very tough night 
exercise at pivoting targets that remain 
exposed for less than 3 seconds. 

(above) Firing through a port in Thunderville - one of Thunder Ranch's most chal
lenging simulators - at a pivoting target across the street. 

four-story structure with its own tactical 
simulator that permits live fire in all rooms 
and stairwells. Problems of both internal 
and external entry can be addressed. The 
stairwells vary in dimensions and geometry. 
All of the window ports can be plugged. 
The Tower is a key ingredient in the 
Precision Rifle courses. 

Thunderville is an elaborate, day or night, 
in-depth facade over 200 feet in length repre-

at ranges from 35 out to 1,000 yards during 
Precision Rifle 2. 

Clint Smith and his supporting cast of 
instructors parallel the quality of the incred
ible physical fac ilities available at Thunder 
Ranch. Clint, himself, is a Marine Corps 
veteran with two infantry tours in Vietnam. 
His experience includes seven years in law 
enforcement, during which time he served 
as head of his department's FTU (Firearms 
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Training Unit) , as well as the senior coun
tersniper on the SWAT unit. He was 
Operations Officer for Jeff Cooper's API, 
started and served as director of Heckler & 
Koch's training services division and, with 
his late wife, Deborah, founded 
International Training Consultants, Inc., a 
highly regarded mobile training program. 
Guest instructors for our course included 
Randy Long, a 16-year veteran and sergeant 
with the Commerce City, Colo., Police 
Department; Jim Welch, with over 10 years' 
service with the U.S. Air Force as a parares
cue specialist and currently a firearms 
instructor for the U.S. Department of 
Energy at the Central Training Academy; 
and my old friend of 
more than 25 years, 
Jim Swanson, aka "the 
Duck of Death," who 
recently retired from 
the U.S. Department of 
Energy, where he was 
instrumental in the 
development of ad
vanced firearms and 
tactical training for 
the courier branch of 
the DOE. Al l of these 
men have seen the ele
phant and are well
known in the circle of armed professionals 
in which I travel. 

The morning of the first day of this five
day class was spent in the classroom being 
exposed to the important concepts we were 
to apply during the next four-and-a-ha lf 
days on the ranges, in the field and in the 
Tower. Interspersed between these essential 
principles - all delivered at machine-gun 
speed - were the cogent expressions for 
which Clint Smith is so well known. 

A brief, but typical, sampling of Clint's 
quotations are as follows. "Repetition is the 
mother of skills." "Camouflage: hide, blend 
and deception ." "Don't confuse luck with 
ski ll." "Most rifles shoot better than the 
operator." "If you're looking for sympathy, 
you 're in deep shit here." "A sling to a rifle 
is what a holster is to a pistol." "I don't 
believe anything unless I can touch it. I saw 
Forest Gump shake John Kennedy's hand ." 

There were 13 students in our class. Two 
were USMC snipers from Camp Pendleton, 
three were civilians and eight were law
enforcement personnel from SWAT teams. 
This is rather typical of the composition of 
most classes at Thunder Ranch. Five 
Marines had to cancel at the last moment 
because they lost their funding . 

Remington M700 actions predominated. 
There were fow- Robar custom sniper rifles, 
two USMC M40Al sniper rifles, an AWC 
Systems Technology rifle using an M700 
action, my Chandler Sniper Rifle, a custom 
Remington M700 with a 20-inch barrel, a 
Remington M700 Police Tactical rifle, two 
Steyr PU SSGs and an Accuracy 
International AWP. The Marines used a 
Unertl !OX BDC-type and a McMillan ITT 
day/night scope, respectively. The Steyr 
SSGs were equipped with Hensoldt !OX 
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BOC-type scopes. Two of the Robar sniper 
rifles had McMi llan 2.5- lOX variable-power 
scopes. The other seven rifles were fitted 
witl1 Leupold optics, eitl1er a Mark 4 or one 
of the Tactical series. Those with bi pods had 
either the Han·is or Parker Hale. Remington 
and Leupold clearly dominate the U.S. law
enforcement and military-sniper markets. 

Record-keeping is an important aspect 
of precision rifle shooti ng, whether it be 
benchrest competition or in a law-enforce
ment/military countersniper app lication . All 
students were provided with a Thunder 
Ranch log book into which the number of 
rounds fired each day and the cumulative 
total of rounds fired were recorded, as well 

(top) Tower stress drill requires students 
to fire nine shots from nine different firing 
ports on two floors in the Tower, with a 
tenth shot fired from the top of the target 
at an exploding target. Students must 
move as quickly as possible throughout 
the drill. (above) USMC Sergeant Travis S. 
Mitchell fires his M40A1 sniper rifle 
equipped with McMillan day/night scope 
during a night exercise at Thunder 
Ranch's PR2 course. 

as the type and lot number of the ammuni
tion, zeroing information at various ranges, 
target type and weather conditions, such as 
light, temperature mirage and wind. 

The afternoon of the first day was spent 
on the 100-yard line at the Black Range, 
where everyone confirmed zero with their 
rifles from the prone position using a front 
rest or bipod. I also use a butt bag (a cloth 
bag or sock filled with Styrofoam or plastic 
beads) when firing from the prone. 
Subsequent to zeroing, we fired from the 
sitting, braced kneeling, squatting ("rice
paddy prone") and standing positions. 

The second day commenced witl1 firing 
a "cold zero" shot at the Black Range from 

100 yards. This concept cannot be stressed 
too much. More often than not, a sniper will 
be presented witll only one shot and it wi ll 
be fired from a cold barrel. He must know 
exactly where that shot will strike. If you're 
lucky, it will hit to the same point of impact 
as succeeding groups fired after the barrel 
has heated up. But, it may not and one way 
or the other this information is almost 
always absolutely essential to a successful 
countersniper operation. 

We tllen established our come-ups for 
200, 300 and 400 yards. This was followed 
by a Tower stress drill involving a total LO 
shots fired at targets in Thunderville from a 
maximum distance of about 90 yards. Nine 
shots were fired from nine different firing 
ports on two floors and the fi nal shot is 
taken from the top of the tower at a Dapkus 
exploding target. You must move as quickly 
as possible during this drill and at each fir
ing port my Chandler Sniper Rifle seemed 
to gain several more pounds in weight. In 
the afternoon, half of the class participated 
in a stalking drill while the other half 
attempted to spot tllem. After this, we were 
given a demonstration of bullet penetration 

through glass and 
wood into the head of 
a Styrofoam man
nequin. 

Throughout the 
course, the most out
standing shooters 
were consistently the 
two Marine Corps 
sn ipers. Highly 
skilled and motivat
ed, they are a credit 
to those who trained 
them so well. It is, 
thus, an even greater 
tragedy that their 
rifles - of 1970s' 

vintage - were almost completely worn 
out. It borders on the criminal to send men 
of this caliber into an operational area witll 
shot-out "precision" sn iper rifles. Our coun
try has an embarrassing history of ignoring 
the armed forces during times of relative 
peace. Snipers, because they are politically 
incorrect (especially now) , have been 
almost totally ignored in between every 
conflict we have fought in since tile Civil 
War. Shame on those responsible for tllis 
travesty. 

On tile tllird day we fired "cold shots" 
from 300, 200 and 100 yards at the Black 
Range. After firing agai n on a steel si lhou
ette at 400 yards, we established come-ups 
at 500 and 600 yards. This was followed by 
a Thunderville drill and the stalking drill for 
tile other half of the class. 

The fo urth day of PR2 is a meat grinder 
that commences with 10-shot groups at 
300, 200 and 100 yards. This was followed 
by a stalk that brought Chris Mayer and 
me to the work-shop area where we 
observed Clint Smith and several others 
but remained undetected throughout the 

Continued on page 68 
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The J,000-Yard 
Chandler Rifle 
Text & Photos by 

PEtEr G. Kokalis 

M 
ost often, writers for the popular 
gun press determine the accuracy 
potential of a centerfire rifle by 
sitting at a bench and firing groups 
into paper targets at a range of 100 
yards. Some very mediocre rifle 

and scope combinations can look pretty 
good at that distance. In the case of a so
called sniper rifle, you need to shoot at 
ranges of 500 yards, and beyond, from actu
al field shooting positions in order to sepa
rate the few real contenders from the all
too-common pretenders. 

The Chandler Sniper Rifle, made by Iron 
Brigade Armory Ltd., is a genuine l,000-
yard rifle built to exceed USMC specifica
tions. I know because I own one and recent
ly returned from running it through Clint 
Smith 's ringer during Thunder Ranch 's 
demanding Precision Rifle 2 course (see 
page 33). I am convinced that Lieutenant 
Colonel Norman A. Chandler, USMC, 
(Ret.), has designed and assembles the very 
best mi]jtary/law-enforcement long-range 
sniper rifle in the world, bar none. However, 
be advised that there is no free lunch and 
rifles of this type are neither compact, nor 
lightweight, nor cheap. Overall length of 
my Chandler Sniper Rifle is 46.5 inches. 
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These rifles weigh from 13 to 15 pounds, 
depending upon the scope and stock select
ed. 

Chandler uses a Hart barrel , Remington 
M700 receiver, McMillan stock and several 
different Leupold scopes. The barrels are all 
26 inches in length. During the late 1970s, 
research conducted by the inner loop in the 
USMC sniper community clearly demon
strated that 26 inches provided a more com
plete propellant burn and a significantly 
reduced flash signature. Stating that air-

(top) SOF's Technical Editor, Peter G. 
Kokalis, fires the Chandler Sniper Rifle with 
Leupold Vari-X Ill 4.5-14X40mm variable

"" power Tactical scope at the 1,000-yard steel 
"'"-silhouette during Thunder Ranch's PR2 
· course using Black Hills 175-grain moly

oated ammunition. (left) Built to exceed 
USMC specifications, the Chandler Sniper 
Rifle is the most accurate long-range sniper 
system SOF has ever tested. 
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borne operations were a design parameter, 
the Marine Corps adopted a batTel length of 
on ly 24 inches . Thi s has proven to be a mis
take in all regards. 

Made from mil pee 416R stai nless steel, 
these Hart ban·els are button rifled to a 
dimension of 0.3082-inch and then lapped 
with a pl ug to remove hi gh spots. They fea
ture six grooves with a right-hand twist of 
one tu rn in 12 inches. After install ation on 
the receiver, the barrels and actions are pro
vided with a black-ox.ide fini sh. As you 
would expect with match-grade equipment 
the bruTel has a countersunk muzzle crown, 
as the slighte t damage to the crown can 
significantly degrade accuracy. 

Iron Brigade Armory uses onl y 
Remington Model 700 actions, which are 
highly modified. All Chandler Super Grade 
Sniper Rifles have the clip s lot for the M l4 
charger guide milled into the rear of the 
receiver's ejec tion port. T he Chand ler 
scope mount is des igned to interface with 
this clip slot to provide greater rigidity. 
The Chandler bases are made oversize and 
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then hand fit to the clip slot. Remington 
uses 6x48 screws to attach a scope base 
to the M700 receiver. Chandler enl arges 
these to 8x40 to further strengthen the 
sco pe- base-to-receiver interface. 
Leupold 's quick-release scope rings have 
a spindle projecting below the ring that 
goes in to the scope base. Chandler indus
tria l-oven-brazes (at 850 degrees F.) the 
Leupold scope rings to the ir base. 
Incredibly, tes ts have indicated that thi s 
alone can add 0.5 MOA to the system's 
accuracy potential. The one-piece scope 
base is made from 4 130 ordnance steel. 

My Chandler scope mount has 20-
minute angle-bored rings which were 
bored after the rings were brazed to the 
base. Chandler's new system is to put the 
20 minutes of angle on the base. Either 
way, th.i s gives you the ability to elevate 
the scope to 1,000 yards and beyond 
(actuall y out to 1,400 yards on my 
Chandl er rifle/scope combination), but 
still have positive clicks at 100 yards. By 
thi s means, the scope's erector tube is 



operating at its optimum range of adjust
ment at the long ranges. In addition, the 
Remington receiver is milled by first index
ing the front receiver ring and then milling 
down the rear bridge approximately 125 
thousandths lower than the fron t receiver 
ring. This is somewhat lower than the 
Remington standard for this dimension. 

Hart installs their barrels into the 
Remington M700 receivers for Chandler. 
They square the receiver before installation 
of the barrel. Hart also laps the bolt lugs and 
sets the headspace. At the very end of the 
production cycle, Chandler's armorers coat 
the bolt with Tetra gun grease, a polymer 
derivative, and hand work the action. The 
magazine follower is also altered to permit 
positive feeding of five rounds. 

The USMC has been using standard 
Remington triggers for more than 30 years 
and so does Chandler. The trigger group is 
completely disassembled and tuned. The 
trigger is adjusted for a pull weight of 3.75 
pounds, which Chandler feels is just about 
the lightest sear release you should have for 
a combat environment where the adrenaline 
is li kely to be pumping. Badger Ordnance of 
Rapid City, South Dakota, makes the one
piece steel trigger guard with a wide trigger 
bow to protect the trigger and a hinged steel 
floorplate exactly to Chandler's specifica
tions. Badger Ordnance also provides the 
new scope base and the heavy recoil lug. 

Chandler Sniper Rifles are bedded 
twice. The first, or heavy, bedding is accom
plished with titanium devcon. The rifle is 
then disassembled and skin-coat bedded 
with MarineTex, a high-strength, low
shrinkage two-part epoxy. The barrels are, 
of course, completely free floating. 

I selected one of the superb McMillan 
(McMillan Fiberglass Stocks, Dept. SOF, 
2142 1 N. 14th Avenue, Sui te B, Phoenix, 
AZ 85027; phone: 602-582-9635 ; fax : 602-
581-3825) A3 sniper stocks with a wood
land camouflage pattern for my Chandler 
Sn iper Rifle. 

The outer shell of McMillan's A3 stock 
is made by a hand-laminated , pressure
cured process. It is laminated from about 
130 pieces of 8-ounce fiberglass cloth, giv
ing a finished shell wall thickness of six to 
12 layers. The thickness is greater in high 
stress areas on the stock and less in other 
areas to reduce the overall weight. The inte
rior is filled with different fiberglass com
pounds consisting of engineering-grade 
epoxy resins, chopped fiberglass strands, 
micro-balloons and other materials and 
slightly lighter than the A2 sniper stock. No 
polyesters or phenolics (both less expensive 
than epoxy resins) are used. There are no 
holl ow spaces. All of McMillan's tactical 
stocks are filled solid. Inletting for the bar
reled action is done on CNC machinery to 
tolerances approximating a 0.001-inch. This 
yields a completed stock which is stable in 
environmental conditions ranging from -60 
degrees F. to +240 degrees F. and is totally 
water-impervious. 

McMillan 's famous A2 stock was origi
nally designed in 1988 at the request of a 
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M oly-coated bullets now dominate precision high power 
rifle competition, but have not yet made a significant 
impact in the law enforcement arena. Including myself, 

only three students used moly-coated ammunition in Thunder 
Ranch's PR2 course. All of it was provided by Black Hills 
Ammunition (Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 3090, Rapid City, SD 57709-
3090; phone: 605-348-5150; fax: 605-348-9827 - caU for infor
mation about purchasing direct at retail if tbere is no Black Hills 

175-grain moly-coated ammunition were 0.5 to 2 minutes higher 
than those firing 168-grain ammunition. But, at 500 yards, the 175-
grain moly-coated bullet starts to get serious and my come-ups 
started to drop well below the others. At 1,000 yards, the USMC 
come-up for Mll8 173-grain ammunition is 39.5 minutes. Mine is 
35 .5 MOA, a full 5 minutes below the M 118 173-grain projectile. 
That's an impressive difference. At 500 yards, filing from the 
prone position - not a bench - the Black Hills 175-grain moly

distributor near you). Black Hills loads .223 
with 52-grain and 68-grain BTHP (boat-tail 
hollow-point) moly-coated bullets and .308 
Win match-grade ammunition with either a 
168-grain or 175-grain BTHP. I chose the 175-
grain BTHP for its potential to reach out at long 
ranges. 

This process involves impact-plating bullets 
with molybdenum disulphide and a protective 
coating of wax. Maly-coating produces a pro
tective surface in the barrel with a number of 
important benefits. 

Moly-coated bullets will reduce both cham
ber pressure and muzzle velocity 
because of the reduction in the coeffi
cient of friction . Increasing the pro
pellant charge weight will bring the 
muzzle velocity back up. When fired 
at identical velocities, moly-coated 
bullets will provide flatter trajectories 
at long range than untreated bullets. 
Accuracy is also significantly 
enhanced. Many shooters are report
ing an improvement of 10-20% with 
match-grade projectiles. This is par
tially a consequence of the improved 
uniformity of muzzle velocity. The 

ReachOut 
ard 

Touch 
Someone 

wrtha 
Magic Bullet 

coated round printed a five-shot 0.5 MOA group 
with the Chandler Sniper Rifle and Leupold 4.5-
14X40mm Tactical scope. A 2.5-inch group at 
500 yards from a field shooting position is phe
nomenal and the only comment required on the 
rifle-scope-ammunition combination. 

Metal fouling is also significantly reduced 
and less maintenance is required. While students 
firing standard ammunition had to punch their 
barrels after every ten rounds, I did not clean the 
bore unti.1 the end of each day, after more than 
100 rounds had been fired. However, the clean
ing procedure differs radically from the norm, 

and is essentially chemical rather than 
mechanical. First pass the cleaning rod 
through the chamber guide and out the 
muzzle. Then attach an undersize 
bronze bore brush (caliber .270 for a 
.308 barrel) and wrap a clean patch 
around it. Wet the patch with Rem-Oil 
or Shooters' Choice FP-10 lubricant 
and pull"push two times to remove the 
powder fouling. Replace the patch and 
wet it with Rem-Clean bore cleaner. 
Pull-push 10 times to remove the cop
per fouling. Replace the patch and 
cover it with J-B Cleaning Compound. 

standard deviation is normally reduced by about 15%. Especially 
important is the incredible almost twofold increase in barrel life. 
Barrels than will normally maintain match-grade accuracy up to 
3,000 to 3,500 rounds will last at least 6,000 rounds when moly
coated bullets are fired through them exclusively. 

Again, pull-push 10 times. Then two passes with an oiled patch, 
followed by two more passes with another oiJed patch and two 
passes with a dry patch. All of the cleaning materials required can 
be obtained from Brownells, Inc. (Dept. SOF, 200 South Front 
Street, Montezuma, IA 50171; phone: 515-623-5401; fax: 515-

Out to 500 yards, my elevation come-ups with the Black Hills 623-3896). - P.C.K. 

federal Jaw-enforcement agency and a U.S. 
military organization. It represents a high
point in the application of human engineer
ing to stock design. Both the width of the 
forearm and the angle of the pistol grip 
(about 8-9 degrees off vertical) were deter
mined by using experienced shooters pre
tending to hold a rifle in the prone position. 
The A3 model was designed in 1995 as a 
somewhat lighter version of the A2. The A3 
stock weighs 3.25 pounds - exactly 1 
pound lighter than the A2. It features a shal
lowed forend which is 1/3-inch shorter than 
the A2 stock, and this also provides it with a 
trimmer appearance. Its integral adjustable 
fiberglass cheek piece accounts for a half 
pound of the weigh shaving and provides 
lateral, as well as vertical, adjustment. 
Finishes available include black, gray and 
desert, woodland and urban camouflage 
patterns. The stock is equipped with QD
type sling swivels. This is the tactical rifle 
stock against which all others must be mea
sured. The A3 stock is equipped with a half
inch Pachmayr recoil pad. 

Continued on page 64 
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Chandler Sniper Rifle 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Caliber: 7.62x51 mm NATO (.308 Winchester) 
Operation: Bolt-action. Two-lug bolt. Two-position safety on the right side of the bolt sleeve. 

Weight, empty: Approximately 13 to 15 pounds, depending upon optical equipment and stock. 

Length, overall: 46.5 inches 
Barrel: Six-groove, heavy, match-grade, stainless steel, with a right-hand twist of one turn in 

12 inches. Manufactured by Hart. 
Barrel length: 26 inches 

Feed mechanism: Five-round, staggered-column integral magazine with steel hinged floorplate. 
Optical sights: Leupold, Mark 4 M11 OX or Tactical series with Mil-Dot reticle pattern. 

Furniture: McMillan fiberglass stock; either USMC-type, A2 or A3 
Finish: Barrel and receiver: Black oxide 

Manufacturer: Iron Brigade Armory Ltd., Dept. SOF, 100 Radcliffe Circle, Jacksonville, NC 28546; 
phone: 910-455-3834; fax: 910-346-1134. 

T&E summary: Built to exceed USMC specifications. Most accurate long-range sniper system ever 
tested. Expensive and somewhat heavy. 
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eminiscent of Steve 
McQueen 's (actually, Bud 
Elkins') trans-barricade cycle 
jump in The Great Escape, 
U.S. SpecOps' forces most cer
tainly turned in similar perfor
mances as the glimmer of sev
eral dawns broke over the fore

boding desolation of western Iraq. Likely 
comments of "Given my druthers, I'd sure 
as hell want a Chenowth under me when I 
hit 'Indian Country,"' by anonymous 
behind-the-lines operators, likely resounded 
over the endless topography. "If we hit deep 
shit, we wanna E & E as fast as we got in, 
and be able to hit back with a ton of fire
power." 

Easily pictured are flushed-with-adren
aline 3-man crews, now back among 
friendlies , after running smack into Iraqi 
patrols, crashing through their positions 
and enduring endless seconds of incoming 
small-arms ' fire, rounds zinging past as 
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SElll.s' Land-Lacked Swift Boat 
by 0oel B. Paskauskas, II 

American SEALs and Marine Recons 
return fire in spades, swiftly dispatching 
dozens of Saddam's minions to the feet of 
Allah. These baptismals of fire for the 
teams - and their vehicles- were suc
cessful - and lucky. 

But luck is the junction where prepara
tion and opportunity intersect. 

Buggy Of 11Doom" 
For deep-penetration missions into Iraq 

during Desert Shield/Storm, with a top-@nd 
speed of 60-plus mph and a laudab1e range 
of 650 miles, crewed by a gung-ho armed
to-the-max trio of "special operators," and 
utilized by U.S. Navy SEALS, USMC 

Force Reconnaissance units, and selected 
Coalition forces, the still semi-classified 
Chenowth Light Strike Vehicle (a heavily 
armed "Do0m" buggy) is a perfect ally for 
daring-do for American forces. 

With the LSV, operators were able to 
covertly identify and illuminate high-priority 
targets by utilizing laser designators, thereby 
offering up lethal carte blanches for coalition 
air assets to swoop in for surgical kills. Such 
targets included mobile SCUD launchers and 
underground command-and-control facilities , 
that were difficult to spot for fast-mover, aer
ial photo-recon ships, and satellites. 
According to one source, the British SAS 
also employed LSVs in addition to their 
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Land Rover "Pinkies" during Operation 
Granby for similar direct-action missions. 

The FAV was primarily used by SEAL 
Team Five during Operation Desert Shield 
in conjunction with satellite navigation and 
night-vision goggles. The official U.S. 
Navy name for the LSV is the DPV, or 
Desert Patrol Vehicle, a zero-30-mph-in-4-
seconds beauty, the primary mission of 
which during Desert Storm was to offer 
standby search-and-rescue capability for 
downed coalition pilots. 

While they did use the DPV for a classi
fied CSAR (Combat Search-And-Rescue) 
mission, the DPV was the SEALs ' primary 
means of insertion for recce missions into 
Iraq. Four FAVs of ST-5 were the first coali
tion vehicles to enter Kuwait City. 
Roadblocks, 8-foot berms, and other tank 
traps constructed by the disarrayed, demor
alized and retreating Iraqi forces proved to 
be no match for the FAV. 

"'No Runs, Hits, Enors" 
After assisting in its liberation, SEALs 

in DPVs provided security for the U.S. 
Embassy and ambassador in Kuwait City. 
According to SEALs who used the LSV in 
the Kuwaiti Theater of Operations (KTOj, 
"We found that anywhere a 4-wheel-drive 
vehicle can operate at all, we can operate 
comfortably at twice the speed," and "the 
Chenowth vehicles were the only vehicles 
having total access to the sand dune areas." 

During Desert Shield/Storm, they were 
capable of a 650-mile radius; not one vehi
cle or crewmen was lost; and no mechanical 
breakdowns occurred. 

The FAV detachment from ST-5 worked 
closely with the 160th S~ecial Operations 
Aviation Regiment (1601 SOAR) in sup
port of CSAR missions. Often, a DPV 
team would be loaded aboard a MH-47 
Chinook helicopter of the l 60th SOAR and 
flown to an off-load site within striking 
distance of the downed crew. Once the 
mission was completed, the FAV team 
would rendezvous with the Chinook at a 
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(opposite) Airborne! (Well, almost). The Chenowth Desert Patrol Vehicle (DPV) avec 
M60E3 GPMG, AT-4 rocket launcher and Mk19 MOD 0 40mm machine gun. (above) 
Not the Baja "One-Thou," but the Chenowth FAV working out in California's Mojave. 
(below) The Chenowth Advanced Light Strike Vehicle (ALSV). Quite simply, "The 
fastest and most agile military vehicle in the world." 

pre-designated extraction site for the flight 
out of "Indian Country." 

The USMC Force Recon LSVs were an 
integral part of the recce element of Task 
Force Ripper during "The Storm." Recon 
Marines in their LSVs were key in pin
pointing the Iraqi armored force defending 
the Kuwait International Airport which 
resulted in the decimation of the force. The 

Marines also conducted long-range recon 
patrols in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and 
Kuwait prior to final ground assaul t. 

The now deactivated 9th Infantry 
Division in the mid-1980s pioneered the 
concept when it was called upon to become 
the U.S. Army 's High Technology Light 
Division. Reliance was placed on Light, 
high-speed wheeled vehicles, such as the 
LSV /FAY with its advanced electronic com
mand, control , commo and intelligence 

(C3I) systems. The Chenowth LSV is far 
superior to any other light vehicle; it is at 
least twice as fast as a HUMVEE through 
rough terrain. Evaluations conducted by 
the U.S. Army at the National Training 
Center, in the Mojave Desert were highly 
favorable. LSVs achieved a 3: 1 kill ratio 
against Ml Abrams Main Battle Tanks, and 
a 9:1 ratio versus Bradley IFVs. These 
results were achieved by the LSVs' extra
ordinary speed, very low visual and infra
red signatures and unparalleled agility. 

The LSV's missions, both numerous and 
adaptable to individual user requirements, 
are as foll.ows: 

- Deep-reconnaissance and covert sur-
veillance 

- Light strike 
- Scouting and flank security 
- Artillery and air forward observer 
- Infantry support 
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Even Peruvian SEALs have adopted the FAV concept. Britain, Australia, Abu 
Dhabi, Jordan and Egypt have tested light, fast, well-armed vehicles for recon 
and CSAR missions. 

- Defense and security of forward air 
bases 

- Electronic warfare 
- Combat search and rescue/hostage res-

cue missions 

It is equipped with a detachable global
positioning system (GPS). 

ns armament load potential runs the 
gamut from Mk19 MOD 0 40mm auto
matic grenade launchers to the Rockwell 
Hellfire Missile to the M2 HB .SO-caliber 
heavy machine gun , the M60 and M240G 
GPMG family and man-portable anti-tank 
weapons. The LSV is "ready to rumble," 
but presents an unusually small burden on 
the logistics system. 

The 11Founding Father" 
Chenowth Corporation, based in 

Washington, D.C. , is headed. by a former 
USMC Lieutenant Colonel, Dr. Maxwell 0. 
Johnson. Dr. Johnson has extensively trav-

eled in an<il worked with the armed forces of 
the Middle East, ~he Far East, and Africa. 

Mike Thomas heads Chenowth 's El 
Cajon, Calif., plant, which also bui.lds race 
and recreational vehicles. 

Chenowth currently produces the LSV-

360, the LRV (Light Reconnaissance 
Vehicle), the GP (General Purpose 
Vehicle) , the FAV (Fast Attack Vehicle), 
and the ALSV (Advanced Light Strike 
Vehicle) . Over the past six years, 
Chenowth has produced FAVs and LSVs 
for the U.S. Army, U.S . Navy Special 
Warfare Command, the U.S. Marine Corps, 
Greece, Portugal, Oman, and Mexico. 
Chenowth vehicles are also on duly around 
several nuclear - and otherwise sensitive 
- facilities. Currently, Chenowth is com
peting for a 300-vehicle contract for the 
USMC for the V-22 Osprey-capable LSV. 
Thirteen LSV/DPV,s were recently sold to 
the U.S. Special Operations Command for 
use by the Marine Corps in their 
Warfighting Lab 's Advanced Warfighting 
exercise "Hunter-Warrior," conducted in 
March 1997. 

Worldwide, the exact number of vehi
cles in operational use is classified but the 

500-1 ,000-range seems likely. 
In Juµe 1997, at the conclusion of the 

exercise, they were transferred to the Force 
Reconnaissance company for contingency 
operations. Chenowth is likely, to win this 
order as they have won every major U.S. 
government contract for this class of vehi
cle for the past 15 years. Currently, the 
LSV is being demonstrated in the Gulf, 
Singapore amd Australia. Capable of 
mounting a plethora of virtually any 
weapons system, the LSV is viewed by 
many experts as a viable, inexpensive, and 
potent alternative to more costly and cum
bersome systems. 

The Advanced Light StEike Vehicle 
(ALSV) is the latest version of the LSV to 
appear center stage. The ALSV incorporates 
both greatly increased mobility and fire
power (e.g. 110 kph off-road speed; 0-50 
kph in under 8 seconds). The ALSV sports a 
much strnnger Audi diesel engine, Steyr all
wheel drive, front and rear locking differen
tials and commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 
components. The use of COTS parts 
ensures economical worldwide supportabil
ity. The ALSV can reach a top speed of 80 
mph and can survive a roll end-over-end, 

(above and inset) SOF discovered a parking lot full of classified 
equipment and operators during Desert Storm. 

A "Night Stalker" MH-47 "giving birth" to a SEAL Desert Patrol 
Vehicle at a classified location in southwest Asia. 
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land on its wheels and continue with the 
mission. Two ALSVs can be paradropped 
from a C-130 or carried in the belly of a 
CH-47 Chinook. Also, the ALSV can carry 
four operators. 

In terms of firepower, the ALSV fea
tures a 360-degree rotating pedestal mount 
capable of handling the .50 caliber M2 HB 
heavy machine gun or the 40mm Mk 19 
MOD 0 automatic grenade launcher, and 
can also employ remote-control and stabi
lized weapons platforms to increase sboot
on-the-move lethality. The ALSV is also 
capable of mounting anti-armor and anti
aircraft weapons systems as well as the 
M60 and M240 series general purpose 
machine guns. 

Custom features for the ALSV include 
sensor- and c3I-integration, all-weather 
package, integral or configurable light
armor package, and custom-designed 
equipment storage. Currently, the ASLV 
was a candidate for "Project Mulgara," 
Australia's quest to purchase 300-500 
Light strike and Reconnaissance Vehicles, 
recently canceled due to higher-priority 
considerations, attack choppers and Ml 13 
APC upgrades. The ASLV, however, 
remains a coveted vehicle by the 
Australian Defense Forces. One ALSV has 
been sold to Abu Dhabi for extensive trials 

The Advanced Light Strike Vehicle is the 
latest variation to hit the battlefield. 
Sporting greater speed, maneuverabili· 
ty, performance and firepower, the ALSV 
has sparked the interest et SpecOps 
worldwide. 

for tl1eir special forces. And a ALSV is cur
rently being evaluated by the Jordanian 
Special Forces. Chenowth has entered into 
a joint agreement with the Egyptian Light 
Transportation Manufacturing Company to 
produce the ELDAV, the Eygptian Light 
Desert Assault Vehicle. The ELDAV, basi
call y an austere LSV, was designed to su it 
the needs of the Egyptian army with 500 
vehicles to be produced under this joint 
venture. 

In addition to the ALSV, Chenowth is a 

front runner in a competition to study, ana
lyze and design a hybrid electronic 
Reconnaissance, Surveillance and Targeting 
Vehicle (R-STAV) for the U.S. Marine 
Corps and the U.S. Special Operations 
Command. 

The JTEV, or Joint Tactical Electric 
Vehicle, is a technology demonstrator for 
the R-STAV. The UTEV will test the feasi
bility of a small, electric drive, highly 

Continued on page 69 

ALSV SPECIFICATIONS 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: WEAPONS SYSTEMS: 
• Length .......................... 4.25m ........ 167 inches • Mk-19 MOO 0 automatic grenade launcher 
• Width (outside wheel to wheel) .......... 2.11m . ..... .. . 83 inches • M2 HB .50-caliber machine gun 
• Height .... ....................... 1. 90m ... .. .... 75 inches 
• Ground clearance ...... . ............ 38m . ... ...... 15 inches 
•Wheel base ....................... 2.85m . . ...... 112 inches 

• General purpose machine gun (M60 family/240 family) 
• Anti-armor and anti-aircraft weapons 

•Curb weight ....................... 1,250kg ..... 2,750 pounds DRIVE TRAIN DATA: \ 
•Combat payload ........... ......... 1,100kg ..... 2,420 pounds 
• Gross weight with payload ............. 2,350kg .... 5,170 pounds 

• Engine type: 2.5L, 5-cylinder diesel, rated at 140hp (gasoline engine optional) 
• Type cooling: ..... . ... ...... ......... Fan-assisted, water-cooled 
• Transmission: Heavy-duty, oH-road-proven, 5 forward, 1 reverse gear, transaxle 
• Drive axles: . ... . . All-wheel-drive with front and rear locking diHerentials 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS I• Gvw1 

•Speed -Maximum ..... . .................. . ........ 130 KPH 
• Speed - OH-road .... Ranges from 25-110 KPH depending on type of terrain 
• Acceleration: 0-50 KPH .. .. ..... . .......... . Less than 8 seconds 
• Acceleration: 0-100 KPH .. ..... ........... .. Less than 20 seconds 
• Cruising range ..................... . 500 kilometers on main tank 
• Maximum slide slope ................................. 40%+ 
• Maximum grade ............................. . . ..... 60%+ 

TRANSPORTABILITY:« '':"i~ :f ti'';'' : 
• Helicopter internal ......................... . ..... CH47, CH53 
•Tactical aircraft ..................... C-130: airdrop (2); airland (3) 
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The Jump Into Stanleyuille 
by Rob Krott 

PHOTOS COURTESY COL. DONALD R. STROBAUGH, USAF (Rel.) 

Last month we saw the multinational force of English-trained 
Belgian paracommandos assembled and en route to the Congo on 
a fleet of 12 U.S. Air Force C-130 Hercules transports. From 
USEUCOM, the transports of Operation Dragon Rouge would 
pick up the commandos in Belgium, .fl.y to Spain, to Ascension 
Island, and on to a staging base in Katanga. From there they 
would be escorted by B-26s, flown by CIA-hired Cuban exile 
pilots, to the rescue of Eiuvpeans and Americans being slaugh
tered by rebel "Simba" forces in the Congo. In the dramatic con
clusion, we see the heroic deliverance of hostages and expatriates 
by the commandos and Hoare's "Wild Geese" meres - and the 
cruel murder of hundreds not-sojortunate by "Simba" rebels. 

T
he C-130s departed Kleine Brage!, Belgium, at 2240 Zulu, en 
route to their refueling stop at Moron Air Base, in Spain, 
before continuing on to Ascension Island. When the C-130s 
landed to refuel, an American major left one of the aircraft to 

supervise the refueling and to ensure the planes remained closed to 
observation. But someone opened a door for fresh air and one of the 
USAF ground crew looked inside. 

Sitting inside were the Belgian paratroopers wearing their red 
berets. The surpri sed airman reported to the major: "Sir, who are 
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those guys in red hats?" 
"What guys in red hats?" replied the major. 
"Them guys in red hats!" 
"What guys in red hats?" 
The airman looked again at the planeload of Belgian paratroopers 

wearing their distinctive red berets . The major closed the door saying, 
"There's noboc:!y in there wearing red hats." 

The Men In Red Hats 
The Belgian paracommandos, under command of Colonel Charles 

Laurent, would jump wearing their berets. The psychological effect 
Les Paras had on the Simbas would offer his green troops more pro
tection than steel helmets . Laurent had earlier jumped into 
Stanleyville on a training mission, as had his sergeant major, and had 
led the paras who had taken the Leuopold airport from mutinous ANC 
troops in 1960. 

Arriving at 13 lOZ, l 8 November, the paratroopers and the C-130 
crews waited on Ascension for three days. During this time, Captain 
Strobaugh taught 21 Belgian jumpmasters proper C-130 parachute
drop procedures and, along with Sergeant Dias, taught the radiomen 
how to use the PRC-41 and PRC-47 radios for ground-to-air com
munications . 

Because of a shortage of Belgian jumpmasters, Strobaugh would 
jumpmaster Chalk-9, but was under strict orders not to jump himself. 
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(opposite) Armed with Vigneron 9mm M2 submachine guns, 
Belgian paracommandos on motor-tricycles speed across 
Stanleyville airport to rescue hostages being held/murdered by 
Simba rebels. (above) Raison d'etre, rescued hostages prepare 
to evacuate Stan leyville aboard USAF C-130 transports. 

Like any paratrooper, Strobaugh wanted to make a combat j ump: "I 
j umpm astered tbe load, but couldn ' t j ump. You can imagine my 
frustrati on." 

On 20 November, the unit commanders were briefed on the 
assault plan . Strobaugh relayed the details to Washington and at 
l 800 Z the men of Dragon Rouge were alerted. They didn ' t have to 
wait long; a half-hour later the "Go" order was given. At 1935Z, the 
firs t aircraft li fted off for Kamina Air Base, in Katanga, which 
would serve as their staging base fo r the air assault on Stanleyv iJ le. 

11Wild Geese" 
After nine hours in the air, the Dragon Rouge fo rce landed at 

Kamina airfi eld, sti ll obscured by fog. At Kamina, the commander 
of JTF Leo and now the overall commander of Operation Dragon 
Rouge, Colonel Clayton Isaacson, gave the fo rce a br iefing. The 
paratroopers were fo rced to wait at Karnina whi.le Belgian and U.S. 
diplomats continued negotiating for the release of the hostages held 
by the butcherous Simba rebels. Meanwhile Li ma One, a column of 
trucks and armored cars carry ing Congolese government ANC 
troops and Mike Hoare 's 5 Commando, comm anded by 
Commandant Albert Liegeois, a Belgian Army offi cer, had been 
fi ghting its way from Kongolo 470 miles away through the j ungle, 
toward Stan leyv ille. 

The hundred or so English-speaking mercenaries and the 150 
Katangese solders of Lima One rescued many Europeans and discov
ered the bodies of odiers who'd been executed and mutiJated. As they 
progressed, they engaged and killed thousands of Simbas. At Kindu , 
Lima One was reinforced by another group of mercenaries, btinging 
dieir strength to 120 white solders, and was joined by another motor
ized column, Lima Two. Lima Two consisted of 50 French-speaking 

__ ...._,, __ _. 

Wounded hostages being evacuated from Stanleyville aboard 
USAF Hercules transports that brought in Belg ian rescuers. 
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white mercenaries and 300 ANC troops under the command of 
Commandant Robert Lamouline. Like Liegeois, Lamouline was on
loan from the Belgian rum y. Both units were under die overall com
mand of Colonel Frederic Yan de Waele. Yan de Waele, 52, was a for
mer Force Publique officer widi more than 25 years' service in the 
Congo. It was hoped that this fo rce would link up with Laurent's 
paras. Yan de Waele had already convinced Laurent to delay the pru·a
chute assault for a day so that hi s force could sttike on die same day. 

Some American embassy officials di sagreed. It wou ld be politi
cally safer for Laurent to rescue die hostages on Monday, 23 
November, a day before the mercenaries arrived. Others agreed with 
Yan de Waele. As it was, the assaul t was delayed a day because of 
negotiations with the Simbas. The jump was scheduled for Tuesday, 
the 24th. If die pru·atroops couldn ' tjump because of weadier dien Yan 
de Waele's force would have to rescue die hostages by themselves. 
Widiout die surprise of the parachute assault it might be too late. 

For many others it already was. On the 19th , at Isangi, about I 00 
miles downstream from Stan.leyville, the Simbas had killed two 
nuns (an American and a Belgian) and a Dutch priest. Many other 
nuns were beaten and raped. 

Rescue Raid On Stanleyville 
On the 24th , at 0 130 hours local time, just three hours after 

receiving the code word "punch" from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the 
commander of JTF Leo took off from Kamine to rendezvous over 
Basoko with support aircraft and got a weather report fo r 
Stanleyville. The weather was good. Operation Dragon Rouge could 
proceed. 

The fi rst five C-130s, designated Chalk- I through Chalk-5, lift
ed off from Karnina at 0300 hours. 

At 0600, the first fi ve C- 130s dropped dieir paratroopers at 20-
second intervals over the Stanleyvi li e golf course. Colonel Charles 
Laurent, the regirnental commander, led die jump and was fo llowed by 

Wounded hostages, survivors of the Simba massacre, preparing 
to load C-130 for air evacuation from Stanleyvi lle. 

Belgian paracommando marches a captured Simba into capt ivi
ty. Weapon is Belgian 9mm M2 Vigneron submachine gun. 
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the remaining 63 paratroopers in his aircraft 
while the other four C-130s disgorged their 
payloads of 64 paratroopers each. 

The paratroopers seized the airpo1t against 
light resistance, cleared the runway of its 
obstructions of wrecked vehicles and 55-gaJ
lon fuel drums. Three vehicles were caught 
attempting to flee the airfield. Two were 
destroyed by gunfire and the third captured. 
Inside a vehicle the Belgian paratroopers 
found the passport of Christophe Gbenya -
his ID card, vaccination record, and a large 
sum of cash. Gbenya had been Lumumba's 
minister of interior, and had founded the 
Conseil National de Liberation, subsequently 
joining the Simbas in September 1964. 
Overall resistance was light and most of the 
Simbas fled into the bush. 

The Cuban-piloted B-26s circling 
above, hungrily looked for targets - but 
fou nd none. So far, the mission was a suc
cess and , other than three paratroopers 
injured in the drop, there were no friendly 
casualties. According to Strobaugh " ... 
within 30 mi nutes after drop, the troops 
had secured the airfield. Then minutes 
later they transmitted the clearance to 
land the assault aircraft. This is nothing 
short of miraculous considering that in the 
space of 40 minutes the Belgians not only 
fo ught and captured the airfield, set up a 
perimeter defense and marshaled an 
attack force for the ci ty of Stanleyville, 
but also removed approximately 300 full 
55-gallon drums and 11 vehicles without 
wheels, off of the runway where the 
rebels had placed them to prevent aircraft 
from using the field." 

Slaughter, Deliverance 
Of Hostages 

The telephone in the control tower, in 
use as Colonel Laurent's command post, 
rang at 0635 and someone in Stan leyv ille 
informed the paratroopers that the hostages 

The Statesman, the Mercenary, and the General 
Moise Tshombe . In a strange political turn-about, the highly popular ' 

Moise Tshombe was recalled from exile in July 1964, at the height of the 
Simba Rebellion, to replace Cyrille Abdoula as prime minister of the 
Congo. Tshombe and President Kasavubu were later deposed in 
Mobutu's coup of November 1965. 

Colonel Michael Hoare. Was a professional soldier, who had fought 
. under General Orde Wingate with the famed Chindts in 

.,Burma during World War II. After the war he became an 
·,accountant. He wou ld serve Tshombe again in the Congo crisis of 1964 and 
go on to lead an unsuccessful mercenary coup of the Seychelles Islands. 
Hoare published his memoirs of the Katangese Rebellion, The Road to 

: Kalamata and the Congo, Congo Mercenary and Congo Warriors. 
Mobutu Sese -Seko [fu ll name Mobutu Sese-Seko Koko Ngbendu Wa Za 

Banga; which translated "he who by his greatness is invinci-
ble"] was born 4 October 1930, in Lisala, on the Congo River, and chri s
tened Joseph Deste Mobutu. The son of a cook for the colonial magis
trate, he was educated in Leopoldville in various Catholic mi ssionary 
schools until expelled in 1950 at the age of 19. He received a seven-year 
disciplinary conscription into the Force Publique. Because of his fluency in 
French he was soon sent to noncommissioned officers ' school. In 1956, 
Mobutu was discharged with the highest possible rank for a Congolese -
sergeant major. As a civilian, he gained notoriety as an editorial writer and became 
an associate of Patrice Lumumba, heading Lumumba's Brussels office in 1960. When the 
army mutinied later that year and Lumumba was named Prime Minister, Mobutu was the 
logical choice for army chief-of-staff. Mobutu (deep ly invol ved in the plot to assassinate 
Lumumba) rose to rank of Major General and C-in-C of the ANC (A nnee Nation.ale 
Congolese) before usurping the presidency fro m President Joseph Kasavubu, 25 
November 1965. Ousted by the recent rebellion led by Laurent Kabila, Mobutu died of 
cancer while in exile. - R.K. 
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(above) Disarmed Simba prisoners are 
questioned by paracommandos shortly 
after seizure of airfield, Note kitbag con
taining parachute, on right (left) Simba 
"priest" being questioned by an ANC offi
cer, 27 November 1964, He was kicked to 
death later that day, American observers 
questioned whether locals would be able 
to tell difference in terrorism of rebels or 
of re-established government's troops. 

were in Victoria Residence Hotel and in 
danger of being executed. Laurent sent the 
paratroopers into the city. 

With the runways clear of obstructions 
and the airport perimeter secured, the other 
seven C-130s were ordered to land. Chalk-6 
and Chalk-7 with their armored jeeps were 
to be followed by Chalks-8 and -9 carrying 
the company of paratroopers from the 2nd 
Battalion - the troops with only 5-1/2 
months ' service. Then landed Chalk-10 car
rying the three-man motor tricycles, Chalk-
11, which carried the ammunition, food, 
and medical supplies, was followed by 
Chalk-12, the hospital plane. 

While Chalk-7, carrying four of the 
armored jeeps landed at 0645, Chalk-6, with 
the other four jeeps, was delayed an hom 
when shortly after takeoff a panel on the light 
wing of Chalk-6 popped open, exposing a 
life raft which inflated and then wrapped 
around the tail controls. The pilot, Captain 
(later Major General) Richard V Secord, 
saved the aircraft and was subsequently 
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross . 

In two armored jeeps, paratroopers of 
the 11th Para-Commando Company entered 
the outskirts of Stanleyville a mere 3 ki lo
meters from the airport at 0740, meeting 
light resistance from the Simbas at each 
street intersection. They were severa l blocks 
from the Victoria Residence and the 
hostages at 0750 when they heard shooting. 

About 300 hostages (includi ng 17 
Americans) were being held in the Victoria 
Residence. When the Simbas heard the 
approaching C-1 30s they ordered all the 
hostages outside. Nearly 50 were able to 
hide themselves in closets and under beds. 
Of the 250 or so hostages lined up in three 
co lumns outside the Victoria about 100 
were women and chi ldren. Only a dozen 
Simbas guarded them. While five or six had 
automatic rifles, the others carried spears 
and machetes. The Simba commander, 
"Colonel" Joseph Opepe, a former Force 
Publique and ANC officer, ordered them 
marched to the airport. Near the Congo 
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Patrice Lumumba 
Patrice Lumumba was the first prime 

minister (June-September 1960) of the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo was 
dismissed from office by President Joseph 
Kasavubu. Lumumba and his supporters 
contested the legality of this and set up 
their own central government. Nine days 
after Lumumba's dismissal, Colonel 
Joseph Mobutu seized power temporarily, 
before reaching an agreement with 
Kasavubu. In October the UN recognized 
Kasavubu's claim and in November 
Lumumba attempted to travel from his UN 
protection in Leopoldville to Stanleyville. 
He was captured by Kasavubu 's forces en 
route and arrested. On 17 January 1961 , he 
was handed over to Katangese secession-
ists and murdered. - R.K. 

Palace Hotel, just two blocks from the 
Victoria, Opepe ordered the column to halt. 
Firing could be heard. Opepe ordered the 
hostages to sit down. Suddenly, a group of 
Simbas rushed up and informed Opepe that 
Belgian paratroops had landed at the air
port. For the next few minutes confusion 
reigned. Heavy gunfire was heard nearby. 
Without warning the Simbas began shooting 
the hostages. 

It was a massacre. 
For nearly five minutes the Simbas shot 

hostages, most of whom fled. Some were 
chased down and stabbed or backed to death 
by the Simbas. U.S. Consul Michael Hoyt 
and Vice-Consul David Grinwis escaped. 
Kill.ed in the shooting was Dr. Paul Carlson. 
Phyllis Rine, 25, a missionary from Ohio, 
was also fatally wounded. Taken under fire 
by the approaching Belgian paratroops, the 
Simbas fled before they were able to kill 
more whites. When the paratroops arrived 
they found two little girls, five women, and 
15 men dead or dying and 40 Belgians 
wounded (five would later die of their 
wounds). While the priest with the 11th Para
Commando Company administered last rites, 
the survivors, including Consul Hoyt and 
four consulate staff, were escorted to the air
field. 

Saving Some, Losing Others 
Laurent 's paras continued clearing 

Stanleyville, engaging the Simbas in spo
radic firefights , and effecting the rescue of 
hostages wherever they found them. The 
paratroopers suffered their first combat 
casualty at about 0900 when a paratrooper 
was shot in the back and wounded. Half an 
hour later, a second para was wounded and 
at 1000, a third, dying two days later. The 
first plane loaded with 120 evacuees lifted 
off for Leopoldville at 0945 and at 1100 the 
four lead vehicles of mercenaries from Van 
de Waele's column entered Stanleyville. 
Hoare's "Wild Geese" continued clearing 
Stanleyville while Laurent 's paratroops 
concentrated on evacuating the civilians and 
securing the airport. 
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There had been approximately 150 
rebels west of Runway 28 and · another 180 
rebels in foxholes in the tree line parallel to 
the runway. Later that afternoon, I 50 
Si.mbas unsuccessfully attacked the airport. 
The Belgians repulsed five attacks. Taking 
fire throughout the day, they were in several 
firefights that nigbt. The sporadic incoming 
small-arms fire from the perimeter forced 
Strobaugh and his combat control team to 
orbit aircraft and change runway direction. 
Several of the C-130s boasted bullet holes. 
In the morning, a Belgian airman was killed 
by sniper fire. 

Meanwhile, Van de Waele 's force was 
having problems crossing the Congo River 
to the city's left bank. Hoare and his merce
naries made the crossing on the 26th and 
found the massacred bodes of 24 priests and 
four Spanish nuns. 

Herded into a small cell, the Simbas had 

CONGO Kindu • 
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• Kikwit 

shot them and then cut their throats. The 
nuns were hacked to death . 

''Lesser" Of Two Evils 
With the mercenaries and the ANC in 

Stanleyville the ratissage, or "raking up," 
began. The Congolese of Stanleyville would 
find very little difference between the Simbas 
and the ANC troops bent of pillage and 
revenge. The ANC often considered all civil
ians found in· a formerly Sirnba controlled 
area to be Simbas, or guilty of collaborating 
witl1 rebels and treated them accordingly. 

Regarding the conduct of ANC troops in 
Stanleyville Captain Strobaugh noted in his 
journal: "The senseless butchery and muti
lation of civilians and military pri soners is 
unbelievable. There was absolutely no dif
ference between the everyday acts of the 

Continued on page 66 

Like many former 
European colonies 
before and since, short
ly after emancipation 
the Belgian Congo frac
tured and fell victim to a 
series of rebellions as 
new players, this time 
of native descent, jock
eyed for position on the 
African stage. Gray 
lines represent Simba 
advances. 

Joint Task Force Leo and Oplan 519 
Task Force Leo was dispatched on 11 August 1964, and was comprised of headquar

ters personnel from Headquarters, U.S. Strike Command; a rifle platoon from the 504th 
ABN Infantry, 82nd Airborne Division; four C-130s and crews from the 464th Troop 
Carrier Wing, Pope AFB; and three CH-34 helicopters from the lltl1 Transportation 
Company, Nellingen, Germany. Unfortunately, the troops of JTF Leo were placed under 
ridiculous and unrealistic restrictions requiring the White House to approve any use of the 
parat:roopers on the helicopters during "rescues." The embassy was expected to forecast 
when armed Simbas would fire on the helicopters and where, and then request prior 
approval of action from the White House - a portent of things to come in Vietnam. 

STRJCOM Op Ian 519 was submitted to the Joint Chiefs of Staff for approval on 15 
October. It established JTF High Beam: one airborne infantry brigade from the !Olst 
Airborne Division, 16 tactical fighter aircraft, more than 80 troop-carri.er aircraft, and 20 air 
refuel tankers. One battalion would parachute onto three drop zones, followed by a second 
battalion to parachute or land with the remainder of tbe b1igade standing by in the United 
States. Oplan 519 was considered "overkill" by the Congo Working Group, in Washington. 

The other plan to rescue the hostages, "Operation Golden Hawk" involved U.S. Army 
Green Berets. Colonel Edward E. Mayer, Commander of the 7th Special Forces Group, 
was notified while on the Fort Bragg golf course. Flown to MacDill AFB, he was told he 
had until the next morning to man a rescue. Fortunately, be already had his "hot" teams 
ready. The Special Forces A-Teams would make a HALO parachute jump below 
Stanleyville to infiltrate upriver by rubber boat. Golden Hawk was to be a "black op" 
(totally deniable and clandestine): The Green Berets were equipped with sterile (foreign 
or untraceable) uniforms, weapons, and equipment. One volunteer, an officer, even had a 
tattoo removed so he could remain on his team for the mission. - R.K. 
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T
he BATF's new manual order on hir
ing, promotions and transfers may 
become the crucible that makes or 
breaks BATF's future, critics say. 

Ti tled the Competitive Selection of 
Special Agents, the new blueprint for get
ting hired or promoted in BATF is a trophy 
in a seven-year struggle by agents of 
African descent. They filed a class-action 
lawsuit in November 1990, alleging a li tany 
of institutionalized abuses and discrimina
tory acts in which bureau bosses turned a 
blind eye to racist conduct and administra
tive acts of retribution. 

Champions in the Clinton 
Administration see the settlement agree
ment that resulted from the lawsuit as one of 
the most successful and aggressive 
affi rmative action plans ever imple
mented in the executive branch. 

Its criti cs, most of whom 
acknowledge that racism was a 
problem in BATF, characterize the 
new plan as " radical." They say 
that, as written, the new plan is nei
ther competiti ve, as the title claims, 
nor is it based on merit. It is, they 
say, based solely on an applicant's 
skin color, and requires non-black 
agents to pass additional hurdles not 
required of black agents to get pro
moted or transferred. 

But this new hiring-and-promotion 
policy at the BATF may ultimately 
face its most serious challenge in the 
outcome of a U.S. District Court law
suit fi led against the bureau by Vincent 
C. Noble, an agent supervisor in 
Louisville, Kentucky (see "Separate 
But Equal?" April ' 97). 

Noble's suit alleges that he was dis
criminated against because of his race 
(white) and sex (male) when a job for 
which he applied was given to a black 
female agent with less than half his 
length of service and who he supervised. 

Bureau bosses recently suffered an 
addi tional setback when Noble's imme
diate supervisor, who m Noble had 
accused o f helping carry out the 
bureau 's conspiracy of intimidation and 
harassment, told the unvarnished truth in a 
sworn deposition, essentially confirming 
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Settlement Mar 
Institutionalize 
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Noble's key allegations. 
Noble's lawsuit is still months away 

from trial, but the revelations by Noble 's 
supervisor, Special Agent John Rick Miller, 
may provide a strong incentive for the 
bureau to settle, rather than risk losing in 
court. Miller has fi led three administrative 
complaints of his own, saying that now he is 
a target of the same conspiracy of intim ida
tion and harassment waged against Noble. 

Treasury agents involved all declined to 
be interviewed for this story, either refer
ring questions to BATF's public affairs 
office or the agent 's attorney. BATF 
spokesman Pat Hynes said he could not 
comment on the matter because it involves 

pending li tigation. 
Miller 's deposition lends 

No. 4 

UN-EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 

great strength to Noble's case, 
but whether Noble settles or 
goes to trial, the outcome will 
almost certainly lead to fu rther 
legal questions about BATF's 
court-imposed, race-based pro
motion policy. While agents 
across the nation are watching 
the Noble case, the more imme
diate concern has been over the 
policy's short-term impact. 

L
a~I ~'e.ilr al leas! zo /\TF special agents Wl!fC! 

ed llicii!l tlmr.- in which toanr.-nd a Mlanu, 
:~~ ~nlm'enco spon~orcd by the tht!orU1 
zall~n o! Black Law Eninrcem11nt Exccu\W~~. 

~~~timaled expenditure ol /\TF ua\n!~ 1w;~1~: 
conference I~. u;we! ecMs. lod!Jt1'9 ah ~OBLP 

cecds $40.000. Workshops nt i .c -
~onlcrcncc included wt-.Unority Heer=~~:.;! 
Alhrmauve. f\ttlor.· and ~11ar~!>fl\Cf\I of 

Bad Ruling = Bad 
Relations 

Since the new selection 
guidelines were issued, "my 
phone has been ringing off the 
hook," said James L. 
Jorgensen, a recently retired 
BATF agent who is deputy 
executi ve director of the 
National Association of 
Treasury Agents (NATA), an 
employee-rights group repre
senting male and female 
agents of all races from law
enforcement agencies in the 
Treasury Department. 

And some more equal than others: NATA has raised questions about the 20-odd ATF spe
cial agents who traveled to Miami last year on government time and expense to attend a 
conference sponsored by National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives, 
when similar junkets were denied others. 
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"Agents are stunned . They're amazed. 
They' re outraged." 

Under the new guideline, agents apply
ing for "competitive" promotion or reas
signment must have their applications 
screened through the Equal Opportunity 
Office (EO) at BATF headquarters. The first 
tep for EO, according to the new guideline, 

is to " earch the Race and National Origin 
database to determine if d1e recommended 
candidate is African-American. 

"If the recommended candidate is 
African-American , the EO Office wi ll 
return the package to the selecting official 
with written notification that the recom
mended candidate is African-American," 
d1e new po]jcy conti nues. "The selection 
process hall then be complete and the 
African-American shall be promoted or 
reassigned." 

If the applicant is not of African descent, 
the new manual order states, " the EO Office 
will check the database to determine 
whether there are any African-Americans 
on either the best-qualified list or roster of 
reassignment e ligibles. If there are no 
African-Americans on either list, the EO 
Office will return the promotion package ... 
wiili written notification that there were no 
African-American appLicants. The selection 
process shall then be complete ... " 

"What they 've done in this settlement 
agreement is forma lly institutionalize 
racism in the BATF," said Jorgensen, 
whose organization had to abandon its 
court battle against the settlement agree
ment because its legal defense fund was 
nearly exhausted. "Their so-called equi
table remedies have codified a new system 
of reverse discrimination." 

agents essentially grabbed BATF bosses by 
their 'good ole boys,' and their hearts and 
wallets had to fo llow." 

Panjc set in among BATF's manage
ment, Jorgensen and others believe, leading 
to an unreasonable and unfair settlement 
agreement. It has, according to more than a 
dozen agents nationwide with whom 
Soldier Of Fortune spoke, increased racial 
tension, rather than decreasing it. 

Different Discrimination: 
Still Discrimination 

Perceptions of reverse discrimination 
are documented in sworn depositions taken 
for the pending lawsuit of Special Agent 
Noble. Noble also claims d1at when he filed 
an EO complrunt in the matter, his bosses 
began an orchestrated camprugn of harass
ment and abuse of authority in an effort to 
get him to either wid1draw ltis complaints or 
quit his job. Although he had an unblem
ished record of service and was highly rated 
in his job performance, after he filed his 
first EO complaint, he was subjected to six 
Internal Affairs investigations, was puni
tively transferred and was unju tly suspend
ed, when his badge, gun, identification and 
government car were summarily seized. 

Noble's troubles began soon after the 
arrival of his new first-line supervisor, 
John llick Miller, who headed the group to 
which Noble was assigned. Miller was 
transferred to Louisville as a group super
visor in mid-October 1993. One of his first 
duties in the new job was to complete d1e 
scheduled annual evaluation of a Special 
Agent Dee Davenport. 

Not yet familiar with Davenpott, her 
abilities or her work habits, Miller asked 
for, and was granted, extra time to complete 
Davenport's annual job appraisal. 

In his haste to complete the evaluation, 
Mi ller solicited input from others in 
Louisville who had known and worked with 
Davenport longer than he had. The most 
significant input, Miller's deposition says, 

Jorgensen notes that neither he nor 
NATA ever disputed that racism wa a prob
lem in ilie BATF. "NATA didn 't oppose the 
monetary remedies," he said, " but we 
fought the 'equitable' remedies. What 
they' ve done is try to solve one problem, 
racism against black agents, wid1 another 
problem, racism by blacks against everyone 
el e. Sanity, logic and -----------:;;;---\ '-' - BRIEF 

came from Davenport' for
mer training officer, 

reason have been sac- ...-• E ""'=l ~ ~Toi*=' 

rificed on d1e alter of "'"'"""' .. ,........ 
political correctness. 
Two wrongs do not 
make a right. It's 
killing the agency ... It's 
just a matter of time." 

"BATF was hardly 
negotiating from a posi
tion of strength to start 
with," Jorgensen said. 
"News about the roundup 
[the Good Ole Boy 
Roundup - a whites
only, racially toned feder
al agent get-together in 
Tennessee] put their backs 
to the wall. The black ..... ..... ~-

Institutionalizing reverse discrimination? New BATF policy in settlement 
of civil suit by black agents affirmatively gives African-American agents 
first crack - not an even chance at - promotions, plum assignments. 
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Michael J. Scanlan. Based largely on 
Scanlan's input, Miller rated Davenport as 
"fully successful." He signed her evaluation 
form on 24 January 1994. 

Under careful questioni ng by Noble's 
attorney, Kathleen M. Kubicki, whose 
lega l counsel was provided through 
Noble' s membership in NATA, Miller srud 
be later learned that Davenport had been 
"given credit for work outside the 
appraisal period," which was from October 
to October 1992-93. 

Davenport had also claimed for purpos
es of her January evaluation that she pro
vided key ass istance in d1e prosecution of 
27 defendants in state court. Miller said 
Davenport provided no documentation, 
and he did not try to verify the case. 
Documents subsequently obtained from 
Davenport, however, prove that no prose
cutions were made during her rating peri
od, and that six months after her eval uation 
was signed, it was still an open case and no 
one had been prosecuted . 

Davenport also claimed credit in her 
submission for evaluation for a case which, 
a file check revealed, did not officially open 
unti l a week after Miller signed her final 
evaluation as "exceeds fully successful." 

Boy, howdy! No wonder she got such a 
fine rating. She's so smart she solves ca es 
before they' re even opened! 

Smoke And Mirrors 
In another case she opened against gun 

buyers who make "straw purchases" of 
guns actually intended for someone else, 
Miller said Davenport was actually 
"chronically late" and "deficient" in her 
report writing, and that all the reports in 
the case were prepared by agents other 
than Davenport - many of d1em actually 
written by Vince Noble. 

Quoti.ng from Davenport's approved eval
uation form , Kubickj read aloud that " 'her 
communications are well above average, 
reports are timely, accurate and complete.'" 

Since he had time to review d1e records, 
Miller admitted that he no longer be lieved 
that to be an accurate statement. He also 

conceded iliat Davenport would be 
"least likely" to be timely in her 
investigative reports, adding that she 
did not fully document her cases 
with the required paperwork. 

Kubickj quoted a document which 
Davenport subntitted as part of her 
promotion package, one in which 
Davenport claimed to have "main
tained the heaviest case load in the 
Louisville group office." Asked under 
oath about the statement, Miller 
acknow ledged that .. . Davenport' s 
"statement on its face is incorrect." 

Further questioning revealed serious 
defic iencies in Davenport's job perfor
mance. Based on what he later learned 
about Davenport, Miller said, if she was 
unqualif ied for the special agent's job 
she already held, Davenport was certain-
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ly not fit to hold the Organized Crime 
Coordinator (OCC) job. 

As Kubicki went, step by step, through 
various case fil es involving Davenport, 
Miller confirmed that she repeatedly failed 
to follow standard investigative procedures, 
that she required more supervisory assis
tance than other agents and that she was 
unfamiliar with property forfeiture laws, a 
major requirement for the OCC post. 

"Did she have the qualifications to do 
this job?" Kubicki asked. 

"I would say no," Miller 
replied. 

Asked specifically if 
Davenport was the best per
son for the OCC job, or if 
Vince Noble was the best 
qualified, Miller was 
unequivocal. "I would have 
to say Vince, because of his 
prior experience in that 
area," MilJer said. 

time, and remains her immediate boss. He 
also said other BATF personnel complained 
openly because Scanlan shows Davenport 
blatantly preferential treatment, specifically 
that she is seen spending a lot of Lime sitting 
in Scanlan's office and not working. This 
has put an unfairly burdensome workload on 
Davenport's colJeague, a white male agent. 

Davenport ended up working directly 
for Scanlan after she refused to work at the 
Organized Crime Coordinator's job - the 
job she wanted and which caused all the 

the most painful thing BATF management 
could have done to Noble, Miller said in his 
deposition. 

In his 25 years as a BATF agent, Miller 
said he had never seen anything like it, that 
"I didn ' t think there was proof of the alle
gations" against Noble by Davenport. 
Contrary to his description of Davenport's 
work ethic, Miller said, "Vince is just a 
worker. He's a hard worker and to take him 
away from his job and the things he's inter
ested in ... You know, any agent that is a 

good worker like that, 
you're taking a portion of 
their life away from them, 
and that's sometimes very 
difficult to bear." 

Miller said that SAC 
Bill Curley knew Daven
port' s allegations that 
Noble stalked her were 
false, and pointed out that 
she never accused Noble of 
anything until he fi led his 
EO complaint about her 
getting the job she never 

:fl showed up for. 
~ The most specific com
~ plaint she ever made, MilJer 
~ said, was that "he [Noble] 

Kubicki al so submitted 
documents indicating that 
Davenport li sted her name 
as case agent - and subse
quently got all the credit -
fo r a case that actually was 
completely handled and 
written up by Special 
Agent Thomas Hahn , a 
white male agent. 

Davenport also created an 
adverse working relationship 
with local law-enforcement 

Special Agent Vince Noble (left), who had an exemplary career until he 
filed a reverse-discrimination lawsuit, became subject of six internal 
investigations, psychiatric probe, other harassment. Comes trial , his 
suit may well effect new "affirmative action" guidelines at BATF. 

had followed her up 5th 
Street on a couple of occa
sions ... And I said, 'Dee, are 
you sure about this? You 
know, his wife works up at 

authorities, Miller acknowledged. The local 
police officers were peeved that their staff 
"did a lot of work" on a specific case also 
involving Davenport, Miller testified, and 
that "Dee [Davenport] just took the case and 
cut them out of it." 

Kubicki also produced a list of case 
numbers, numbers from the investigative 
log that did not have corresponding case 
fi les. All were traced to Davenport. And 
there were other serious problems. 

Privileged Player 
And even though Davenport was 

advised repeatedly that she was not in com
pliance with required procedures regarding 
maintaining the chain of custody for physi
cal evidence, she was never issued a verbal 
or written warning, nor was she punished. 
Asked who would be responsible for initiat
ing such an adverse action, Miller said it 
would be Special Agent Scanlan, the same 
supervisor whom Miller now says provided 
him misleading information about 
Davenport's abilities as an agent. 

Asked why Scanlan would have a 
motive to mislead him about Davenport, 
Miller said the two are "very good friends. " 
Had Scanlan made any comments about 
Davenport that were "more than friendly?" 
Miller was asked. "He's made some com
ments along those lines," Miller replied, 
"but not just to me ... He more or less said 
he loved her." 

Miller confirmed that Scanlan was 
Davenport's first-Line supervisor at that 
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trouble in the fist place. Did she ever go to 
the OCC job, other than a first visit to be 
introduced to other OCC staff members? 

"Not to my knowledge," Miller replied. 
So she wasn' t even doing the OCC job, 

was she? Miller was asked. 
"No." 
And she was ordered to report, wasn't 

she? 
"Yes." 
Did she follow orders? 
"No." 
Was there any verbal warning or admon

ishment made to Davenport after she failed 
to report to the new OCC job which she had 
requested, and to which she was ordered to 
go to? 

"No." 

Not Happy? 
See The Company Shrink! 

When Noble fi led an EO complaint 
about the OCC job going to Davenport, he 
saw his previously successful career make a 
radical shift. The first of six Internal Affairs 
investigations against Noble began. He 
even got an employee counseling letter, 
referring him to a psychiatrist. 

That wasn' t the worst, though. Noble 
was unceremoniously stripped of his badge, 
gun, ID and car, and suspended from duty, 
based on unsubstantiated allegations by 
Davenport - allegations which Miller now 
says were not true. Although Noble's status 
as special agent was soon restored, being 
relieved from duty, even temporarily, was 

5th and Main ... 'And she said 
she was going to make a complaint about it." 

Miller recalled a meeting with the SAC 
to discuss the merits of Davenport's allega
tions against Noble. "I told him that there's 
nothing here to substantiate this, and as best 
I can recall, he agreed with me on it," Miller 
said under oath. 

In an earlier meeting between the two 
men, Miller said the di spute between 
Davenport and Noble was causing appre
hension among managers who, despite 
any perception that Noble might be 
receiving unfair treatment, were afraid 
not to support Davenport, given the cli
mate at headquarters. 

Curley and other managers were 
"uneasy about it, what would happen, and ... 
he wanted to know if Vince had filed' an 
EEO complaint. Curley and Miller were 
unsuccessful in their efforts to dissuade 
Noble from filing an EEO complaint. Once 
he did, management decided to side with 
Davenport and try to fire Noble. 

"I told (then-SAC) Gary Robben and 
Bill Curley, both, that I thought that a lot of 
what was going on was more or less orches
trated . . . [by] her or somebody advising 
her," Miller said in his sworn statement. 

"Was she being treated differently than 
Vince Noble?" Kubicki asked. 

"Yes," Miller replied. 
Such testimony in court could prove 

instrumental in Noble winning his suit -
even in challenging the new BATF manual 
order, which if overthrown, could reintro
duce new chaos among the rank and file. ~ 
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arajevo - In a war characterized 
by medieval-like sieges and 
mindless ethnic cleansing, 
Operation Storm, the · August 
1995 Croatian blitzkrieg that 
recaptured from rebel Serbs near
ly a quarter of its territory, stands 

out as a singu larly successfu l military 
operation in a war characterized by its lack 
of military professionalism. 

Combining a highly mobile Western-style 
strategy, backed by artillery and air-power, 
the Croat army - then regarded in some 
quarters as merely a rag-tag force of zealots 
or freebooters but certainly not professional 
soldiers - had, in less than 40 hours, routed 
a well dug-in enemy force with nearly double 
the weight of heavy weapons, and had come 
within miles of capturing the Bosnian-Serb 
stronghold of Banja Luka. 

Having suffered many defeats, the 
Croats knew that any attempt to recapture 
the territory known as the Krajina from 
rebel Serbs wouldn't be easy. In fact, at that 
time many within the Croatian military 
openly wondered whether it could ever be 
done, given they were still saddled with a 
military doctrine fashioned by the com
mand general staff of Marshal Tito. 

The breakthrough they were seeking 
came in mid-1994 during a series of meet
ings in the Croatian capital of Zagreb when 
the then-U.S. military attache, himself a 
Croatian-American, introduced senior Croat 
am1y officers to "friends" of his from a 
young Alexandria, Virginia-based, company. 

The company was Military Professional 
Resources Inc. (MPRI). Unlike the many 
other foreign entities which had come to 
Croatia in the past offering "train-and
equip" packages, MPRI didn't promise or 
hint that their trainers would accompany 
their charges into action, or die with them 
on the battlefield. 

In fact, MPRI didn't promise much. 
What MPRI did say, however, was that they 
would provide a team of retired U.S. mili
tary veterans, some fresh from the Gulf 
War, with the kinds of skills that, if fol
lowed, would most probably result in a high 
degree of success. 

The die was cast. Croatia beefed up its 
arsenal by purchasing hundreds of tons of for
mer East German weapons and equipment, 
and updated its aging air force with newer 
Chinese-made MiG fighters. MPRI-run train
ing centers were set up, and soon senior 
Croatian military staffers were being schooled 
in the latest Western military strategies. 

Months later Croatia had their much
needed military victory, and MPRI was 
basking in a positive light that caught the 
eyes of everyone from the Pentagon to 
Foggy Bottom. 

Twelve weeks later the Dayton Peace 
Accord was signed and the governmental 
and military federation linking Bosnia 's 
Croats with Bosnia's Muslims was created. 
MPRI was given the green light to enter the 

troubled waters of Bosnia under the aus
pices of the U.S. State Department. 

Their assigned task was straightforward: 
Create a Bosnian Federation force that 
would be capable of deterring and counter
ing aggression in the region and stabi lize 
the tenuous situation. The mission, howev
er, has been controversial since its inception 
despite the basic nature of the program. 

Who Goes There? 
What drew SOF to Sarajevo to v1s1t 

MPRI was a combination of those contro
versies, and the growing background noise 
from military personnel attached to NATO's 
Stabilization Force (SFOR), who claim that 
while the ostensible reason for U.S. inter
vention in Bosnia was to bring peace to the 
Balkans, the real reason was to buy Bosnia 
enough time so that it could go toe-to-toe 
with the Serbs. 

MPRI occupies the second floor of a 
school house along Sarajevo's Miljacka 
River. There's no security barring anyone 
from entering the building. In fact, there's 
not even a receptionist, just a long gray-car
peted hallway dividing two apple-green and 
white painted walls. Add to that a coffee 
machine, a photocopier, a few bulletin 
boards and a clutch of secretaries and dri
vers smoking cigarettes just outside the 
front door and it's easy to imagine you're in 
some Belt-Way office building. 

MPRI's administrative staffers more 
closely resemble the corporate drones of 
IBM than the planners and tacticians of some 
military force. Suits, not BDUs, are the uni
forms that color its nondescript offices. 

Only MPRI's trainers actually look "mi l
itary," and even then it seems they are more 
comfortable in gym suits than cammies. 

"MPRI has been much more involved in 
Bosnia than it was in Croatia," said Joseph 
Allred, MPRI's director of public affairs in 
Sarajevo. "It has developed strategy, trained 
Bosnian and Croatian officers, developed a 
logistics system and coordinated a weapons 
distribution." 

According to an MPRI handout, to date, 
it has overseen the distribution of more than 
$100 mm ion worth of surplus U.S. military 
equipment and serv ices to the Bosnian 
Federation military as authorized by the 
U.S. Congress, whi le international donors 
have both donated eq uipment and provided 
funds for the purchase of additional equip
ment and serv ices. 

MPRI has been working across a multi
tude of fields si nce they first deployed to 
Bosnia in August 1996, but their role can be 
summed up in three basic elements: 
schools, doctrine and equipment. 

Regular Training Builds 
Regular Army 

Perhaps MPRI's most visible role has 
been the establishment of regular training 
schools for the Bosnian government army, 
the Arm!ja, and their nominal Croat allies, 

MPRl tank instructor Robert C. Thomson, at Hadzici motor pool, in the process of teach
ing an HVO crew to drive U.S. M60A3 tanks. 
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the Croatian Defense Council or HVO. Set 
up along standard NATO guidelines, the 
schools range from basic training and offi
cers' command staff courses, to advanced 
communications and maintenance. While 
the schools are still segregated along ethnic 
lines with separate facilities in both Muslim 
and Croat territories, legally they must be 
integrated in three years. Already the two 
sides are working together at the Joint Army 
Command Center in Sarajevo and com
bined corps-size exercises are in the works. 

The second component of the MPRI pro
gram is doctrine. For this, they are imple
menting standard NATO organization, strat
egy and tactics along defensive principles. 

"We only teach defensive tactics. This 
is set in stone through both the U.S. State 
Department and our contract," notes 
Allred. "We only teach hasty defense, 
deliberate defense, call for supporting 
fires and counter-attack. We 're looking to 
create a NATO standard force based on 
deterrence that could someday become 
part of the alliance, but politically that is a 
long way off." 

All.red then suggested that we take a ride 
out to visit the Federation training facility 
simulation center in Zunovnica, about 15 
minutes no11hwest of Sarajevo. 

Housed in an old Yugoslavian National 
Army (JNA)-built base that was used by the 
Bosnian Serbs during the siege of Sarajevo 
and later bombed by NATO during their air 
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campaign, in fall 1995, the Federation com
puter simulation center is quite impressive. 

"We' re trying to create a strong NCO 
corps," Allred explained as we walked 
towards the centerpiece of the simulation 
center, the rooms containing some 18 work
stations. "You have to remember that an 
NCO corps did not exist in either the JNA or 
the Bosnian anny." 

Building ""The Backbone 
Of An Army" 

"You had officers - field officers -
escorting grunts to the chow hall ," Allred 

l_l 

continued. "We explained to them that a 
good army needs a dedicated corps of staff 
sergeants and second lieutenants. They 
agreed, but soon we found they were taking 
their newly trained NCOs and promoting 
them to officers. We had to tell them, no, 
keep them as NCOs. It's been a struggle, but 
the results have been good." 

Allred said that while today MPRI could 
proudly crow about the high-level of respect 
its trainers receive from Federation trnops, 
he noted that like any new business rela
tionship there were questions of credibility 
and trust that had to be overcome. 

Through local translator, MPRI instructor runs HVO crews through the classroom por
tion of learning to be badassed tankers. In addition to some 400 M60A3 tanks and M113 
APCs, Bosnians were given 45,000 M16A1 rifles. 
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(left) As a team, Bosnian and Croat sol
diers service an M60A3 tank at Hadzici 
motor pool. Many had prior training in 
Turkey on M60A3. (above) MPRI instruc
tor at Hadzici motor pool shows HVO 
crew how to use tanker's bar and come
along to close belly escape hatch (which 
had probably been opened to clean tank 
from top down, inside and out). 

"At first we had a credibility problem," 
Allred said. "Many Federation soldiers 
thought we were just a bunch of over-the
hill know-nothings." 

"The Bosnians were like 'we've just 
been through a war, what are you going to 
teach us?"' Allred went on. "In one early 
class they put a Soviet weapon on the table 
and said to the MPRI instructor ' take it 
apart.' He did - blindfolded. That built 
some credibility." 

Allred then introduced SOF to Major 
Terry Mills, U.S. Army (Ret.). Mills, a Long 
Island, N.Y., native helps oversee the battle
field-simulation training. 

Mills said that while the simulation sys
tem wasn ' t the absolute state-of-the-art, it 
would still be a familiar sight to most U.S. 
military personnel who passed through 
Grafenwoer, Germany, during the late 
1980s and early 1990s. 

"We've tried to create a reaj combat feel 
to the center," Mills said. The "bunker," as 
it's known, has the look and feel of a real 
field command bunker, right down to the 
rough-hewn log walls, netting, maps, slit 
windows and the thick cigarette smoke tra
ditionally associated with in-the-heat-of
the-moment battlefield planning. 

"These men are Bosnian Croats, from 
the HVO's Bruno Busic Brigada," Mills 
said, showing SOF around the faci lity. 
"Training lasts one week, with battalion 
commanders staying two weeks." 

But simple tactics are just the surface of 
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what is being accomplished. Explained one 
MPRI trainer: "You can do aIJ sorts of tra in
ing: Marksmanship, physical fitness, per
sonal hygiene, and maneuvers. Likewise, 
you can also teach values and behavior pat
terns. Not only are we teaching Western 
military ski lls but we're also teaching 
Western values to go along with it." 

In light of the horrid acts committed by 
Bosnia 's rag-tag militias, or "community 
forces," as they were sometimes called, 
establ ishment of a professional force may 
be the only way to ensure there is not a 
repeat of those atrocities if the situation 
eventually slides back into war. A hard-hit
ting force led by competent officers wi ll 
have a better chance for a speedy victory, 
and, hence, less bloodshed, than the ad hoc 
bands of arn1ed ruffians that deadlocked the 
country in stalemate for four years. 

Professional Tools For 
Professional Troops 

The third level of involvement is in 
equipment. Already MPRI has overseen 
delivery from U.S. military stockpi les of 
45,000M l6A1 rifles and 400 armored vehi
cles consist ing mostly of MI 13s and 
M60A3 tanks. The armor is the showcase 
component for the Bosnians, who found 
themselves at a disadvantage against the 
Serbs and later the Croatian-backed HYO. 

With the M60A3, Bosnian armor wi ll be 
more than a match for the antique collection 
of T-34s and T-55s in the Bosnian-Serb 
arsenal. They would also prove and even 
match for the M-84s (T-72s) of the 
Yugoslav National Army in Serbia proper. 
Crews have already been training for two 
years on M60A3s in Turkey, doing bas ic 
maneuver and gunnery. 

There has also been a marked improve
ment of Bosnian artillery capability in the 
form of 126 U.S.-suppli ed 155mm 
Howitzers (116 of which were refurbished 
and 10 for spare parts). 

The U.S. also gave the Federation 15 
UH-1 hel icopters, and sent the Federation 
pi lots to Germany for training. 

From the Egyptian government the 
Federation received a dozen 122mm 
Howitzers, along with another dozen 130mm 
field guns and 18 towed antiaircraft guns. 

The United Arab Emirates gave the 
Federati on an additi onal three dozen 
105mm towed Howitzers, 50 French-made 
AMX-30 main battle tanks, two-and-a-half 
dozen Ml90 APCs, and 11 French-made M3 
Panhard transport vehicles. 

MPRI aJso said that Turkey and Egypt 
between them donated to the Federation 20 
T-55 tanks. 

Building Around The 
Carpetbaggers 

Mated with the new command and con
trol training, all of the new equipment will 
bring the Bosnians on par with the Serbs 
and the Croats. Thi s was another critical 
area where the Bosnians were lacking, pay
ing dearly at the hands of Serb arty superi 
ority. Coming up to par with them and sur-
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(left) MPRI instructor Terry Mills shows SOFthe training command bunker at Zunovnica 
simulation center. (right) MPRI instructor Capt. Rick Haywood, U.S. Army (Ret.), teach
es HVO soldiers at Zunovnica simulation center, through translator (right). 

passing to a degree has done wonders for 
morale, both civil and milit ary. 

There have been downsides to all these 
programs, however. On the schooling and 
integration side, constant political bickering 
by the so-called leadership has blocked speed
ier implementation of joint military institu
tions. One MPRI staffer observed that, "Whi le 
their is no great love between the Muslim and 
Croat soldier, at least they respect each other. 
The biggest problem comes from these 
national ist politicians who see integration as a 
threat to their power base. Ethnicity penneates 
everyth ing they do. Ethnic division has 
become a racket with them." 

In fact, SOF was scheduled to visit a 
small-anns training class at a Federation 
facili ty outs ide Sarajevo being run by 
Jordanian soldiers in cooperaLion with MPRI, 
but was denied entrance because Bosnian 
Croat military officials said they did not want 
to be seen training together with the Bosnian 
Muslims or using Bosnian equipment. 

There were, however, some bright spots. 
During SOF's visit to the Hadzici, Bosnia, 
Federation motor pool , MPRI tra iner Robert 
C. Thomson proudly pointed out groups of 
Bosnian and Croat soldiers working dili
gently together on solving some mechanical 
problems with an M60A3 tank. 

"These guys work together and they 
respect each other," sa id Thomson. "I imag-

ine there were problems at first, but they've 
been able to work them out between them
se lves and get on the with task of being 
good soldiers." 

Then there are the problems with the 
equipment itself, most coming fro m 
"donor" nations. MPRI has to devote con
siderable time and energy to building logis
tic institutions from scratch to supply the 
never-ending demand for ammo and 
replacement parts. At one point, shortly 
after delivery, 80% of the new armor was 
collecting dust for want of gaskets, and the 
tubes of the Egyptian-supplied artillery 
were shown to be totally shot out. 

Donor nations receive substantial eco
nomic cred it for such equipment and it 
seems that "giving" (read: cleaning out the 
junk yard) has become somewhat of a rack
et as well. "Most of these vehicles had been 
sitting in storage for so long that the gaskets 
were dried out and useless," said one MPRI 
log istics specialist. "In add ition to having to 
build the parts replacement system from 
scratch, I had to practically rebuild almost 
all the vehicles just to get them running. 
Some were so far gone, they'll never be fit." 

American ... But Nat 
American Army 

Then there is SFOR, the NATO-led sta
bilization force with its 16,000 mostly-U.S . 
troops based throughout Bosnia. 

According to an MPRI instructor, 

Continued on page 67 

(left) As normalcy returns to Sarajevo, 
Bosnian women in traditional Muslim 
dress are a common sight on city streets. 
(below) In interesting historical juxtaposi
tion, Iranian cultural center is now open in 
Sarajevo's center on Marshal Tito Street. 
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Haw Our Bungled Policy In Iraq Braught Us To The Brink 

By Wayne Laugesen 

A
fter relentless pummeling by allied 
forces in the Gulf War, Iraqi leader 
Saddam Hussein agreed to give up his 
chemical and biological weapons 
within 15 days of the ceasefire agree

ment. Seven years later, the United Nations 
and U.S. President Bill Clinton suspect he 's 
still manufacturing and hoarding them. 

Even as we go to press now, Clinton is 
threatening massive air strikes - more of 
the same medicine that failed to stop 
Saddam in Operation Desert Storm. 

Short of Saddam's death, a repeat of 
Operation Desert Storm may have little to 
offer the world. Clinton has made no per
sonal threats to Saddam, but since taking 
office he's worked helplessly with the CIA 
in a covert plan to have Saddam assassinat
ed or overthrown. 
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Current threats come, in fact, after a six
year parade of disastrous bungling by 
American bureaucrats trying to topple 
Saddam. Through repeated failure, 
American leaders once again showed their 
propensity to hang allies out to dry. It is nec
essary to ask the question: After the Gulf 
War "victory" how did we end up here? 

In a 7 February airing of 20120, ABC 
News told the story through interviews with 
Iraqi opposition leaders and officials with 
the CIA, Pentagon, U.S. State Department 
and the former Bush Administration. In the 
following text, SOF uses some of their com
ments to help explain the debacle in Iraq. 

-eobs," -1oms" and - Johns" 
At the end of the Gulf War, enemies of 

Hussein gathered in the hills of northern 

"O 

~ 
" "O 

~ 
<( 

Iraq to plot the overthrow of Saddam. They 
worked with a small group of CIA officials 
who went only by code names , such as 
"Bob," "Tom," and "John," according to 
interviews conducted with Saddam 's Iraqi 
opponents by ABC News. 

The CIA officers actively recruited 
Iraqis interested in overthrowing their dicta
tor - people easy to find after the brutal 
dictator practically invited allied forces to 
devastate their country, killing and endan
gering innocent women and children. 

Ridding the world of Saddam was a 
strategic loose end, of sorts, after a year of 
air strikes failed to get him. "It's not," says 
one former advisor to former President 
George Bush, "that the U.S. and its allies 
didn't try to hit Saddam during the war." 

"Well , we don't do assassinations," said 
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Since the Gulf War, Saddam has built sev
eral presidential palaces such as this. In 
an address to the union on 17 Feb. 1998, 
Clinton said one such estate is larger, 
geographically, than the city of 
Washington, D.C. Clinton and United 
Nations weapons inspectors suspect 
Saddam is hiding chemical, biological or 
other illegal weapons at the estates. 

General Brent Scowcroft, former national 
security advisor, told 20120. "But, yes, we 
targeted - we targeted all the places where 
Saddam might have been." 

"So you deliberately set out to kill him if 
you possibly could?" asked ABC News 
anchor Peter Jennings. 

"I guess, yeah, that 's - that 's fair 
enough," Scowcroft said. 

Failing to off him with air strikes, Bush 
turned to Iraqis for help before the short, 
obligatory ground war began. Two weeks 
before the ground war, Bush encouraged 
Saddam 's own generals to move against 
him. On 15 Feb. 1991 , Bush said "There 's 
another way for the bloodshed to stop. And 
that is for the Iraqi military and the Iraqi 
people to take matters into their own hands 
and force Saddam Hussein, the dictator, to 
step aside and then comply with the United 
Nations' resolution. " 

The speech was translated into Arabic 
and broadcast by the CIA into Iraq. 
Nothing happened. Saddam's generals did 
not turn against him , even 
though millions of Iraqis want
ed Saddam to go in wake of the 
ground war. 

Meanwhile, Saddam's oppo
sition was organizing to take on 
what was left of the dictator's 
defeated army and rise up 
against him. One leader of the 
opposition, Jalal Talabani , 
spoke to Peter Galbraith, direc
tor of the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, to ask the 
United States for help. He then 
flew to Washington in hopes of 
speaking with someone in the Bush admin
istration. 

"I personally told them through our 
friend, Peter Galbraith, that we are planning 
for an uprising. And we have prepared the 
ground for it," Talabani told ABC News. 

Ally Hits Red Tape 
Red tape got in the way. Talabani couldn't 

get through to the Bush administration, 
despite Galbraith's efforts , because no 
administration officials were allowed to talk 
to him. Before the Gulf War, Saddam was 
technically an ally of the United States, mak
ing it illegal for American officials to talk to 
his enemies. The rule had not been changed, 
so the Bush administration was caught off 
guard when the Iraqi rebellion began. 

Despite the lack of support from 
American troops, the rebellion was initially 
successful. Loyal Iraqi soldiers were pinned 
down by rebels as they reached the southern 
city of Karbala. Quickly, the rebellion 
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spread across southern Iraq. 
Iraqi opposition forces in the north 

quickly joined the insurrection, driving 
Saddam 's army south. U.S. intelligence 
reports showed rebellion had spread to 14 of 
Iraq's 18 provinces. 

11Washed-up" Dictator 
"The uprising almost succeeded," said 

General Wafic Samarii, Saddam 's former 
chief of military intelligence, to ABC News. 
"I will tell you a secret. At the very end, we 
had only two days of Kalashnikov bullets left 
over in the warehouses of the Iraqi army. The 
situation was very, very dangerous." 

Politically, as well as militarily, Saddam 
was all but washed up. He was rejected by 
the masses of Iraqis who fe lt the west would 
relent if Saddam were dead or without 
power. But the Bush administration didn't 
want a government overthrow by the peo
ple, fearing mass chaos and anarchy poten
tially more destructive to Middle East peace 
than even Saddam 's cruel dictatorship. 

Rather, administration officials hoped the 
popular uprising against Saddam would 
cause the dictator 's generals to tum on him, 
favoring the will of the people. More than 
ever, the Bush administration envisioned the 
eminent overthrow of Saddam by his gener
als, and a post-war military government that 
would impose military rule on Iraq. 

That didn't happen. Instead, Saddam's 
generals turned on the Iraqi people and 
crushed the rebellion, killing tens of thou
sands of civilians. As their bodies were 
thrown into mass graves, the United States 
and the United Nations did nothii1g to stop 
the slaughter. 

The Iraqi opposition was outraged. The 
same country that had encouraged their 
rebel.lion was standing by and letting them be 
crushed. The rocky alliance had only begun. 

Why did the United States allow Iraq to 
kill anti-Saddam civilians? More red tape? 

Iraqi families who are staying inside 
the presidential palace in Baghdad are 
given water and food. Some of 
Saddam's civilian supporters in Iraq 
have agreed to camp out in his palaces 
to act as human shields by discourag
ing the bombing of the dictator's 
estates. Supporters of Saddam hold up 
pictures of their leader on 10 Nov. 1997, 
in protest of any future American 
attacks on their country. 
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Perhaps. But some Iraqi resistance leaders 
suspect the Bush administration was so 
opposed to a popular overthrow of Saddam 
that it wanted the rebels destroyed . 

Red Tape, Or Sinister Plot? 
The armed helicopters being used by 

Saddams' generals, to kill rebels, were the 
very helicopters General Norman 
Schwartzkopf gave them permission to use 
in the cease-fire negotiations. "They permit
ted armed helicopters to fly and ki ll people 
and shoot them," Ahmed Chalabi, an Arab 
Shi 'ite, told ABC News. "They were the 
most significant factor in the suppression of 
the uprising. They made it possible for 
Saddam to regroup his forces and launch a 
devastating couterattack with massive fire
power on the people. 

By April 1991 , the Iraqi upris ing was 
over and the military coup the Bush admin
istration hoped for against Saddam still had
n't happened. That, says Chalabi, is because 
Saddam has made himself "coup-proof." 

"He will do anything to survive," 
Chalabi said. "He anticipates what people 
will do to him. He has no compunction 
about destroying thousands of people if he 
feels that they pose the slightest danger to 
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him. He has done it in the past." 
Reali zing the Iraqi military wou ld not 

kill Saddam , Bush turned to the CIA. He 
was being critic ized for unfinished business 
in Iraq, as Saddam was still in control 
despite the devastation his military and 
arsenal took during the air and land war. So, 
in May 1991 , Bush signed a "presidential 
finding" authorizing the CIA to create con
ditions fo r the removal of Saddam. 

Plotting Saddam's Death 
The president 's finding was delivered to 

Frank Anderson, the CIA's Near East divi
sion chief. Anderson didn 't like the idea, 
and had no tactical plans for overthrowing 
or killing Saddam. He turned to John 
Rendon, a political consultant who hand led 
public re lations for the govern ment of 
Kuwait during the Gulf War. 

Records of Rendon 's involvement, 
obtained by ABC, show he spent more than 
$23 million in one year on anti-Saddam propa
ganda, which the CIA hoped would help create 
an environment in which some element in the 
Iraqi military might assass inate Saddam. 
Rendon produced videos and radio skits that 
ridiculed the dictator. There was im anti
Saddan1 comic book making rounds in Iraq. 

Meanwhile, in May 1992, Iraqi Kurds 
held elections for a new regional parliament 
in northern Iraq, an area protected against 
Saddam by allied aircraft enforcing the no
fly zone. Shortly after the e lections, leaders 
of fraq 's other religious and ethnic groups 
met with Kurds to discuss fo1ming a coali
tion government against Saddam. Chalabi 
brought the groups together and they 
formed a qu as i-parli amentary structure 
called the Iraqi National Congress (INC). 
The CIA started giving about $4 million in 
annual support to the INC. 

(top) Iraqi official stands beneath a marble falcon in one of his Baghdad palaces. The 
palace had lofty and domed halls with a maze of rooms and corridors. Deputy Prime 
Minister Tariq Aziz took foreign journalists on a tour of several palaces, on 19 Dec. 
1997, hoping to convince them Iraq is hiding no forbidden material in them. (above, left) 
In showing foreign reporters a dozen palaces, Deputy Prime Minister Aziz (right) joined 
Saddam in vowing that U.N. weapons inspectors will never enter the buildings. (above, 
right) This American missile, which says "Down Down U.S.A.," sits at the main gate of 
the al-Naser Palace, in Baghdad, built before the Gulf War. The missile reportedly hit the 
palace during the Gulf War but failed to detonate. 
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The CIA also began talking to General 
Adnan Nui, who once had a brigade in 
Saddam's special forces. He had been 
recruited into the INC and was exactly the 
kind of person Gen. Scowcroft and CIA 
officials thought mjght get Saddam. 

Chalabi and others in the Iraqi opposi
tion said they understood the CIA to be 
more ambitious, promising American sup
port in getting rid of Saddam Hussein. 

INC members say a CIA agent known as 
"Bob" became like a full member of their 
group, updating them with intelligence 
information and helping p lan INC opera
tions. "Bob" is credited by INC members 
with coordinating a series of meetings that 
brought feuding fac tions of the Iraqi oppo
sition together against Saddam. 

After rus election in November 1992, 
Pres. Bill Cl inton picked up where Bush left 
off, re-authorizing the presidential finding 
that kept the CIA working against Saddam. 

"Our view was, the United States would 
at least support us in our effort to do trus 
kind of operation as indeed they said they 
would," Chalabi told ABC. 

With encouragement from Washington, 
INC leaders began to build an army, trying to 
recruit disenchanted uruts from Saddam's 
own military. Chalabi traveled to Washlngton 
in November 1993 to tell CIA, State 
Department and Pentagon officials about an 
INC plan to mobilize troops from the north 
and the south to overthrow Saddam. 

In a meeting with Kurdish leader 
Talabani , Bob said the CIA agreed an attack 
by the opposition on Saddam's weakest 
army units in the north was a good step. 

Despite some opposition in the state 
departmeht, the plan for the INC offensive 
in the north continued forward. "Bob," 
Chalabi and Kurdi sh leader Massoud 
Barzani met to discuss the proposed attack. 

What Cowboy 11Bob" Said 
Chalabi told ABC News he received no 

U.S. support fo r the idea until October 
1994, when the CIA set up a permanent sta
tion in northern Iraq, staffed by three teams 
of officers. Anderson, the CIA's Near East 
division chief, told ABC he instructed rus 
officers to look for a coalition of forces that 
"might put us in a position to move forward 
against the Saddam regime." 

Saddam examines a letter concerning the 
U.N. weapohs inspection impasse from 
French President Jaques Chirac. The let
ter was delivered 4 Feb. 1998, by French 
special envoy Bertrand Dufourcq {left in 
photo). At SOF press time, it remained 
unknown whether Saddam would break 
down and allow U.N. inspectors access to 
eight disputed sites suspected of con
taining illegal weapons. 

Bob said "I am the envoy of the United 
States government and the representati ve of 
the U.S. president, and we have decided to 
change the regime in Baghdad," Barzani 
told ABC through a translator. 

In that meeting, opposition leaders told 
ABC, Bob promised air support in the event 
of a tank attack on the opposition trnops. 

"There might have been a cowboy out 
there exceeding his instructions," said 

Continued on page 72 

Draft-Dodging War Mongers Can't Win 
by Col. David H. Hackworth (Ret.) 

When Trent Lott was in rus early 20s, dying age during the 
Vietnam War. do you think the man ever led a rifle platoon across 
a bullet-swept field in Southeast Asia? No way. He was too busy 
leading cheers at Old Miss! 

Now the Republican Senate leader foams at the mouth with 
war talk and wants the United States to bomb Iraq into a sandy 
waffle. He has become the ultimate cheerleader of death and 
destruction. 

The White House from Clinton to his chief of staff to his 
national security adviser all are members of the same we-never
served-our-country-in-the-trenches club. In fact, most senior 
White House advisers belong to the same cozy anti-war elite. But 
baby, look at them now. 

1 reckon there's no one more dangerou than a fiftyish draft 
dodger-turned- Hawk. And that applies to Newt Gingrich and 
most of the congressional baby boomers now chanting "bomb, 
bomb, bomb," as well. 

Only 9 percent of today's members of congress have seen com
bat duty. Nor does a single one have a son or a daughter on a ship, 
in an aircraft or in a foxhole in the Gulf. They learned well from 
the Vietnam War that the ruling class makes the policy, but does
n' t execute it down where the bullets fly and the young die. 

The war they evaded has spooky parallels with the war that 
they want now: 

Borne of frustration - Ho Chi Minh then, j ust like Saddam 
Hussein now, wouldn't go away, continued to make trouble for all 
of his neighbors and wouldn' t heel to Uncle Sam's order. 

Bombs will do the job - In Vietnam, after a CIA controlled 
war fa iled, the Bomb Gang convinced the ignorant civi lians in 
charge that a bombing campaign would do the trick. Even though 
bombs alone failed to produced a winner in WWIT and Korea. The 
U.S. dropped more bombs on Vietnan1 than bo1h sides employed 
during WWII, and we still lost. During Desert Storm I, the Bomb 
Gang, who said they could win all by themselves and dropped 
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88,500 tons of bombs trying to prove it, still needed over 500,000 
warriors with bayonets at high port. Because at the end of the day, 
wars are always won by soldiers on the ground. 

No objective - No general in Vietnam knew what the objec
tive was. Today, there's not one clear attainable objective. If it's to 
neutralize Saddam's arsenal of weapons of mass destruction, fo r
get it. Perhaps air power could destroy every Weapons of Mass 
Destruction (WMD) plant and storage facility, but wbat would 
prevent Saddam from fiJling up l 0,000 gallon tankers with 
Anthrax, parkin g them on the Israeli border and blowing tnem 
when the wind was right? He still has Scuds that the fly-boy 
couldn 't touch during "The Storm" and crop dusters that can fly 
nap of the earth to Israel and Saudi Arabia. 

Fighting a war with the last war's tactics - In Vietnam, the 
U.S. refought WWII and lost. Now, our planners are preparing 
Desert Storm II with. the same gear and tactics used during the 
Gulf War. but without grunts on the ground. Saddam isn't a fool. 
He's learned - like the Viet Cong - and wi ll have many nasty 
new tricks to pull out of his gold braid-trimmed hat. 

Getting into a fight that you can' t win - War is like poker. You 
need to be smart, skillful and lucky to win. And anyone with a lick 
of common sense doesn' t get into a fight that he surely can ' t wi n. 
Sun Tzu, an ancient master of war, wrote "The good fighters of old 
put themselves beyond the possibilities of defeat, and then waited 
for an opportunity of defeating the enemy." As with Vietnam, con
gressional bluster will not cause Saddam to change spots. Neither 
wi ll airpower destroy all of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction. 
We could pummel him from the air for six months, but without the 
costly seiznre of Baghdad, Saddam w.ill still be the world 's num
ber one tormentor. 

Lott and his war chorus should chill out and spend an evening 
reading Sun Tzu to understand his bottom line: "The art of war is 
of vital importance to the state. It is a matter of life and death, a 
road either to safety or ruin?" 
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as Far as Yau t:an See 
Continued from page 39 

Marines don ' t use bipods, but I do. I had 
McMi ll an install an aluminum-alloy acces
sory rail to accept a sliding bandstop and the 
superb new Parker-Hale bipod wi th light
weight aluminum-alloy legs. This is nothing 
more nor less than a scaled-down version of 
the excellent Bren LMG Mid bipod. Its 
adjustable legs permit the command height 
(the distance from the ground to the center 
line of the barrel's ax is) to be varied from 
8.5 to 12 inches. The head can be swiveled 
and canted approximately 15 degrees in 
either direction without altering the leg 
position. The bipod, which has a spring
loaded, heavy-duty catch/release, attaches 
to a spigot on the front of the handstop, 

McMillan fiberglass A3 stock features an 
adjustable cheek piece and is equipped 
with QD-type sling swivels. This is the 
tactical rifle stock against which all oth
ers must be measured. 

All Chandler sniper rifles are shipped in a 
Pelican hard case, Other collateral equipment 
includes a black or brown National Match 
leather sling made by Turner Saddlery (DepL 
SOF, PO, Box 120, Clay, AL 35048-0120; 
phone: 205-680-9377; fax: 205-680-4250), 
Their slings are the standard by which others 
must be judged and the vast majority of com
petition centerfire match shooters use stings 
manufactured by Turner Saddle1y In addi
tion, you will also find in the Pelican case, as 
part of the Chandler sniper rifle package, a 
sniper's log book, a takedown tool and 
Craftsman torque wrench for the trigger 
guard screws (which should be tampered 
with a Little as possible), and a plastic-coated 
cleani ng rod with a 44-inch shaft made by 
the famous l Dewey Mfg, Co., Inc. 

Quality at this leve l is not inexpensive, 
Prices of the Chandler Sniper Rifle vary 
according to the scope selected. For further 
information contact Iron Brigade Armory 
Ltd, (Dept SOF, I 00 Radcliffe Circle, 
Jacksonville, NC 28546; phone: 910-455-
3834; fax: 910-346-1134) , Together with 
his brother, Roy E Chandler, Norm 
Chandler has authored a highly-regarded 
five-volume series on Marine Corps snip
ing, entitled Death From Afar, and a fasci 
nating authorized biographical memoir of 
Carlos Hathcock, entitled White Feather. 
All of these books are available from Iron 
Brigade Armory, Ltd, ~ 
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Leupold Tactical Scape 
Continued from page 38 

for a total of 63 minutes. 
My Leupold 4.5- I 4X40mm Tactical 

cope is equipped with a Mi l-Dot reticle pat
tern.Mil-dots were developed by the USMC 
in the late 1970s to assist Marine Corps 
snipers in estimating distances. It is now the 
standard reticle pattern with all branches of 
the U.S. Armed Forces. The term "mil-dot" 
comes from "mil " - a unit of angular mea
surement used in artillery and machine gun
nery and equal to 1/6,400 of a complete rev
olution - and the fact that the dots are 
spaced in 1 mil increments on the crosshairs. 
It should be made clear that the dots them
selves are not measured in mil increments, 
but rather in increments of MOA. Premier 
Reticles (who make these reticles for 
Leupold & Stevens) uses wire (or "mechan
ical") crosshairs onto which the dots are 
applied wet. Because of this, the dots cannot 
be made circular and are, thus, oval-shaped 
(with the long ax is oriented in the vertical 
position on the vertical crosshair and in the 
horizontal position on the horizontal 
crosshair). In this particular instance, the 
dots are actually a /::-mil in length (slightly 
longer than 3/4 MOA). In any event, the dis
tance between the dots is l4 mil and the cen
ter-to-center distance between them is exact
ly 1 mil as is the distance from the top (or 
bottom) of one dot to the top (or bottom) of 
the dot above or below (or to the right or 
left). There are also four thick posts at the 
edges of the field of view. 

The formu la for using the miJ-dot system is: 

Height or width of tarnet (in yards) X 1.000 = Distance (in yards) 
Height or width of target (in mils) 

All of my Leupold scopes are equipped 
with Butler Creek (M ichael's of Oregon 
Co., Dept. SOF, P.O. Box 1690, 1710 Red 
Soil Cowt, Oregon City, OR 97045; phone 
503-557-0536, ext. 160; fax: 503-655-7546) 
lens caps. They are the best available. For 
tactical rifles avoid the see-through types. 
Butler Creek also bas a glint screen system 
built into a front lens cap that I have 
installed on the Leupold 4.5-14X40mm 
Tactical scope. The Kil!Flash system used 
by Butler Creek is a honeycomb glint-sup
pressing screen with a highly speciali zed 
coati ng that eliminates the refl ection from 
the surfaces of lenses. The loss of light 
transmission is only 15%. 

On the battlefield, glint ki lls. Moshe 
Dayan, the famous Israeli general, lost his 
eye from the bullet of a sniper who caught 
the glare of his binoculars. During World 
War II, in the Battle of Stalingrad, Russia's 
top sniper, Vasili Zaitsev, won his famous 
three-day duel with Germany 's ace, Major 
Zossen, by looking for - and targeting -
the reflection from the German 's scope. 

- P.G.K. Y(' 
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There's a cultural war ra~in~ across America. Anti-~n media, 
politicians, educators and thou~ht police are stormin~ your 
values. Assaultin~ your freedoms. Killin~ your self-confidence. 
If you don't believe it, then why is the Second 
Amendment missin~ in your kid's·texthooks? 
Fi~t back Arm yourself with the coura~e of your convictions. 
Be proud of who you are and what you believe. Only then and 
only to~ether can we defy them 
and def end our way of lite. 
Join Me. Join Us. Join Today. 

ext. 928 EK Code 364657 
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flight Of The Red Dragon 
Continued from page 51 

ANC and the well-publicized atroc1t1es 
committed by the rebels. Only the uniforms 
were different ... I wonder if the people of 
the Congo might possibly find that the cure 
is as bad as the disease." 

Over the course of the next few days, 
Van de Waele's command and the Belgian 
paratroops would find many more massa
cred whites. During the Stanleyville opera
tion a total of approximately 2,000 forei gn 
nationals and 300 Congolese were evacuat
ed on 80 aircraft sorties . 

Postcript: Dragon Nair, 
The Assault On Paulis 

On the evening of 25 November, men and 
equipment were loaded at Stanleyville fo r 
Operation Dragon Nair (Black Dragon) -
the airborne and air-landing assault on 
Pauli s. Because of the success of Dragon 
Rouge, there were concerns that the Simbas 
would massacre whites held in other cities. 
Hoare 's 52cl Commando (a sub-unit of 5 
Commando) was already moving on · to 
Paulis after seizing Aketi on 24 November. 
At Aketi , the mercenaries had rescued 117 
adult Europeans and 17 children, who rep01t
ecl that Europeans held in Paulis were at ri sk. 

It was cleciclecl to launch a second air-

SPECIALIZED SHOTGUN ANlNlO 
"TERMINATOR-X" 12 Gauge 
Upon im pact, thl .e s lug mushrooms & expa nd s to nearly 2 
inches. Th i s expansion fo r ces dozens of tiny pel lets to 

s prea d out, o p e ning t h e area of impact equal to a softball. 

ORDER # G12-027 3 ' UN/TS PER PACK ............. ······ ···· ··· $12.99 

"ARMOR PIERCING" 12 Gauge 
Th is awesome round can pen etrate ca r doors , comm e rcial 
steel doors & most objects up t o 1/4" stee l plate. Th is 
s lug has a stee l penetrator that s lices th r ough metal like 
a hot kn ife through butter. (Cori'c be shipped co CA. NYC, & 

e urrOllndin0 burrough&.) 

ORDER# G12-001 .3 U NITS PER PACKAGE ..... ........... .. .. $18.99 

.. PIRANHA" 12 Gauge 
ihis round contains dozens of razor s harp stee l tacks & 
#12 shot that guarantees that ther e will b e no respo n se 

from the perpetrato r. Al:> s olute ly will n o t h a rm your a h o tgun. 

ORDER # G12-021 .3 U NITS PER PACKAGE ................ . .. $13.99 

.. FLECHETTE SHOT SHELLS" 12 Gauge 
A flechette is a 6 mall dart, c luste r ed in an exploe ive 
warhead. One uniqu e application of thie 1 1/2" Dart wa5 to 
load these in a 12 GA. she ll for taking out snipers hiding it1 

= thick brush or trees. (Can'c be 6 hlpped co CA. FL. or NYC a ddr-ee&es.) :.._-------<=C== ORDER # G12-015 .3 UN ITS P ER PACK AGE ........... . .. $14.99 

.. RHODESIAN JUNGLE ROUND" 12 Gauge 
ih is round is great fo r in home defense . ihe combination 
of several large pellets surrounded by smaller pellets 

al lows for double punching power to any unlucky intrude r . 

ORDER # G12-023 " UNITS P ER PACKA GE . .. . ...... ... ... .. ... $14.99 

.. MACHO GAUCHO .. 12 Gauge 
ihis round consists of two lead slu g s connecte d by flexible 
steel wire which whirls during flight creating a devastBting 

effect on your target. (Cannot be 5hlpped to Florida oddre:eeee.) 

ORDER # G12-018 .3 UNITS PER PACKAGE ... . . .. ....... ... ... $16 .99 

"EXPLODER" 12 Gauge 
ih is round has a finned s lug w ith a ho ll ow core for load ing 
combustible materials. D.O.i. reg s require the hollow cavity 
be shipped unloaded, allowing you to load t h e cavity. 

Instructions included. Cirn't be eo hippcd t a CA, FL. IL. or NYC 

ORDER # G12-012 .3 UNITS PER PACK AGE •• •••• •• •••• $18.99 

"DANIEL SABOT" 12 Gauge 
ihis super lethal round speeds to its target with 45'/., 
more velocity than a standar-d 12 GA round. M ore spe ed 

means more punch . 

ORDER # G12-009 "UNITS PE R PA CKAG E • .••• • •••••• •• $7.99 

CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY (MC, VISA, DISC, AM EX) ORDERS ONLY 1-870-881-8688 
FAX NUMBER 1-870-881-8686 CUSTOMER SERVICE 1-870-881-8488 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:~ ALLOW 2 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY • SORRY NO C.O.D.'s 

Add $6.50 S&H to all orders - plus an additional -$3.00 for orders to Canada. Other ••••••"".:'."':~~"".:, 
fo reign orders: add $12.00 for first item and $2.00 for each additional item 

SEND $4 FOR A 48 PAGE, COLOR CATALOG (FREE with an order) 

borne operation the 26th, on Paulis and 
Bunia, followed by a move overland to 
Watsa. Colonel Laurent, however, fe lt his 
troops were too tired and his force too small 
to accomplish simultaneous assaults and 
rescues: But he would hit Paulis on the 26th 
with two companies of paratroops. 

The flight to Paulis took only 52 minutes 
and at exactly 0600 the C-130s were over 
the fog-shrouded airfield. The lead aircraft 
overflew the drop zone and had to orbit, 
which alerted the Simbas. The fou r C-130s 
discharged their cargo. The last paratrooper 
out the door was shot in the chest, but the 
other 255 " red berets" landed safe ly. 
Because the 27 hostages massacred in 
Stanleyville were killed almost two hours 

Paracommandos set up their tactical 
operations center at Stanleyville airport's 
control tower; within 30 minutes had 
cleared field for rescue/resupply planes 
to land. 

after paratroopers on Chalk-] had hit the 
ground, Laurent ordered the 11th Para
Commanclo Company to proceed immedi
ately into Pauli s, while the 13th Para
Commanclo Company sei zed the airfield. 
Chalks 5, 6 and 7 began landing at 0640 
hours. By 0815 , almost 200 refu gees had 
gathered at the airport. 

They had a horrible story to tell : Two 
nights before, the Simbas had executed 21 
Belgians and 1 American. 

The victims were then thrown into the 
Bomokandi River. After the Simbas tortured 
him for nearly an hour, Joseph Tucker, an 
Assembly of Goel mi ssionary from 
Arkansas, was the first to die. Thirty-five 
others, including Tucker's wife and his three 
children, were rescued . By afternoon of the 
next day, Operation Dragon Noir had res
cued and evacuated 375 foreign nationals . 

Despite the presence of other Europeans 
at Bunia, Watsa, and Wamba, Laurent 's 
paratroopers were withdrawn from the 
Congo. Many debated that deci sion then, 
and have since, as the mercenaries went on 
to rescue further hostages and recover the 
bodies of more Simba victims. Some were 
no doubt slaughtered in retaliation for the 
assault on Stanleyville. When Wamba was 
taken nearly a month later, it was learned 
that 30 hostages had been killed during 
Operation Dragon Noir, with a total of 185 
white hostages killed since Dragon Rouge. 

Rob Kroft is an SOF senior fore ign cor
respondent. This two-part story on the res
cue of hostages during the Simba rebellion 
is excerpted.from his book, Great Raids. ~ 
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Gls In Gym Suits 
Continued from page 59 

SFOR's U.S. commanders have gone out of 
their way to make sure there is a defined 
distance between the two and that MPRI's 
personnel and training don't "threaten" their 
mission with "hot dog antics." 

"I am hurt," said a senior MPRI official, 
"both as an American and as a former soldier. 
We're made to feel like we're the problem. 
We are not permitted to have official meet
ings to discuss progress, training, etc. Many 
of the other SFOR contributing nations have 
no problem with MPRI or our program, but 
the U.S. Army seems to have it in for us." 

"I've heard it said that it is because of 
our training of the Bosnian Federation 
forces that SFOR has to remain in Bosnia," 
the MPRI official continued. "Because now 
they [the Federation] have the ability and 
weaponry to attack the Serbs." 

"I can tell you that even at this stage of 
training, after we've worked with six 
brigades of Federation troops, that the 
Federation could not hold up on its own in 
the field for more than 72 hours," SOF's 
MPRI source went on. 

Because of SFOR regulations, 
Federation forces are not yet permitted to 
conduct exercises with more than 500 per
sonnel at a time, according to MPRI. 

"That is one major stumbling block at 
this stage," SOF's source said, referring to 
the claim that the Federation is already a 
threat to peace in the region. "They have not 
had the ability to even train at brigade level." 

Corporate Soldiers Building A 
Balance Of Power 

Within MPRI itself there are also prob
lems that effect the efficiency of the mis
sion. Grumbling of "corporate bullshit" has 
sent many senior trainers and force-struc
ture experts packing at the end of their 
tours. While none of the MPRI trainers SOF 
spoke with over beers at "Texas," 
Sarajevo's only Tex/Mex restaurant, would 
elaborate on the exact nature of the prob
lems, they all agreed the somewhat high 
turnover was bound to effect continuity. 

"They ' re losing some of their best 
people because of all the red tape they 
wrap our work in," one disgruntled MPRI 
trainer told SOF. "I don't think I'll be 
back after my contract ends. The adminis
tration here knows there are serious prob
lems within the program, but when 
they're told about them they just shrug. 
No one wants to rock the boat. There's too 
much money at stake. " 

While sometimes portrayed as "merce
naries" by the popular press, most of the 
175 MPRI personnel in Bosnia are retired 
military with families. Each employee has a 
one-year contract, and salaries are negotiat
ed on an individual basis. MPRI's Allred 
said the company chooses applicants from 
its roster of nearly 5,000 former service per
sonnel based on need and expertise. None 
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of MPRI's trainers have gone through any 
additional training before being "deployed" 
to Bosnia. AU MPRI employees in Bosnia 
are billeted in private apartments or homes. 

Despite the problems and delays, howev
er, the MPRI program has provided main
stream Bosnian society with the one thing 
Western Europe failed to do: A sense of secu
rity, both economic and military, and a pro
fessional officer corps. As the society there 
develops out of the shambles it has become, 
this will be a greater source of stability than 
all the humanitari an handouts in the world. 

any lasting results . With physical power 
being the only yardstick that ruling fac
tions in th e Balkans always respect, 
"Stability Through Strength" becomes an 
essentia l ingredient to national recovery. 
With strong deterrent forces matched 
across the region , players on the political 
and economic field are much more likely 
to negotiate realistic and lasting solutions. 

Despite setbacks and comp lexities, it 
is in that arena that MPRI plays the lead
ing role . 

A high-level diplomat in Bosnia recent
ly compared the nation to a patient hospi
talized in critical care, and stated that on ly 
a long term commitment would achieve 

Based in Budapest, Chief Foreign 
Correspondent Mark H. Milstein is SOF 's 
man on the scene for Europe and the 
Middle East. ~ 

VECTAN POWDERS, one of the most respected powders 
in the world, are produced by Nobel Sport, founded in 
1688. These powders will be available in the United 
States beginning January 1998 exclusively through 
ADCO SALES INC. 

These quality powders feature: 
• High velocities • Popular prices 
• Low pressures • Extremely clean burns 

Shooters, Hunters and dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts, 
pick up your copy of this comprehensive manual. 
It will be invaluable as these world class powders 
become available in North America. 
ADCO ... alwavs setting new standards in the firearms industrv. 

ADCO SALES INC. 
4 Draper Street, Woburn, MA 01801 

(781 )935-1799 FAX:(781)935-1011 
97-10 www.adcosales.com 

¢Aoc~ 
NOBELSPORT® 

Nobel Sport is a trademark of Nobel Sport, Inc. Marketed in North America by ADCO Sales Inc. 
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Quality Grip Extensions 
for 

GLOCK 
--------- MODELS 26/27/28/29 & 30 ---------

Suggestell Retuil $9.95 

------ See your local dealer or for information contact: ------

PEARCE GRIP, INC. 
P.O. Box 187 

1-800-390-9420 
Bothell, WA 98041 

(425} 488-9497 

Star/i!Jht Systems is your one stop shopping center for the 

• latest Ni!Jht Vision, Personal Protection & SuITeillance 
products at the lowest prices in the industry! 

"Smart Technology" Complete line of Night Vision: 

Goggles 
Binoculars 

Rifle Scopes 
~~¥ Spotting Scopes 

~1\ <""":;;;,flll#~!';:);,IU 

Comprehensive line of Spy Gear: 

Covert Camera Audio & Video hidden in desk clock 
Countermeasures 

Covert Video Surveillance 
Personal Protection 

For FREE catalog call: 

1-888-SPY-8111 
(888) 779-8111 
(415) 588-3075 

Fax (415) 588-3062 

Only $299! 90 So. Spruce Ave., Ste. F 
So. San Francisco, CA 94080 

Modular System 

Micro Video 
Camera 

with pin-hole lens 
1-1 /2"x1-1 /2"x1-3/4" 

Surveillance Systems 

Start at $99! 

Precision On The Prairie 
Continued from page 35 

approach, observation and withdrawal. 
We then shot on steel silhouettes at 500, 

600 and 700 yards. After trudging back to 
the 100-yard line, we fired five head shots 
standing-to-prone in five seconds and five 
body shots standing-to-kneeling in five sec
onds. These are very real scenarios and cer
tainly 13- to 15-pound sniper rifles are not 
ideal for this type of shooting. However, as 
Clint frequently says, "No one cares." An 
operator with a rifle designed for maximum 
precision at 1,000 yards will probably be 
overwhelmed by a trained enemy with a tac
tical carbine at ranges under 100 yards. But, 
you must learn to make do with what you 
have, as you cannot generally carry an 
assortment of weaponry on the battlefield. 
Clint is correct for including close-range 
snap shooting in the precision rifle courses, 
as the average distance to contact on battle
fields throughout the world, in te1rnin of all 
types, is under 100 yards. 

That night we fired under low-level 
ambient light, road flares and vehicle head
lights - all very authentic Jaw-enforce
ment environments. This was followed by 
a night exercise in the Tower. Each team of 
two men was assigned two firing ports in 
the stairwell and a single pivoting target 
that appeared in a window in Thunderville 
for about three seconds. The target was 
illuminated by back light coming from a 
road fl are. The target appeared five times 
in about 30 minutes. One partner took the 
head shots, the other center-of-mass hits. If 
you took your eye off the scope's ocular 
for even a moment, the target was more 
than likely to appear in the window during 
that time frame. This very challenging drill 
duplicates scenarios all too often encoun
tered by law-enforcement SWAT teams. 

Friday morning of PR2 started with a 
stalk with our rifles and gear from Thunder 
Ranch's entrance gate to the Tower, a dis
tance of approximately 2.5 miles. We had 
2.5 hours to slap the wall of the Tower unde
tected. After that each student had to fire 
one shot from the fourth floor of the Tower 
at a steel si lhouette approximately 550 
yards away. In the afternoon, we continued 
our long-range shooting on steel silhouettes 
at ctistances of 800, 900 and 1,000 yards. 
PR2 ended with a field exercise in which we 
had to locate four steel-silhouette, knock
down-type targets at unknown ranges (vary
ing from 100 to 200 yards) by means of a 
compass. 

There are few facil ities that can even 
come close to the quality provided by 
Thunder Ranch. The instruction is superb 
and students are pushed to the very limits of 
their physical and mental capabilities. A 
training certificate from Thunder Range 
indicates achievement respected by law
enforcement and military small-arms 
authorities throughout the world. ~ 
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SPECOl's' Doom Buggy 
Continued from page 43 

mobile off-road platfo1m. Lessons learned 
from the JTEV wi ll be used to fully develop 
the R-STAY. The R-STAV is being pro
cured and purposely designed fo r the 
Marine Corps' V-22 Osprey aircraft. 
Compatibility testing between the JTEV 
and V-22 was recently conducted at the 
Patuxent Ri ver Naval Air Test Center, in 
Maryland. 

Rangers Hardly left Out 
The U.S. Army Ranger regiments 

recently completed delivery of the Ranger 
Special Operations Vehicle, or RSOY. The 
RSOV program began in 1989 resulting 
from the Rangers' requirement to replace 
the aging M 151 heavily modified jeep 
with roll cages, bigger tires and improved 
suspension. The requirements demanded a 
vehicle that was transportable over a wide 
variety of aircraft (including helicopters) 
whi le still being able to carry a substantial 
payload. Three vehicles were tested: the 
Land Rover Defender 90; Land Rover 
Defender 110; and the AM General 
HMMWV or "Hummer." The Land Rover 
Defender l l 0 was selected as the new 
RSOV and is now the primary ground
mobi lity system for the 75th Ranger 
Regiment. 

The RSOY is a Land Rover 110 
designed to specifically meet the needs of 
the Ranger mission. It is a light, diesel
powered, all-wheel-drive unit with stan
dard transmission which flawlessly per
forms the following function s: weapons 
carrier, command and control and medical 
evacuation. The RSOV has a gross weight 
of 6,860 pounds with a payload of 3,000 
pounds. The RSOV can be transported 
inside a C-5A Galaxy, C-1 41 Starli fter and 
C-130 Hercules. In addition, it can be fer
ried internally in the CH-47 Chinook and 
the MH-53J Pave Low III helicopters . 

The weapons canier variant was fi eld
ed in 1991 and 1992. The command-and
control and medical-evacuation versions 
were fielded in 1993. The weapons carrier 
variant provides a platform for the Mk 19 
MOD 0 40mm automatic grenade launch
er, the M2 HB .50-caliber heavy machine 
gun or the 7.62x54mm M240 GPMG. The 
medical carrier provides four-litter evacu
ation capabilitv and the command and 
control - or c2 vehicle - provides com
mand and control-communications on 
multiple- tactical radio nets. 

The Rangers have deployed the RSOV 
;n a wide variety of operational scenarios 
and the vehicles have performed superbly. 
The vehicle is expected to have a 15-year 
life and there are no plans to replace the 
RSOV in the foreseeable future. 

Joel Paskauskas, fl, is a photojournalist 
residing in the Southeastern United States. 
This is his first article for SOF. ~ 
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ej) PANTHER PRODUCTIONS el) 
'--~\ MARTIAL ARTS TRAINING VIDEOS ;_~ 

FREE CATALOG 
IA"' *OVER 1,000 DYNAMIC TRAINING VIDEOS FEATURING f;\. ALL MARTIAL ARTS FIGHTING SYSTEMS! LEARN AT 

~ -;:J. HOME FROM THE WORLD'S GREATEST MASTERS, 
, . ..-. · CHAMPIONS, AND HAND· TO·HAND EXPERTS! 

- "PANTHER ... THE WORLD'S LEADER SINCE 1982" 

TO ORDER AND PREVIEW TITLES - www.panthervideo.com 
TO E-MAIL OR REQUEST A CATALOG- panther@rsabbs.com 

1010 CALLE NEGOCIO •SAN CLEMENTE, CALIFORNIA 92673 
Outside U.S. Call 1-714-498-7765 •FAX 1-714-492-7533 

REFUGEE RELIEF 
INTERNATIONAL INC. 

The end of the "evil empire" 
has not solved all of the world's problems. The 
Karens, after a 40-year struggle against succes
sive tyrannies in Burma, are now refugees in dire 
straits in Thailand. The medical situation in 
Cambodia is a disaster. The Black Creoles on the 
east coast of Nicaragua are no better off. And so 
on. RRI is trying to help, but we need your help. 

Medical supplies of most types are still urgent
ly needed. We can't handle bulky equipment, 
items that have to be locked up or refrigerated. 
Checks and money orders are welcome. None of 
the funds collected go for staff salaries or other 
administrative expenses. 

All donations are tax deductible. Put a pack
ing list with name and address of donor with each 
package. RRI is #1013 on the 1997 Combined 
Federal Campaign National List. Be sure to des
ignate your gift for RRI. 

Please send letters and checks to: 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

P.O. Box 693, Boulder, CO 80306 

Please send UPS and other packages to: 
REFUGEE RELIEF INTERNATIONAL 

c/o SOF Warehouse, 5735 Arapahoe Ave. 
Boulder, CO 80303 

ALTERNATIVE 
INCREASES YOUR PERFORMANCE & STRENGTH 

PREVENTS EXHAUSTION & MUSCLE BREAK DOWN 

100% Natural, No side effects! 

Creatine Monohydrate has legendary status among pro· 
fessional firefighters bodybuilders and alhletes for gain· 
ing size and power by improving your body's metabolic 
chemistry. Athletes who take Creatine gain over 5 lb of 
lean muscle mass ancl'lose over 2 lb of body fat, all in just 
6 weeks. 

SIX WEEKS SUPPLY for only $24.95 + S/H 

order#: SF4-10101 
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ELECTRIC LOCK PICK 

lock picks are grossly overpriced. 
Enter the E100HO by SouthOrd. Ma
chined aluminum construction and a 4.5 volt 
m~tor combine with precision, durability and fac
tory support to bring you the greatest value in the industry. In
cludes four picking needles, three tension tools, and adjustment 
wrenches. E100HO (assemt;ed) • $179.95 

AUTO 
WEDGIE 

For police officers, repo 
people, wrecker drivers, auto repair 

E100HO Kit· $99.95 

shops, car dealers, and anyone who 
needs to open a vehicle, this tool that we fondly 
call "The Auto Wedgie", is about all you'll ever need. 
Forget about spending hundreds of dollars on specialty tools, 
bent wire devices, jigglers, tryout keys and so on. This "wonder 
tool", by SouthOrd, opens. just about every car, van, and small 
truck on the road-even the new models that are immune lo a 
slim jim. We know it all sounds just too good to be true-but buy 
one, and you will be a believerl The set comes complete with a 
Slide Rod, and a Nylon Wedge for compromising convertibles. 
SJW-3 $79.95 

SAP 
GLOVES 

I love these gloves-used 
them for years! They're great protec-
tion when climbing fences during a foot 
pursuit, just riding your 'cycle, or protect· 
ing your knuckles when some cowboy decides to run his face 
into theml Each glove has 8 oz of powdered lead embedded in 
the knuckle area. Discreet protection. State size when ordering. 
0-100 (deerskin) $69.95 pr. 0-50 (cowhide) $39.95 pr. 

BRASS 
KNUCKS 

A blast from the past' These "1928" knuckle dusters take us 
back to the days of prohibition, black sedans, and "Tommy" guns. 
They look great just laying on your desk, holding down those 
important papers. And believe it or not, they are so slick that 
many of our cus tomers have used them to make foot pegs for 
their Harleys! 
KNB (brass) $13.50 each; $24.40 per pair 
KNA (aluminum) $8.00 each; $14.50 per pair 

SOUTHORD ~ 
RECON FIGHTER ~ 
Ok guys, if you like a fighting kn ife that's built like a Hummer, 
we've got one for ya! This beauty is heavy-and heavy duty. All 
stainless steel construction with checkered rubber handles. The 
feel reminds me of my old S& W 66 with the Pachmyers-it's 
rugged, reliable, and it won't let me downl Believe it-once you 
buy one of these "picks", you' ll never let it gal Comes complete 
with a Web sheath. Overall length, eight and one quarter inches. 
KN-2n $29.95 

~SOUTHERN 
~ORDNANCE 
THE SOUTHERN ORDNANCE CATALOG · loaded wrth hard to find items 
- Locksmith Toots, Pellet Riffles, Crossbows, Swrtchblades, Transmitters, 
Bug Detectors, Books, and Videos, Boxing EquipmenL Police Supplies and 
Much, Much, Much More' Only $5.00 or FREE with any order. 

CHECK, MONEY ORDER. VlSA. MASTERCARD. AMERICAN EXPRESS. OPTIMA 

WARNING: Chock Slate and Local laws. Must be 18 years or older to order 

www.southord.com 
e· mail : sales@southord.com 

P.O. Box 279 • Babson Pali<, FL33827 

CALL (941) 638-2499 • FAX (941) 638·2486 
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Lethal llssets 
Continued from page 47 

produce a viable deten-ent in answer to a 
poss ible Israelj nuclear attack." 

The man who has come c losest to 
unfolding what Saddam had been trying to 
achieve in BW is Dr. Richard Spertzel. It 
was Spertzel who ventured that because the 
U.N. devoted so little effort to Saddam's 
BW program, the Iraqis eventually became 
over-confident. "Perhaps they did not 
believe that sampli ng would take place," he 
told a symposium on BW in Washjngton, 
D.C., recently. 

Dr. Sperzel maintains Iraq had been par
ticularly skillful at using disinformation tech
njques to twist seemingly trivial events to its 
political advantage. In 1994, for example, 
UNSCOM conducted a biological audit at 
the Al Hakam faci ljty in whlch samples were 
collected from fermentors and other equip
ment at various locations withl n the site. 
Sewers and septic systems were also tapped. 

The sampling, he says " took place at a 
time when we were tryi ng to persuade the 
Iraqis to acknowledge their past BW pro
duction activities, including the role of the 
Al Hakam plant. Yet Iraq tried to convince 
some members of the UN Security Counci l 
that there was nothing in UNSCOM's alle
gation by claiming that we had 'sampled all 
over Al Hakam including the to ilets ' and 
found no evidence of mi sdeeds." 

Later the same month, an inspection at 
the plant obtai ned samp les providing the 
fi rst positive indication that Iraq was mak
ing a small particle size Bacillus thuringien
s.is (BT) product lackjng pesticide activity. 
This was incongruous fo r a faci lity that was 
supposed to be produci ng state-of-the-art 
pesticides. It was a turnjng point, even 
though BT is a legi timate product. 

Asked whether UNSCOM took samples 
to confirm that the microbial agents declared 
by Iraq were present (or, rather, tended to 
identify undeclared BW agents that might 
be present in the samples) Dr. Spertzel said 
that both approaches were used. 

The U.N. had not tested samples for 
every possible microbial pathogen; instead 
the organization tended to look fo r the stan
dard list of BW agents and for very good 
reason, Dr. Spertzel said . 

There was clearly a limi t to how much 
testi ng could be done without produci ng 
some sort of result, he slid. "The commis
sion could not afford to make repeated alJe
gations about illicit BW agent production 
that was not corroborated by sampling and 
analysis. After several negative results, the 
commission would lose all cred ibili ty with 
the U.N. Securi ty Council. " Thi s was obvi
ously what Baghdad was waiting fo r. 

What is of serious concern to the West is 
that it is not impossib le that Iraq could 
employ a free agent to do its dirty work. Or 
Saddam could pay someone to take a pack
age across. 

Even in the United States, some nutheads 

have experimented with biological agents. In 
1995, members of a Minnesota militia group 
were convicted for the possession of 1icin 
whlch they had produced themselves for use 
in retaliation against local government offi
cials. A year later, an Ohio man with connec
tions to an extremist group was able to obtain 
bubonic plague cultures through the post. In 
both cases, it mattered little that there was a 
good chance innocent family members 
would die along with intended targets. 

During my own visit to Beirut, in mid-
1997, I was told by contacts who had close 
links with Pasdaran elements in the Beka' a, 
that the Sudan government had recently taken 
an unusual interest in biological weapons. 

Last November, a report in the Paris
based Al-Wa1an Al 'Arab claimed the 
Sudanese Peoples Jihad had, with the sup
port of the Iranian-based Saudi Islamicist 
billionaire Osama bin Laden, built a chemi
cal and bacterial factory in the Khartoum
Balui suburb of Kuhar. 

By implication, Iran is involved in both 
events, though it's difficult to put something 
on the table to prove it. 

Our Kids, Or Theirs? 
Regardless, the si tuati on forc es the 

West to consider the most frightening sce
nario of a ll - the potential attack on an 
American city. 

The reality of such a situation is that while 
terrorists can often be implicated by associa
tion with state sponsors (Iraq, Iran, Syria, 
No1th Korea, Libya and others), the quantum 
of proof we would require before responding 
to such a perceived linkage is, as things stand 
now, unacceptably hlgh. Consider, for exam
ple, the forensic difficulty in assigning 
responsibility for the tragic attack on Pan Am 
Fight 103 that exploded over Lockerbie, in 
1988. We have a pretty good idea who was 
responsible. But proof is not irrefutable. And, 
it looks like it will remain that way, at least 
until Libya 's Qadaffi cooperates, or is 
removed from office. 

T he United States has warned these 
countries often enough that any chemical 
or biological attack on the West would 
result in unequivocal nuclear reta li ation. 
But , as we have seen, some of these coun
tries have become pretty adept at covering 
their tracks. Also, does one wipe out the 
c ities of those cou ntries highest on the 
suspect li st on the basis of hearsay or 
un substantiated inte lli gence? Such a 
proposition wou ld be as extreme as the 
actions of those attempting to murder mil
lions of people usi ng germ agents. 

Sadly, the suspects rarely takes such mat
ters into consideration. Rationahty is not the 
preserve of those who strap explosives to 
their bodies in order to make a point. 

As one U.N. observer noted, "basically, 
it comes down to choice. And at some time 
or another we ' re going to have to make it: 
their children or ours?" 

Al J. Venter, a regular SOF contributor 
for much of the past quarter-century, 
resides in Washington state. ~ 
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I Was There 
Continued from page 27 

A Matebele scout chased down the escapee 
and secured him before he made the hill. 

At 0430 we reached the base of the hill 
and set up our mortars. I told Baughman 
that during the attack he'd accompany me 
with the assault group since he'd nearly 
drooled earlier at the prospect of getting 
"real combat footage." 

At 0455 the first mortar round impacted 
the hilltop, Wandell adjusting fire as HE 
rounds started ripping up the real estate. But 
there was no return fire . 

The Terrs bad vanished. 
Back at Lupane I finally got rid of 

Baughman. 
With the help of Acom, the special

branch cop, I got Joint Operations Center, at 
Wankie, to send over someone to police up 
J. Ross. Shortly, an Islander aircraft touched 
down and the JOC 21C and an SB rep. col
lected him and flew away. The cord was 
mercifully cut. 

Not quite. 
A week later a signal came in to me from 

the Brigade Commander. "Report to 
Brigade tomorrow. Out." 

The colonel questioned me about my 
knowledge of any skull-bashing by my 
troops at Sipepa. I informed him that the 
sole incident involved Baughman, not any 
of my men. 

Once again, the bitter memory of J. Ross 
was laid to rest and I focused on my 
Stateside R & R. 

But upon my return to Rhodesia, the 
feces bad hit the fan, and the stains were 
everywhere, particularly on me. 

For bis "combat tour" photo portfolio, J. 
Ross Baughman, bad talked some of the 
troops at Sipepa into posing with a group of 
Terrs in the lean-and-rest position, with a 
sergeant holding a pistol on them. Others 
were asked to put a noose around the neck 
of a teenaged Terr, with the rope's end in the 
band of an ominous background horseman. 

The final photo de guerre was of 
Lieutenant Graham Baillie posed in the 
foreground, holding bis baton, his apparent 
African "victim" on the ground to bis rear. 

Terrified of world opinion, the Rho
desians went ballistic. After my thorough 
world-class ass-chewing at army HQ, I was 
advised that, while I could stay on, my 
effectiveness as a commander would be 
seriously impaired. 

I decided to resign my commission. 
When I returned to the United States, 

Baughman's photos, via AP, had hit the 
international wires and caused a stir. I 
phoned Robin Moore who informed me that 
the pictures and accompanying prose had 
garnered a Pulitzer nomination. 

Good news, however, wasn't far beyond 
the horizon: The professional photographers 
of the Overseas Press Club, in NYC, raised 
doubts about the photos' authenticity and 
Baughman's conduct. ~ 
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Gathering War Clouds 
Continued from page 63 

Robert Pelletreau, who was the senior state 
Department official for American policy in 
the Persian Gulf. 

Alona Again, Naturally 
On the morning the offensive was to 

begin, opposition leaders say, the CIA deliv
ered a message, via a White House cable, 
telling them they were on their own. 

"The United States will not support his 
operation militarily or in any other way," 
the White House cable read. 

Barzani and other opposition leaders 
were shocked. "I said, 'I don't understand.' 
Perhaps the Americans speak two different 
languages," Barzani told ABC. "They tell us 
one thing, then send us a message telling us 
another. It was all lies." 

Despite the White House cable, the INC 
attack proceeded. Within four weeks the 
offensive collapsed. The CIA stopped work
ing with Iraq's opposition completely, turn
ing its full attention to Saddam's generals 
instead. 

In January 1996, the CIA's covert opera
tion moved to Amman, Jordan, under the 
direction of then-CIA director John Deutch. 
The CIA paid $6 million to former Iraqi mil
itary officers to plan a coup. Members of the 
accord quickly blew their cover, however, 
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and even held a news conference in February 
1996 to announce their secret intentions. 

The CIA went forward anyway, with 
"covert" plans for a coup that Iraqi intelli
gence and Saddam Hussein surely had full 
knowledge of. The CIA smuggled special 
communications equipment from Amman 
into Baghdad, which ended up in the hands 
of Saddam. 

On 26 June 1996, Saddam began arrest
ing more than 800 military officers thought 
to be plotting with the CIA. At least 30 were 
executed. 

In the north, the Kurds were fighting 
among themselves. The INC - once a uni
fied force against Saddam - was beginning 
to fragment from internal strife. The CIA 
was merely observing, and Saddam's army 
was stationed just across the Zaab River, 
which marks the southern border of the area 
protected by allied forces . 

like Ducks In A Pond 
In August 1996, while Clinton was busy 

campaigning for re-election, U.S. intelli
gence detected Iraqi military movement 
toward the Zaab and the city of Irbil, the 
headquarters of the Iraqi opposition. On 31 
Aug., Saddam's forces reached Irbil. 

Only days before Saddam's attack, all 
CIA agents moved out. 

"Everybody was waiting for the 
American fighters," one Iraqi opposition 
leader told ABC News. 

The United States did nothing, and the 

Iraqi opposition was left to fend for itself. 
Two trucks loaded with opposition soldiers 
were taken by Saddam's army, and more 
than 150 of them were thrown into a ditch 
and shot. 

The only response, as ordered by Clinton, 
was a cruise missile attack on Iraqi radar 
installations 500 miles to the south of Irbil. 
Clinton explained his strategy was part of a 
larger plan to keep Saddam in a box and limit 
his ability to threaten neighbors. 

Super Saddam 
By now, the message was clear for any 

Iraqi opponents of Saddam: The United 
States doesn't care much what Saddam does 
to Iraqis inside his own border. Saddam 
seems fortified by every Iraqi he has killed. 

His own army seems unlikely to turn on 
him, no matter how badly defeated in war. 

"The truth is that Saddam Hussein now 
is stronger than he was since the invasion of 
Kuwait. He is defiant and transcendent, and 
he is dangerous," Chalabi told ABC News. 

So Clinton wants to bomb Iraq again, in 
order to "weaken" Saddam. The bombs, 
Clinton said in an address to the nation on 
17 February, cannot destroy all of Saddam's 
lethal arsenal. However, the president says, 
they can leave him "significantly worse off 
than he is now." 

If history repeats itself, that's not true. 
Saddam may be living proof that what 
doesn't kill a man only makes him stronger 
- rais ing the nagging question, why? ~ 
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USICORP 
P.O. Box SF2052 Melbourne, FL 32902 

COD'S OK 

S&K Labs .............. ... .. ......... 74, 76 
Silver Creek ....... .. ............... .... ... 74 
Silverman's ..... ................... .. .... .. 74 
Skyline Technology .................. 74 
SOF Back Issues .. .. ............. 19, 65 
sos ............. .. .... ......................... 75 
Southern Ordnance ...... .............. 70 
Starlight Systems .. ... ............ ..... 68 
Starline Brass ....... ... ...... ..... .. ... .. 64 
Steve Arnold's Gunroom .......... 21 
Stor-Tite Containers .. .. ....... .... ... 29 
Taurus ............................... Cover 2 
Threat Response Systems .... 13-16 
U.S. Cavalry ..... .. ............... .. ...... 75 
USI Corp ..... .... .. .. .......... .... .. ...... 76 
Zak Tool .............. ... ............. .. .... 73 

ADVERTISING POLICY: Publication of 
any advertisement in Soldier Of Fortune 
Magazine is not an endorsement of the 
advertiser of the product(s) or service(s) 
advertised, either by SOF Magazine or by 
the Editor and Publisher. 
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17 April 98 

2 June 98 
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October 12 June 98 25 August 98 

November 17 July 98 29 Sept 98 

December 14 August 98 27 October 98 

On·llne: www.sofmsg.com/med/sklthtml 

CABLE DESCRAMBLER 
KIT-$14.95 

See all the premium and 
pay-per-view channels. 

Why pay hundreds more? 
800-752-1389 

rn11:CM :CUNTl\Y 

~ 
20 big acres in WESTERN MONTANA, starting at 
$19,950.00. Trout fi shing, backpacking, camping, Elk, 
deer, moose, bear. ADJACENT to National Forest, near 
established towns. Yellowstone and Glacier National Parks 
nearby. GUARANTEED ACCESS, INSURED TITLE, 
WARRANTY DEED. FREE color brochure, photos, maps. 

FULL MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
"Video Available" 

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-592-5990 
TREASURE STATE RANCHES 

210 Miiwaukee Streat, Dept. S 
Dear Lodge, Montana 59722 - (406) 846-1000 

APPAREL 
" DON'T TREAD ON ME - 2ND AMENDMENT" 
T shirt. Menacing rattler entwined around a BOLD 
2 on a quality gray T. $15.00 + $3.00 S&H. Sizes 
to XXL Add $3.00 for larger sizes. Bob Shula, PO 
Box 129, Brackney, PA 18812. 

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 
QWEB™ MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE -
Paladin Press has been described as "the most 
dangerous press in America." Millions of satisfied 
readers disagree. Outrageous and controversial 
books and videos on firearms, exotic weaponry, 
new identity, creative revenge, espionage and 
investigation , privacy, personal freedom, action 
careers, and morel To order our 80-page catalog 
describing over 800 titles, send $2.00 to: Paladin 
Press, Box 1307-8AQK, Boulder, CO 80306, (800) 
392-2400, e-mail service@paladln-press.com. 
Visit our Web site at www.paladin-press.com . 

WHO KILLED KENNEDY? Assassination research 
materials; Videocassettes, photographs, books, 
unpublished manuscripts. Catalogue : $3.00. COL
LECTOR'S ARCHIVES ; Box 2, Beaconsfield , 
Quebec. H9W 5T6 (Canada). 

V' MILITARY/INFO PUBLISHING. Thirty unique 
books on Military Science and 1600+ manuals. 
Catalog $5.00: Military/ Info, P.O. Box 27640-SF, 
Golden Valley, MN 55427 
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SURVEILLANCE 
COUNTERSURVEILLANCE 

Electronic Devices 

• Hidden Video Cameras 
•Smallest Pinhole Board Cameras 
• Voice Changer • Micro Recorders 

• Bug and Phone Tap Detectors 
• Shotgun Mies • 10 hour Telephone 
Recording System $13900 • 16 Hour 

Telephone Recorder $19900 
•Telephone Scramblers 

• Vehicle Tracking System 
•Much More ... 

Catalog $500 

SPY OUTLET 
P.O. Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226 

(716) 695-8660 I 691-3476 

PONDEROSAPRODUCTS 
MRE'S (Meals Ready to Eat) with heaters 
$57/12 assorted $53/12 (10 cases or more) 
MRE Entrees (Assorted) $125/72 
HEATERMEALS $60/12 Assorted 
CFP 90 Combat Backpack (new) $200 
USGI Kevlar Camo Helmet $100 
USNAVY Life Preserver (new) $30 
15% PEPPER SPRAY 3/4 oz. $12 

Send $2 for catalog 
PONDEROSA SPORTS & MERCANTILE 

6854 Highway 55 (208· 793-3121) 
Horseshoe Bend, Idaho 83629 

Visa MC. Discover check. MO 

LOST DOCUMENTS REPLACED 
SEND $2.00 for 8-PAGE CATALOG 

MILITARY AWARDS I CERTIFICATES I MEDALS 
UNIVERSITY I COLLEGE I HIGH SCHOOL 
FOR ENTERTAINMENT & COLLECTORS 

Couch Potato Publishing 
443 FOX RUN DRIVE, BLUE RIDGE, GA 30513 

QWEB™ SOLDlllll OF FOll'fUNll llUSSIAI 
Collectors item, published in Moscow. Various 
months. Invaluable resource for researchers , mili
tary and intelligence professionals. Printed in 
Russian only. $5.00 each/3 for $12. Overseas, add 
$10 for Priority Mail. SOF Back Issues, 5735 
Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, CO 80303-1340. 
www.sofmag.com 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES AND MILITARY 
MANUALS. Combat Skills, Weapons, Tactics, 
NBC, more. Catalog $5.00. llPD/ACCP, Box 1237, 
Alpine, TX 79830 

BECOME A PUBLISHED AUTHOR. 75-year tra
dition of quality book publishing, promotion, distri
bution . "Author 's Guide to Subsidy Book 
Publishing" 1-800-695-9599. 

300,000 Volts Stun Gun 
Taka Down In One Second. 

Moot PoworfUI Stun Oun Available! 
One Year Werranty.10 Days Dellvery. Also 
Pepper Bleatera & More. FREE Catalogue. 
Order Online at http://www.11femarketcom 
Send NOW only s45, n + 5.11 s. & H. to: 

8111'8~Co,113 N. ~St. 366SF, Rockvlo MclD!iO 

I 1-800 5At:1-8521 

I'll MAKE YOUR ... 

WAIST TIGHTER 
THAN A NEW BOOT! 

Over 30 Miiiion 
Atlas Students Worldwldal 
ONLY 15 MINUTES A DAVI 
• No weights • No barbells • No gym fees 
Big and powerful mueclee FASTI 
Money Back Guarantee. For 
Info kit on rrry 'Atlee' COUl'H, 

send name and address 
with $2 for postage and 
handling to : 

GLOBAL COMMUNICATION§ 
DIGITAL VOICE* DATA* FAX 

http://www.cdradios.com 
Setelllte Warehouse, Tucson, AZ 
520-792-9429 Fax: 520-624-1629 

CABLE T.V. 
DESCRAMBLERS 

AND TEST CHIPS 

All major brands. 
30-day money back guarantee. 

I -year warranty. 

JCS ELECTRONICS 
1-800-579-3285 

FREE CATALOG of politically incorrect books. 
Send $1.00 for postage. Bohica Concepts, Dept. 
SOF, POB 546, Randle, Washington 98377 

ARM YOURSELF. POCKETSIZE U.S. CONSTITU
TION and Declaration of Independence. Only 
$5.95, Dorseygor Press, 1305-C North Main Street, 
Ste 140A, Summerville, SC 29483 

V' SOLDlllll OF FOllTUNll Magazine Binder. 
Holds 12 issues, $12.00 plus $4.00 P&H. VISNMC 
accepted . No CODs. SOF BINDER, PO Box 693, 
Boulder, CO 80306. 
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PHOTO l.D. CARDS 
Birth Certificates 

High School Diplomas 
College Degrees 

Trade School Diplomas 
Martial Arts Certificates 

Investigator, Security Certificates 
Marriage, Divorce Certificates 

Much Morel 
Call Now! FREE BROCHURE! 

1-702-471-4444 
M.P.C. 

• No weights • No barbells • No gym fees 
Big and powerful muacle• FAST! 
Money Back Guarantee. For 
Info kit on my "Atlae" courae, 
send name and address 
w~h $2 for poSlage and 
handling to: 

Charles Atlas, Ltd. 
P.O. Box'D' 
DeptSF1 
Madison Sq. Station 
New York NY USA 101 

HAU EN lf OIUHNG 
SElll7H~E CEN'l'llE 

To some, survival is merely a • term; at Baden we make our 
own terms for survival. Baden K-9 offers the 
ultimate training faclllty for tactical K·9s. 
We train for live theatre deployment. No 
sporting dogs. No excuses. Trained adults 
and pups. From the jungles of Cambodia to 
the streets of New York City, our dogs have 
proven their courage and endurance time 
and again. Phone 905·562·3095 or fax 905· 
562·4242. All clients and inquiries are kept 
secure and with the strictest of confidence. 

Advanced - Hardcore· Training program, special· 
ly designed for Special Forces and Police SWAT 
teams. Complete 1 year program · covers Power 
Training, Speed Training, Periodization, Nutrition, 
Grip Strength Training, Circuit Training, Plyometrics, 
Mental Attitude. Very Motivational! Send $10.00 to 
Extreme Power, PO Box 1370, Pearl City, HI 96782 

FREE NEWSLETIER: Military/CIA operative 
exposes New World Order. Black Helicopters. 
"Extraterrestrials/UFOs". Books/tapes unavailable 
elsewhere on global conspiracies: 1 ·800·700·4024. 

TERRORISM PLUS RELIGION times discontent 
equals New America described in Jeremiah: 
Terrorist Prophet, a Forge novel by Michael A. 
Smith. http://members.aol.com/msmith8192 
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FS BOOK COMPANY 
P.O. BOX 417457, DEPT SF 

SACRAMENTO, CA 95841-7457 
Free Shipping! Fast Service! 
How to Get Anything on Anybody ........ ..... $30 
The Whole Spy Catalog, 448 pages ........... $45 
Divorce Tactics for Men ........................... $20 
The Anarchist Cookbook ........................... $30 
Get Even: Complete Book of Dirty Tricks $20 
Homemade Guns & Homemade Ammo ... $15 
The Poor Man's James Bond #1 , or #2 .... $30 
Ragnar's Book of Homemade Weapons .. $25 
Privacy, How to Get It, How to Enjoy It.... $18 
Ask Me No Questions, I'll Tell You No Lies .. $17 
How to Avoid a Drunk Driving Conviction .. $15 
Secrets of a Super Hacker ......................... $20 
Check Fraud lnvestigation ......................... $17 
Counterfeit l.D. Made Easy ........................ $16 
The 211 Book .... $17 Drug Testing At Work .. $17 
Never Say Lie ..... $20 Armed Defense .... $17 
The Rip-off Book ... $15 New ID In America ... $17 
The Outlaw's Bible ... $20 The Paper Trip .. $17 
Reborn in The U.S.A .. $16 1.D. By Mail .... $20 
Ditching Your Debts .... $15 Free Space .. . $15 
How to Buy Land Cheap ............................ $15 
WE SPECIALIZE IN DRUG EDUCATION BOOKS 
MANY CENSORED TITLES WE CAN'T LIST! 
FAX 1-916-771-4201 FS Catalog ....... $2 

Adults Only! CA Res. Add 7.75% 
Air Mail Delivery (USA) Add $3 Per Book. 
All Orders Are Shipped In A Plain Package. 
Add A $3 Pro. Fee On Credit Card Orders. 

Credit Card Orders 1-800-635-8883 
Customer Service 1-916-771-4203 

24,000 Titles www.fsbookco.com 
SERVING YOU SINCE 1985 

Ol~l~SllOllE S'l'llA'l'EGIES 
How to go offshore 

•Complete financial privacy •Protect your assets 
•Offshore trusts and IBC's • Minimize or eliminate 
•Offshore banking taxation 
•Visa/Mastercard debit card •Global financial strategies 

«~A1 .. 1 .. r.oa-aa1-Lu110 

NUDISM LIFESTYLE: 
FAMILY RECREATION 
Publications • Videos 

$3 for details: 
LIFESTYLES-SF 

Box 661268, Los Angeles, CA 90066 

Martial Law In the US by August 1999? Secret 
1997 government 150 page report provides details, 
maps, dates, etc. Get your copy today. $20 -
includes free bonus report. Cash or Check to: 
PMG, 15608 N. Pima, Box B11-112, Scottsdale, AZ 
85260. MC/Visa call 970-872-8404. 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are ii and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

COLLECTORS 
!lWEB™ MILITARY COLLECTIBLES CATALOG 
1900 TO PRESENT, LEE-JACKSON MILITARIA, 
P.O. Box 8663, San Jose, CA 95155. Cail 408·295-
1136 or fax 408·288-6350 (mailing charges: foreign 
$8.00, domestic $5.00) credit cards accepted, U. S. 
Miiitaria wantedl 

t~~~ ~~~~!o~~~~~t~) 
Free Details and 

Color Photo Brochure! 

P.l.C., Box 461873,Sf, :c 
Los Angele C ·' ..... ~ ... , 213-650-1994 
90046 "- ,6'"""-0-·- www.pacisl.com 

INFORMATION SERVICES 
Know who you are dealing with? 

Locate Telephone Number and Addres· 
ses, Identity Verification, Criminal 
Records Checks, Motor Vehicle 
Reports, Background Checks, Busi· 
ness Reports, Marriage and Death 
Records, More. Contact: 

JGS Inc. 
P.O. Box 120176, 

Staten Island, New York 10312-0176 
718-984-9012, Fax: 718-356-7256 

GET 
LEGAL 
FAST! 

BRITISH/SCOTIISH MILITARIA COLLECTORS. 
Regimental Insignia and accessories of elite 
Regiments; Including SAS; Paratroops ; Royal 
Marines; Black Watch ; Guards, etc. 45-page illus
trated Import Catalog $6.00. BRITISH REGALIA 
IMPORTS, Department 6A, PO Box 37, Palm 
Harbor, FL 34682. 

VIETNAM WAR INSIGNIA and Uniform List. I mall 
a list of Vietnam War Militaria six times per year . 
Lists are $4.00 each. Insignia are pictured so you 
know what you are buying. I always have a nice col· 
iection of original patches, insignia, books, maps, 
uniforms, field gear etc. Both U.S. and VC/NVA. I 
also buy singles and collections of Vietnam War 
souvenirs. 100% guarantee from me. Buy with con· 
fldence. BILL BROOKS, P.O. Box 230832. 
Montgomery, AL 36123. 

RHODESIAN AND SOUTH AFRICAN badges, 
medals, and uniforms to sale. For a list send $2 to 
KAPLANS, Box 890638, Lyndhurst 2106, South 
Africa · http://users.iafrica.com/r/rh/rhodesia or e
mail : rhodesia@iafrica.com 

Uniforms and Insignia. Specializing In camou· 
flags. Send $3.00 ($5.00 outside US) for catalog: 
World Wide Militaria, P.O. Box 522, Germantown, 
MD 20875. 

ii SOLDIEll 011 FOll'fUNE llUSSIAI Collectors 
item, published In Moscow. Various months. 
Invaluable resource for researchers, military and 
intelligence professionals. Printed in Russian only. 
$5.00 each/3 for $12. Overseas, add $1 O for 
Priority Mail. SOF Back Issues, 5735 Arapahoe 
Ave., Boulder, CO 80303-1340. 

EDUCATION 
TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 topics available! 
306-page catalog-rush $2.00. Research, 11322 
Idaho, #206EX, Los Angeles, CA 90025. TOLL· 
FREE HOTLINE: 800·351·0222 or WWW.research· 
assistance.comm 
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. CALL TOLL FREE: 1 (888) 588-0123 

!lWEB™ Internet ads are now available on the 
SOLDIER OF FOR'fUNE web site WWW.SOF· 
MAG.COM Classified advertisers: Pay $20/ month 
in addition to your print ad charge. Free 
!lWEB'Mtag for your print ad included. Display 
advertisers: $50/ month surcharge for B&W ads, 
$100/ month color. Limited availability; some 
restrictions apply. Prices subject to change. 

EMPLOYMENT 
PROFESSIONAL BODYGUARD ASSOCIATION 
(Employment Notice) All US citizens with Police, 
Military, or Security experience who attend a train
ing course with the PBA, will be offered some form 
of employment contract after their training. For full 
details, send a large Self Addressed Envelope with 
either $2 or 2 International postal reply coupons to : 
The White House, 24 Cumberland Tee, Willing
ton, Co Durham, DL15 OPB, ENGLAND, UK. 

INTERESTING CAREER LISTINGS. Police, secu
rity, investigation. Nationwide, some international. 
Executives to $119,300. Positions explained. Four 
monthly issues. $21.95. PSIC/FO, P.O. Box 3831, 
Springfield, IL 62708. 

FINANCIAL 
MONEY AVAILABLE NOW! Let the Government 
Finance your business idea. Satisfaction 
Guaranteed. Call Toll Free: 1-800-226-3601, 
Extension BF7770. 

v' INCORPORATE NEVADA. Best secrecy and 
tax laws of any state. Only state that doesn't share 
information with IRS. Owners can remain anony
mous. $350 ($400 overnight) Free Details. 888-
781-11 92, gqp @sierra.net http://www.gqp.com 

FREE 
FREE Silencers From The Home Workshop, a 50 
page illustra ted booklet. An $11.95 value plus a 
FREE 48 page color catalog. Send $3.00 for ship
ping to Firequest, Box 315, Dept. SF1, El Dorado, 
AR 71731 
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Ttii U.S. GOVERNMENT LAND ~ 
Federa lly owned land currently available in AK. /-,Z. AR . CA. 
CO. 10. MT. NV. NM . OR. UT. WA. WY lor $2.50 per acre. 
U.S. citizens enti tled lo purchase up to 160 acres per 
person . For complele information packaqe including maps. 
te lephone helpline. fil ing forms, etc. send $20 check or 
money order to: FEDERAL LANO CO., Dept L, Box 21598, 
Washington, DC 20009. (Note: thi s is not homestead
ing- lands are sold outright.) MONEYBACK GUARANTEE' 

175 Page Guide cove rs the Bail Recove ry bu siness 
from "A to Z ". (Procedures, Training , Examples). Written 
by a Calif. Lie. P.I. and Former Law Enforcement Officers. 
$75.00 + $5.00 2604 · B, EL CAMINO REAL, STE 268 

VISA / MC S&H CARLSBAD CA 92008 
(A LLO W 22. 25 DAY S) TEL: 888-434-8219 FAX: 760-724-7105 

FREE Surviving Global Slavery, a 160 page 
book. A $1 3.95 value plus a 72 page color catalog 
FREE! Send $3.00 for shipping to Delta Press, Box 
1625, Dept. SF2, EIDorado, AR 71731 

KNIVES - BAYONETS 
COLD STEEL, Spyderco, Gerber, SOG, 
Benchmade, Smith & Wesson and more. Huge dis
counts! Free List. KNIVES PLUS MAIL ORDER, 
(800) 687-6202. 

MILITARY EVENTS, 
AIR SHOWS & REUNIONS 

!lWEB'M Attention Military, Veterans: SOLDIER 
OF l'OR'l'UNE will run a 30-word notice here and 
on our Internet site for one month, half price, for any 
legitimate reunion, military base open-house, air 
show, battle re-enactment, firepower demonstration 
or similar military event. Non-commercial events 
only; standard rate applies to for-profit events. 
WWW .SOFMAG.COM 

MISCELLANEOUS 
v' INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF MERCENAR
IES Membership Coin. Free registration with order. 
$15. ea. plus $3. S&H. John Langley, Box 804, 
Nokomis FL 34274. 

• Did this get your attention? It's a "Dingbat." So 
are v' and e. Add them to your SOF classified ad 
for $5/each. 

SF198 

Mail check or money order to: 
Righteous Redneck, Inc., PO Box 1643, 
Southeastern, PA 19399-1643 
Order# ___ Qty. __ x $6.95= __ _ 
Order # ___ Qty. __ x $6.95= __ _ 

S+H$~ 
PA residents add Tax$ __ _ 

6% sales tax. Total $ __ _ 
Name ______________ __,, 
Address ______________ 

1 
City ______ State ___ Zip __ _ 

Phone(__)--------....,..---

• Make your own parts and repairs 
• Easy to use, free training 
· Work metal, wood, or plastic 

~\\~~ Dept. SOF, PO Box 1517 
\\\\0 AnnArbor,Ml48t06-1517 

Call 1-800-345-6342 

• 2500+ Military Designs 

• Anmy, Navy, Air Force, Marines 

• Call now! Toll-free! 
1-888-223-1159 

• Custom pins & patches available. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 

by Hoover's Mfg., Co. 
P.O.Box 547SF, Peru, IL 6 1354 

Fax: 1 -815-223-1499 

GOT A TATTOO? TRY FLASHBACK! The lotion 
that puts the flash back in your tattoo. Odorless, 
greaseless, great for older tattoos. Money back 
guarantee. Lauthryn Enterprises, Inc., P.O. Box 
117, Mt. Holly, NJ 08060. 1-800-632-9413. $14.95 
(NJ 6% tax) plus $3.95 S&H. VISA/MASTERCARD 

LET THE GOVERNMENT PAY for your new or 
existing home. Over 100 different programs avail
able. Free recorded message: (707) 448-3210. 
(8KW5) 

SECRET SUBJECTS $29 - The World's Largest 
Collection of Underground Information Packed on a 
PC Cd-Rom: Fake Ids, New Identities, Booby 
Traps, Hacking, Lock Picking, Scams, Revenge, 
Explosives, Coin Machines, Beating Polygraphs & 
Hundreds More! Credit Cards/Money Orders -
http://www.dresearch.com, (954) 724-4395, DIS
CREET RESEARCH , 7154 N. University Drive 
#152, Tamarac, FL 33321 
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1r~~~1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r1r 
~ Men: ~ 
1r Moveto 1r 
; Paradise! ; 
f" Want to live in 'fr 
~ paradise? ~ 

1" You CaJ1! 1" 
f;" ln this exciting new 1"" 
~ book you' U discover ~ 

ways that you can & ~ 

~ enjoy a fabulous ~ 
~ tropical lifestyle! ~ 

~ Contains EVERYTillNG YOU NEED including: 1r 
1" "Female" lnfonnalloo- "Can't miss" paradises for ~ 
~ sizzling romance. Enjoy hot romance with beautiful ~ 
f" fo,~ women - regardless of your age, income or looks! 1"' 
ff' Bu1lne11 Information - Best business opportlmities ~ 
1r and sources offinancinJ. Get rich while having fun! 1r 
f' Job information - Great jobs and how to get them. No & 

degree or foreign language required! I· ! Pa11por1 &. Visa Information - Insiders· secrets to !: 
I• getting visas and keeping them current' I• 

'ft Others art doing lt and $0 can you - Order now! 'ft 
1' Mention this ad & save $5 off the regular price of $24.95 ~ 
1' Now only $19.95+ 5'.00 Shipping & Handling ~ 
~ Vi.sa/MC/Amex!Disrover orders Call (800) 460-5056 ~ 
-. or Mail check or money order to: Alexander&. Watson, ._ 
I. P.O. Box 330155- Suite 7051 , Ft. Worth TX 76163. I' 
~ FAST SHIPPING • MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! ~ ff' • Cannot be found 1n book stores. • 'ft 
fr~~1'~1'"l""l""l""l""l""l""l""l""l"1r 

Please send S 7. 00 
for our new catalog 

13983 Indust ry Avenue • Becker, MN 55308 
PHONE 1-612-261-5600 FAX 1-612-261-5599 

NEW IDENTITY? Genuine Birth Certificate! Easily 
get a new SSN, Driver's License, Passport. Send 
$1.00 Write: Creative Solutions, RR1 Box 63-8114, 
Eldorado, Ontario, CANADA KOK 140, 1 ·888-817-
61~6 

II' COLOIDAL SILVER. Kills over 650 disease 
causing bacteria, viruses including Gonorrhea, 
Herpes, Flu , E-Coli , Candida. 8oz. $24.95. 
Coloidal Silver, Dept. SF, P.O. Box 4511, Pinehurst, 
NC 28374 

BLOWGUN BOOSTER triple any blowguns power, 
converting it into a pump up pistol or rifle, using 
only common hardware store parts, 45 page man
ual $19.50, free dart plans. METROGORNE, Box 
2043, Battle Creek, Ml 49015 

8 0 

Si?G Executive V.l.P. 
Protection Manual Protective Svcs. 

150 page Guide Coverin g the full scope of Personal
Co rp. -Se rvices Emp loyee Threa l Assessment , 
Background Checks, Advance Work and more. Written 
by P.I. and Former Government Service Officer. 
2604 - B, EL CAMINO REAL, STE 268 $7fr00 + $5.00 

CARLSBAD CA 92008 VISA / MC S& H 
TEL: 888-434-8219 FAX: 760·724-7105 (ALLOW 22 - 25 DAYS) 

2 For 

$6495 #102 NATO 
MILITARY 

31!.'' Stainless 
Plus $4 
Ship/ 
Hndlg blade. Front open

ing, fast lever-action. 

#104 THE GODFATHER. 
Stiletto. 4" li!/ltning-quick 

side open stainless steel blade. 
Lifetime Money-Back Guarantee. 

10rder 2 knives & get FREE/Swiss Army Knite1 
I Check or M.O. to PERFORMANCE KNIVESI 
11202 Lexington Ave (Rm 192 Dept SA-5), New York, NY 10028 I 
lllimited offer . ACT NOW 1-800-324-43711 

-----------..----~ 
'l!aDETE~ 

Explore a secret wo rld! Fascinating 
new ca reer. Experience a new '• 
adventu re every day. L 
Dynarrnc home study course. #'.~'· 
Diploma, Badge. State approved. ' 

FREE DETECTIVE CAREER KIT 

1•800.•742•9007 Ext. 301 
UflECTIVETRAmlNGeox909 • SanJiian(ilµti,C.U.92&93 

Get houses, land, other properties for pennies 
on the dollar at Tax Delinquent Auctions. Build a 
financial real estate empire. I did. I'll show you 
how. Easy to follow detailed information package: 
$20.00 write : Bondira, P.O. Box 212, Marshall , IN 
47859. 

Discreet multi-shot keychain, loaded with most 
powerful legally formulated pepper spray. Item 
#A 13. Only $7.99 + $2/SH to : DAJ Discount 
Merchandise, 101 Middlesex Tpke Ste. 6-324 , 
Burlington, MA 01803-4914. Free catalog with order. 

QWEB™ Internet ads are now available on the 
SOLDlllR 01' l'Oll'l'UNE web site WWW.SOl'
MAG.COM Classified advertisers: Pay $20/ month 
in addition to your print ad charge. Free QwEB™ 
tag for your print ad included. Display advertisers: 
$50/ month surcharge for B&W ads, $100/ month 
color. Limited availability; some restrictions apply. 
Prices subject to change. 

REMAILING SERVICES 
QWEB™ CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS. Mail 
received here, then foiwarded to you worldwide. 
Voicemail, too! Website address - www.netcom. 
com/~mailpost. MAILPOST, 2421 SOF Pratt, 
Chicago, IL 60645. 773-764-0100. 800-890-3199. 

PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY! P.O. Boxes, mail 
drops, and home addresses leave a trail. We are 
not a remail er, but we do have the answe r! 501-
785-3424 or www.ebservices.com 

NEED NEW l.D.? Because we care and can help 
you. U.S.l.D. Protection, Charles Reagen, 612-362-
4375. Consulting services: $1295. Call when seri
ous and ready to proceed. 

U.S. MILITARY INSIGNIA 

•

1940 through Current § 
Large Catalog, $3.00 

• Box 3133 •SF • Naples. FL 33939-3133 
. SAUNDERS 

SOUHEll 01? l?(Hl'l'UNE 
NOW ON THE INTERNET! 

Wl\11\1.S(ff}IAG.(~0.H 

Editorial, ads, Convention info and 
more, all updated monthly! 

Made of so lid brass. 1/2 lb. 
ORDER NO. 05 Or 2 for 
Bud K Price $12.95 $22.50 
Mail BUD K Worldwide 

Orders P.O. Box 2768, Dept. SF 
To: Moultrie, GA 31776 

1-800·543-5061 

SECURITY 
300,DDOV STUN GUNS $49.95! AIR TASERS 
$239.95! S/H $4.95, 100% GUARANTEE. G. 
KOHLER, 39 QUARRY, COBLESKILL, NY 12043, 
C.O.D.'S 1 (800) 205-9805. 

SURPLUS 
GOVERNMENT AUCTIONS in your area ' Must 
sell : Cars, trucks, computers, more! Great deals! 
Call Now Toll Free: 1-800-601-221 2, ext. SP7770 

Military Surplus: U.S. Navy Divers wristwatches. 
A.B.S. cases with rotating bezel tested 5 atmos
pheres. Dial marked U.S. Government. Stainless 
back marked with full U.S. Navy specs. Dial has tri
tium Glass vials at 5 minute marks and in hands. 
Stays bright and readable all night. $168.00 pre
paid money order only. 3 day return privilege. F. 
Hougham, 55 N. St. Andrews Drive , Ormond 
Beach, FL 321 74. 

SURVIVAL 
50,000 MAPS: Topographic, Tactica l Quads, 
Travel , Political, Vietnam, Bosnia, Ohio, Anyplace! 
7700 Air Photos. Catalog $3.00 (refundable). 
MONARCH, Box 42003-203F, Phoenix, AZ 85080. 

TRAINING 
Learn Seal, Delta, Spetsnaz & SF Secrets to 
achieve in fighting, shooting, fitness and more. 
Free Info Call 800-908-0107 ext. 2 I Training. 

LINCOLN TRAINING CENTER, CLASSES ARE 
DESIGNED FOR THE INDIVIDUAL OR SMALL 
TEAM TO MAINTAIN AN ACCEPTABLE LIVING 
STANDARD IN A BATILEFIELD ENVIRONMENT. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION. CALL 308-795-2319 

VIDEO 
• VIDEO, Stealth & Sentry Removal. Little known 
Techniques for Knife, Empty Hand, Chain. Native 
American Stealth Techniques and Drills. $40.00 
Hertlein Productions, P.O. Box 9574, Scotch Pines, 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80525. 

WANTED 
WANTED - Executive Protection & Investigative 
Professionals. International Networki ng 
Association. Send $17.50 for infopak to: BASECA, 
4 Maple Ave. , Morristown, NJ 07960. 
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$39.00 
GOLD METAL BADGE 
MAX!!iELL CORP 
4038 NW 9th Ave, Dept SOF 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309 
Add $3 UPS delivery chg. 

http://www.max sell.com 
Actual Sile of Bad e2"xJ• • A.ctua1Sizeo!Case8·1/2" x4-1/4'0 en · 3-1/4" Jt4-1/4" Closed 

WEBSITES 
nwEB'"' NEW CATEGORY - For only $25/ 
month (2-month/$50 minimum), you can list your 
Website or Internet URL + 10 words right here. 
This is a great way to get out the word on your site. 
$10/month more gets it listed on the SOF website 
(WWW.SOFMAG.COM). Limited time offer; prepay 
up to 12 months at this low rate. 
"The French Foreign Legion - A Guidebook to 
Joining" - See our web site at: http://www/ivy
bridge.co.uk/foreign-legion/ 
Ninjutsu - Martial Arts Seminars in Switzerland: 
www.ninja.ch 

r-----------------~ 
WORLD'S LARGEST 
SURPLUS MARKET 

for used military vehicles : 
jeeps , tanks, HMMWVs, ~~~lk~ 
military trucks, more. 
1 OO's of ads, tech tips, 
how-to, articles, event 
listings, much more! 

HIUTARY ~ VEHICLES 
IJ!! fUlh'flll 

1 year (six BIG 100+ page issues) 
USA $18, Canada $28, (Sample $5) 

12-L2 lndianhead, Morristown, NJ 07960 

L-----------------~ 

Camouflage Technologies, Tactical Airbrushing, 
custom camouflage for your rifle stock; 
www.inland.net/bkbiz 

Amazing one-of-a-kind home 
study course te ll s all! Want 
a li fe of intrigue, excitement , 
adventure? ! Quickly learn from 

the ex perts: 
• How To Earn $100,000 A Year As Your Own Boss ' 

• How To Conduct All Types Of Private Investigations. 

Skiptracing & Surveillance ' 

• How To Start Your Own Private Detective Agency ' 

• How To Work From Home, Pan-Time or FullT ime ' 
• No Experience Necessary. No Investment Req~i red 1 

STATE APPRO\'EI> 

Located in the Entertainment Ca itol 
Of the World! (213) 879-1165 

UNITED STATES ACADEMY 
FREE OF PRIVATE INVESTIGATION 
DETAILS P.O. BOX 2133 (SF) 

BEVERLY HIL LS, CA 90 2 L 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $3 per word per insertion , $60 minimum . You may prepay two months for 10% discount; six 
months for 20% discount; or take 30% off for 12 months prepaid ($2 .10/word) . See below for details. Repeat your 
same ad in another section for half price. $10 charge for copy changes (new address, Dept. #/key code, etc.). 
"Dingbats" ( v, e; • ), bold words (other than first 3-4) : $5.00/each extra. Computer word count of grammatically 
correct copy. EXAMPLE: PO Box 693 = 3 words; 80306 and 303-449-3750 , etc. each = 1 word ; abbreviations such 
as DI, SGT, 20mm = 1 word. No ads accepted by telephone. Ad copy must be typed. If you cannot type it, include 
an additional $1 O, and print clearly. Include authorizing signature, mailing address, telephone or fax number (for 
our files) and e-mail address if available. Mail classified ads with payment to SOF, ATTN: Classified Dept. , at 
address below. 

DISPLAY ADVERTISING: Rates start at $140/month for 1" (2.5 cm) boxed text ads in our classified section . Supply Depot rates 
start at $296/month for a 1 /12th page ad and $407 /month for 1 /6th page. These rates are based on 12x contracts. 

nwEB™ INTERNET ADs are now available on the Soldier of Fortune web site (1V1Vlf .SOl~MAG.COM) at spe
cial introductory prices. Classified advertisers: Pay $30/month in addition to your print ad cost for each text ad; 
$40/month for small display ads. Free nwEB™ tag for your print text ad included. Display advertisers: $50/month 
surcharge for B&W ads, $100/month color. Limited availability; some restrictions apply. Prices subject to change. 
Inquire for rates on hypertext links to your site. 

CONTACT us AT: OMEGA GROUP ADVERTISING · 5735 Arapahoe Ave. · Boulder, CO 80303-1340 
Phone: 303-449-3750 · Fax: 303-444-5617 · E-mail: advert@sofmag.com 

On-Line Media Kit: www.sofmag.com/mediakit.html 

NOTICE To ADVERTISERS: We reserve the right to refuse any ad for any reason and to delete or change any copy that 
we consider objectionable, false or in poor taste. It is our policy not to accept advertisements for personal services, 
including 'will do anything' or 'go anywhere' type ads. We accept no ads without signed authorization or an 
insertion order. Advertisers offering information packets for a fee must send sample (non-returnable ). 
All new ads must be prepaid (check, wire transfer, money order or Visa/MC). 

HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT: By authorizing placement of advertisement in Soldier of Fortune, advertiser agrees to 
abide by all applicable local, state, national and international laws governing his product or service. Advertiser fur
ther agrees that Soldier of Fortune and Omega Group shall have no liability beyond the price charged for the adver
tisement in the event of any losses incurred by him due to his ad running (or not running) in Soldier of Fortune. 

NOTICE To READERS: SOLDIER OF FORTUNE is an adult magazine of national and international distribution. There 
may be products advertised or described herein for which sale, possession or interstate transportation is restrict
ed, prohibited or subject to special licensing requirements. Soldier Of Fortune does not verify validity of every 
advertisement and/or the legality of every product offered. Purchasers should consult their local law enforcement 
authorities. Soldier Of Fortune does not intend for any product or service advertised to be used illegally. Should any 
reader have a problem with an advertiser, he should seek assistance from his nearest postal inspector and also 
contact our advertising department. Soldier of Fortune and Omega Group assume no responsibility nor liability for 
any losses incurred by purchasers due to non-compliance wi~h applicable laws or for any other reasons. Caveat 
emptor; buyer beware. 



JI Rare Jlct Of Moral Courage 

T he V Corps Commander, Lieu
tenant General John W. Hendrix , 
has blown the whistle on his own 

41 ,000-man outfit, saying it needs 180 
days to become battle-ready," says a 
Pentagon source. 

Wait a minute! Hendrix commands one 
of the U.S. Army's best units which is cur
rently deployed on a red-hot mission in 
Bosnia, and is the first to go if trouble 
strikes anywhere else in Europe, Africa 
and Southwest Asia, and it ain't ready? 

V Corps - whose 1st Armored 
Division and 1st Mechanized Division 
whipped Saddam Hussein's army in less 
than 100 hours - is supposed to be fit to 
fight anyplace, anytime, and able to roll in 
a few hours' notice. 

Brave Gen. Hendrix has told it like it 
is. A tank leader in Hendrix 's outfit says, 
"We' re broken. We have been forced to do 
too much with too little without clear 
focus for too long." 

For two years, I've been reporting in 
this space what your kids have been telling 
me: Our military aircraft are crashing in 
record numbers, tanks are failing apart like 
1930s' Grapes of Wrath trucks, combat 
units are under-strength, and not trained 
for war, and ships are sailing with crews 
that are overworked and understaffed. 

Any grunt or junior leader (off the 
record, of course) from a green replace
ment- to a navy lieutenant - to an Army 
or Air Force captain - will tell you that 
operational readiness stinks. 

Even the mainline media are reporting 
the story. They' re saying things have not 
been worse since the dark, grim days after 
Vietnam when our military machine was 
broken and couldn't even execute a raid to 
snatch the Iranian-held hostages without 
turning it into a bloody disaster. 

Only a few months ago, V Corps 
reported, "We' re best in the West," but 
that was under Gen. John Abrams, who's 
now back in the States being groomed for 
four stars. 

His successor, Gen. Hendrix, after a 
couple months in the saddle, is saying his 
active-duty corps, which costs the taxpay
er $207 million a year, needs as much time 
to be combat-ready as the Pentagon says a 
National Guard division needs. 

Col. David Hackworth, (Ret.) also writes a 
syndicated weekly column titled "Defending 
America." "Hack " doesn't pull any punches 
and many liberal rags won 't carry his writ
ing. If your local paper falls into that cate
gory, call the editor and let him know you' cl 
like to see "Defending America" on. the Op
Ed page. It 's syndicated by King Features, 
235 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017. 

But still the high brass in the Pentagon 
and their lying taxpayer-funded spokesmen 
are insisting all is well. Sadly, even General 
Henry Shelton, chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, has bought into this party line. 

U.S. News and World Report recently 
lashed the Pentagon about their sad readi
ness condition. Shelton responded by say
ing our forces are good-to-go and "the 
Pentagon's carefully monitored readiness 
statistics do not indicate serious degrada
tions in the force ." 

I could expect such a snow job from 
someone like Max Taylor, who brought us 

Only a congressional investigation will reveal when the war
fighting skills of proud combat units in Germany slipped to those 
of weekend warriors. 

These units have been the main-ground striking force in Europe 
for almost 50 years. Their readiness did not suddenly plummet 
from peifect to horrible in the last six months. 

The real issue here that needs immediate investigation is have 
politically correct senior leaders Jet combat-readiness decline while 
they were telling congress their units were ready? 

It's been a long time, too, since a senior officer such as Hendrix 
has had the moral courage to sound off. In my memory, only four 
Army generals since the Korean War have fallen on their swords 
and put honor over career to tell the truth in matters affecting 
national security. 

They are James Gavin, Henry Emerson, Harold Moore and John 
Singlaub. All were given the boot. All are in my personal hall of fame. 

And now, so is Hendrix. He skippers one of the four fighting corps 
in the U.S. Anny, and he's saying our military machine is broken. 
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Vietnam, or Colin Powell , who, after 
Desert Storm didn't bring us the promised snake's head, or John 
Shalikashvili, who brought us our rnilitary's current meltdown -
but not from a great, straight-shooting warrior such as Green Beret 
Shelton. 

A message to Henry Shelton: Don' t believe your briefers or the 
puffed-up readiness reports. Take off on a recon by yourself and 
spend a week each on a fighting ship, with a grunt platoon, a fight
er squadron and a maintenance unit. 

Talk to the foes and Janes and get the real word. They are the truth. 

Http://www.hackwortl1.com is the address of 
David Hackworth's home page. 

Copyright 1997 David H. Hackworth 
Distributed by King Features Syndicate, Inc. 

Hackworth's best-selling book, Hazardous Duty, has topped 
90,000 copies in worldwide sales. ~ 
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Introducing the Compact 
A ate-Fairbairn® Covert™ Folder 

UNLOCK LOCK 

Interlock™ 
Patented by renowned 
knife designers Ron Lake 
and M ichael Walker 
(U.S. Patent #5,596,808) / 

_,, 

~ 
A~~ 

S'> -LinerLock® with NEW 
Interlock™ Manual Safety Lock 

- ATS-34 High Carbon Stainless 
Steel Blade 

- Made in the U.S.A. 

Applegate-Fairbai rn® Folders: 
COVERT™ FOLDER 

0 .:i.::::----·a -. ~-- : 
0 • 

~ ~ . : 
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COMBAT FOLDER 

New Smaller Size, Same Great Design! 

Gerber Legendary Blades / A Division of Fiskars, Inc. / P.O. Box 23088 Portland, OR 97281 

Gerber Legendary Blades builds the tools 
you need to keep going. 

Our selection of survival knives 

and multi-purpose tools isn' t 

for everyone. But if you 

can appreciate solid, 

well -made products, 

we have the 

merchandise. 

#05803 
Guardian Back-Up® 

Gerber Legendary Blades 
P.O. Box 23088 

14200 SW 72nd Ave. 
Portland, OR 97281-3088 USA 

#05780 
Applegate·Fairbairn® 
Combat Folder 

#07530 
Multi· Lock'" 
Needlenose 
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